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iATMAN in the darkness,

as elusive as a dream. High above
the seamy streets of GOTHAM,
Vhe is a criminals night

-w I

mare.

The only hope for c

desperate city
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S‘N’ GOBLINS
THIS’LL SCAR OF YOUR SKIN!

Arthur returns! The

j
fearless knight is back

/ in this stunning sequel

j
f"!

to Ghosts ‘n’ Goblins

f (voted among the top

10 games of 1986).
Three years have passed
since the evil ones came

to do their dirtywork. Now
they’re back and they’ve

^ captured Princess Hus,

WL but our valiant knight
Arthur is charging

to the rescue

against a

| formidable array

JR?, f of gruesome
i f enemies and hairy

mmkiM hazards.

Atari ST, Amiga
Spectrum Cassette
Amstrad Cassette
and Disk

CBM 64/128 Cassette
and Disk

PV»^Tvt.|^vr^vri

version.



Thalamus, C64 £9.99 cassette, £12.99 disk.

ftOfeiN

Despite its basic simplicity Snare is a difficult game to
play. The slightest mistake is punished mercilessly and
even with the exit in sight you can easily fall into a hole
or bump into a wall, sending you back to the start of the
level. Things might have got a bit too frustrating if it

weren’t for the excellent continue option and the fact that there’s no
time limit. The immediate 90° turns add an original, disorientating
element to the highly enjoyable play. Snare is easy to get into but very
hard to leave alone. In fact, I’d give it a Sizzler!

PRESENTATION 92%
Good in-game info, excellent mul-

tiload, and great cover art!

GRAPHICS 86%
Not much variety, but attractive all

the same with some finely' detailed

ships.

SOUND 74%
Good intro music and spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 84%
A bit confusing to start with, but the
first few levels soon become easy.

LASTABILITY 92%
Increasing difficulty over 20 levels

means there’s lots of reasons for you
to rip all your hair out.

Approaching the end-of-level teleport on level one.

About to zap a baddie while flying over a blue square (which keeps
your speed constant).

Then there are switches - fly

over them to turn them on/off,
create new pathways, open
walls, and destroy robot ships.
The robots include dumb ones
which take only a single shot to
destroy, homing robots, inde-
structible robots, and ones
which fly overgaps leaving trails

you can fly along. Also to be
watched out for are flashers:
strips which flash blue/white
and are deadly when showing
white. The most fun, though, are
mines- arranged in large fields,

onlythe flashing ones are harm-
ful.

More useful are bonuses,
these flash five times before dis-
appearing and can boost score,
lives, and even jump you a level
- but they’re only activated ifyou

OVERALL
| 88%
Afascinating and extremely addic-

tive arcade/puzzle game.

JANUARY 1990 ~7

complete the level you’re on. To
help you do this there’s local
teleports, which jump you
around the level you’re on.
As you progress in the game

‘environmental’ conditions can
change so you might not be able
to stop, jump, or even leave a
trail. The twenty levels are split

into five loads of four levels. If,

for example, you die on level

seven you only go back to the
start of the load - level five- with
the number of lives you had
when you started the load.

a anrmiga
No plans for an Amiga game as yet.
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f you can’t take it with you,
make sure no-one else can
enjoy it. That seems to be the

motto of Andre Thelman, one of
the world’s richest men who
passed away in 2049. During the
ten years previous to his demise
Thelman had built an incredible
maze. Located in a ‘temporal
cavity’ in his gardens, the maze
is made up of 20 levels linked by
hidden teleports. At the heart of
the lethal maze Thelman has left

a mystery object presumed to
be incredibly valuable.
During the years since Thel-

man’s death a great many
people have tried, and failed to
solve the maze. Their attempts
have become a popular prime-
time show filmed by overhead
cameras. Each adventurer

enters the maze in a hover ship
armed with a plasma cannon.
The ship hovers over the
smoothly scrolling floor but is

destroyed if it falls down the
gaps. All turns are made instan-
taneously, snapping the screen
90° about the ship. By pressing
fire and pulling back on thejoys-
tick the ship jumps, while fire

and forward leaving a solid trail

behind.

Your objective on each level is

to find the final teleport - two
linked, flashing circles. The
most basic obstacle is the
maze-like layout, but there’s
lots more besides. Scattered
around the mazes are special
tiles, which do everything from
speeding you up, to making it

impossible to turn on them.

Puzzle games? Bleugh! First impressions of this game
can make you dizzy with all the screen-snapping 90°

turns. But once you remember you can actually stop
moving to think about things, rather than panicking at

high speed, the game opens up brilliantly. The first load
is a very well judged introduction to Snare, which thereafter shows
increasingly sadistic teeth (such as not being able to stop!). Original
and attractive, this is one of those games which will keep you coming
back for ages. Recommended.



And I thought it was going to be
a pretty dull Xmas when it came
to horizontal scroller shoot-’em-
ups!! This rather quiet release,

programmed by some virtual

unknowns, very nearly equals
my all-time fave blast Armalyte
for sheer brilliance. In terms of

all-out slaughter Retrograde is

light-years better and meaner,
with more weapons than you
could possibly cope with along
with thousands of aliens to take
out. I love the idea of having to

I

sell off weapons (at a fraction of

their cost) in order to make avail-

able space to install better

weapons - bang goes any hopes
of buying every single weapon
going and romping through the
game! you need to use some of

the old grey matter to try and get
through this baby (along with a
very sturdy autofire joystick).

:!
'
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Thalamus, C64 £9.99 cassette,

£12.99 disk

•Ghostbusting? Pah, let’s go planetbusting!

T here’s a theory that any
civilization with faster-

than-light space travel

must be intellectually advanced
and essentially peace-loving. A'-,:'

Otherwise they’d have surely ^
blown themselves up in a war. ^

Wrong. In Retrograde there’s
a competition between seven ^
alien races, and it’s not called ^
‘Going For Gold’. Seven dis- ^
tinctly overweight, smelly and ^
very nasty dictators are each
trying to invade the most planets
in the Thwok solar system.
Already seven of the eight plan-
ets have been taken over and
yours, Choom, is next.
Any reasonably intelligent

being would take the next space

flight out, pausing only to buy
the latest copy ofZZAP! But san-
ity is obviously in short measure
in a solar system called Thwok,
and you’ve volunteered to take
on seven alien invasion forces,
routing the whole miserable lot

of spacefaring scum.
Each of the seven planets is

controlled by nerve centres
buried deep underground, and
protected by locked bunkers. To
get in you must first find a plan-
etbuster, these are carried by

About to pay a visit to your neighbourhood store,

with two blue Ara diamonds on screen.

The ‘Warhammer 40,000’ RPG provided
inspiration for the two Space Marines
statues in this vertically-scrolling

section.



In itself the above-planet action

would make for a pretty damn
good blast but Transmission

Software have added brilliant,

underground downward-scrol-
ling sections and some of the

hardest mother aliens you’ll ever

want to tackle to make one bril-

liant shoot-’em-up. The chal-

lenging, but supremely enjoy-

able gameplay, is perfectly com-
plemented by some superb and
amazingly varied graphics and
excellent tunes. Even the disk

multi-load is extremely rapid (al-

though my aching trigger finger

could have done with a longer

rest between levels!). Retrog-

rade is a classic 64 shoot-’em-

up - don’t miss it.

A bigger and more dramatic range of weapons has yet to be seen,

many of the twelve basic weapons change their looks (as well as their

effectiveness) quite dramatically as they upgrade, making for some
truly awesome mega-blasting. The nerve centre and end-of-level

monsters add variety to the basic shoot-’em-up action which, com-
bined with all the levels, results in an incredible value-for-money
package. This is one of those games, increasingly rare these days,

written specifically for the C64 and it shows! All in all, a great start to

the Nineties for Thalamus.

limited range of weapons so to

get the betterweapons you have
to get onto the higher levels.

Also of limited availability are
powerfist upgrades which
improve your punching power
for the vertically scrolling nerve
centre sections. All the weapons
and upgrades can be sold off, for

a fraction of their cost, if you
want to install a different

weapon.
There are seven completely

different planets, each a sepa-
rate load, complete with sepa-
rate high-scores which are
totalled up when you die. Losing
all your lives sends you straight

back to the start of the game -

no continue plays - but extra

lives are picked up every 20,000
points and power-ups can be
collected to restore your
energy.

controls scrolling the massive
alien around you.

To stand a chance against

these hideous creatures you’ll

need to be fully loaded up with

weapons from the shop. The
biggest range ofweapons are in

the Flying Weapons section.

Weapons can fire from sixteen

points around the player, and
you can install weapons on all of

these clip-on points. Butthere’s
only nine power points to supply

energy.
There are twelve different

types of weapon, most of which
can be upgraded many times.

Sadly, the planets only have a

checked on entry leaving you
with just a powerfist to punch
the baddies. Make your way
down to the bottom of the nerve
centre and defeat the last alien

to blow up the base. Destroy all

the nerve centres and the level

is complete.
Getting to the next planet is no

picnic however, as a swift bit of

multi-loading calls into action a
massive monster. During this

part of the game you are fixed at

the centre of the screen, with

aliens walking on the planet sur-

face. Once you get one of these
you have to get it primed at the

last bastion of native resistance
-- the corner shop. Needless to

say they’re not going to do it for

free, so you need lots of cash.
Fortunately, when you

destroy members of the alien

defence forces they usually

deposit crystals easily con-
verted into ARA - the local cur-

rency. Once you prime the plan-

etbuster all you have to do is find

the opened bunker and drop
down. The game then switches
to vertically-scrolling mode, but
all your add-on hardware is

An Amiga game is under consider
ation.

PRESENTATION 94%
Great loading screen, option to listen

to some of the tunes, great shop
screens, high score table, and fab Oli

cover art!

GRAPHICS 95%
Good above-ground aliens, great

underground and end-of-level sec-

tions, brilliant variety, and superlative

weapons.

SOUND 95%
Different tunes for the high score,

new levels, situations - and all pretty

brill.

HOOKABILITY 94%
Immediately addictive, starts off sim-

ple but different stages add variety.

INSTABILITY 95%
Seven huge levels and daunting end-
of-level monsters add up-to a massive

challenge.

An utterly awesome shoot-’em-up

A You’ve one minute and 34 seconds to destroy this heavily armed monster spaceship



Better than the movie!

PRESENTATION 80%
Good start-up and inter-level sequ-

ences.

GRAPHICS 61%
Mediocre maze-sections, average

shoot-’em-up sections.

SOUND 72%
Good use of short samples to

recreate songs, with good FX too.

HOOKABILITY 61%
Maze-games off-putting, but slightly

easier and hence more playable than
the C64.

INSTABILITY 60%
Later levels less impressive than C64,

but still quite playable.

L
OVERALL I

61% I
Acceptable yesteryear gameplay

for Jacko fans.

SCORE

PRESENTATION 64%
Very good intro seauence. nice inter-

level loading screens, but very
lengthy multiload.

GRAPHICS 73%
Dull mazes, but nice Club 30s scene,

and very good Arena battle.

SOUND 62%
Some mediocre renditions of the

‘Bad’ tunes.

HOOKABILITY 54%
Ancient maze-game format off-put-
ting and repetitive, persistence allows

progress.

LASTABILITY 65%
Quite a challenge, with rewarding

final levels.

US Gold, C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk; Amiga £24.99 shoot a set number of villains

A
dotted around the horizontally

merica, land of the free, henchmen. Michael must find
home of the weird’ as the ten orbs to transform into the
Statue of Liberty savs at fabulous Stratos rocket car

merica, ‘land of the free,

home of the weird* as the
LStatue of Liberty says at

one point in the movie. Possibly
the world’s weirdest rock star
starts his adventure in The
Studios, the scene of the Speed
Demon video where Michael is

pursued by a mob of Claymation
fans. To escape he must dis-
guise himself as a rabbit and
roar off on a motorbike. The
Studios are represented by an
overhead view of a smoothly
scrolling maze infested with
such Jackson fans as the
Granny, Cowboy, and Biff

brothers. There are seven
pieces of the suit to be found,
from shoes to rabbit head,
which must be collected in the
correct order. A camera, micro-
phone, spotlight, and key are
also to be picked up and Michael
must run over any packets of
drugs he finds. If a fan catches
him, Michael must give away
one of his silver discs - which
are also lost if Michael is shot (f).

The next level is The City,

where the rabbit-disguised
Jackson zooms about trying to
avoid fans and Mr Big’s armed

which can smash through
roadblocks. Despite our hero
being ‘very anti-violence’ you
must run over the henchmen,
turning them into an ugly red
stain on the pavement. Once the
last orb has been collected
Michael turns into the car, with a
limited amount oftime to smash
through the roadblock. This
level is repeated fourtimes, with
different mazes and vehicles.
Club 30s is where Jacko must

scrolling night club, while dodg-
ing the bullets and collecting
ammunition. At the end of this
level one of Michael’s friends is

captured leading him to . .

.

. . . The Arena. Now Mr ‘anti-

violence’ starts massacring
people by the dozen. After trans-
forming into a robot Michael
revolves around in the arena,
moving a cursor to aim his guns.
While blasting the henchmen as
they appear Michael must watch
out for a plasma cannon which
pokes its massive nose in from
time to time.

It’s very strange how the press release for Moonwalker
mentions the non-violence aspect of the game and
immediately contradicts itself with guards getting
squashed by mad rabbits on motorbikes and mass car-
nage on the later levels! The first level isn’t a unique

concept, that’s for sure, and is immediately followed up by yet more
of the same - total overkill which (while playable) quickly begins to try
your patience. Later levels are better, but they’re too late to fully make
up for the early stages.

A A gangster takes aim at the ‘anti-violence’ rockstar in Club 30s. (C64)

There’s the ignition key, but none of the rabbit suit has been found yet. (Amiga)

ing Amiga
game
The final two loads are both
above-average shoot-’em-ups
which are good fun. The first

maze level isn’t bad either, but
the similar four-maze level two is

irritating - especially as it’s

pretty difficult. The C64 version
is further handicapped by being
four lengthy loads with no con-
tinue-play option. But generally,
these are two professionally
done programmes based on a
difficult subject. 60%



you’ve played the &vne

NOW GET THE VIDEO
INCREDIBLY, WE ARE GIVING AWAY A FREE VIDEO WORTH
AT LEAST £10 THIS CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR THROUGH THIS
ADVERTISEMENT ONLY, WITH EVERY

FIRST TIME LOADING
- EVERY TIME

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
ALIGNMENT

LED LIGHTS
TO INDICATE

MAXIMUM
SIGNAL POSITION

SEND OFF

Jf ONE FULL YEAR
GUARANTEE

THIS OFFER CLOSES ON JAN. 30th

DATA-RECORDER

FOR C64/128

COMPUTERS

STILL FOR ONLY

£39.99
INC

P&P

FOR YOUR ‘LOAD IT’ AND FREE VIDEO
CUT-OUT OR PHOTOCOPY THIS COUPON AND SEND IT TO:

Mills Computer Products Ltd, Chewton Street, Eastwood, Nottingham NG16 3HB

PLEASE SEND ME LOAD-IT(S)

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE FOR £39.99 OR PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/VISA ACCOUNT
CREDIT CARD PHONELINE
0773-761246 liilU9B
SIGNED EXPIRY DATE

MY CHOICE OF FREE VIDEO IS TOP GUN

LIVING DAYLIGHTS

(Please allow 28 days for delivery) TEMPLE OF DOOM

(Please number your
1st and 2nd choice)

ZZ
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YOUR FIRST CHOICE FOR AMIGA

NEW AMIGA POWERPLflY PACKS
Yes, Gordon Harwood Computers have vet again

improved the value of their legendary offers with

the launch of the all new Powerplay Packs which

now include meqa releases such as BATMAN THEdw include mega releases sucn as da i iwan it

MOVIE, NEW ZEALAND STORY etc. etc. And,

when you look at the list of over 20 extra items

ITS GOT TO BE THE BEST DEAL DEALIN' DIEGO,

YOUR AMIGA AMIGO, HAS EVER COME UP WITH!
REMEMBER, ALL OUR PACKS CONTAIN AMIGA'S WITH

THE FOLLOWING STANDARD FEATURES

51 2K RAM
1Mb Disk Drive

4096 Colours

Multi-Tasking

Built-in Speech

Synthesis

Mouse
3 Operation Manuals

Workbench 1.3

System Disks

Kickstart 1.3

All Connecting Cables

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT
AND STANDARD DELIVERY SERVICE

GORDON HARWOOD
YOUR FIRST CHOICE

FOR ANYTHING AMIGA!

HARWOODS THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST 24 HOW

ORDERING MADE EASY- COMPARE OUR SERVICE
r* ORDER BY PHONE: Phone our HHr Onto Hotline using your After you've purchased from Harwoods we'l still be here lo completely

fj r-t tif t- tfir ri nTT eiiMr f|Lj.jj, .. y irhlrwrt ier Yrnjiii it O '..mifcik~r Mrf¥r*
ACCOSSj VISA u» lOITIyufO U*u*Qv vUFOS QUOnriflnmm Or vaO'iY OOIv. jwU jiiuutu ***** p* vUIvihj uti^c*

ftYMfAffr- M,A n rllr,nM y,r hnntmrr linijrllnri rnrinlit rfrnftrwruck of r nunc, mane ui8t|U8i
t
nunKeri-Dtflwftig wtieiy uron>

“
Or^Wfers payable to GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS.

1 2 MONTH WARRANTY: if goods prove to be foully within 30 days of

(N8 . Personal or business cheques require 7 cloys deoronce from dale \p\ JfI
5

purchase they will be replaced with a H£W UNIT. For the remainder of the

of receipt before goo* con be despotdredl / guarantee period, ol mnonSy repoirs will be mode FREE Of CHARGE!

PAY AT YOUR BANK: il,orr wnb lo pay by Credrl Giro Transfer or
, COUECIION FACUITY: Any bully computer or monitor tan be collected

yuui UWil IHJirn., pEtUlie tut UBItHli. InPH. r kiunn [DEE /IE FUADrC J » A flip U<n.l.ml lull \

cott dactai ncnutov. u, up «„*nvine.j n 7 i aw I Truro your nffloe rKvt ur v.nA«wt ourino Quorarnee periwi tun woinfuiiQ only/

s

riSK rv>iAi usuvtKi. oooas m ui\ msifiiofio {>/ osy ueftveryj. ? / 4 y l ww *

OR COURIER SERVICE. Add CS per major item lor mnt working day
| EUU TESTING PROCEDURE: All comparers ore Ihororrghly Med prior to

UK (Orders normally chi itey uf racDtpf
v

^DISOO^ dospcffdi gII itecus qt^ suppfi&f wj}^ itioins plug wiiorB tg^ihtbcI

of poyment of cheque clearance).
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'
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All printers in our range are Dot-Matr
ana include the following features...

Standard Centronics parallel part for direct

connection to Amiga, PCs, ST etc. and come with

FREE CONNECTOR CABLES!

CITIZEN 1 20D FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY
Very re table low cost printer, interchangeable interfaces

available for Centronics RS 232 or Serial Type for

IBM 64 etc.

STAR LC10
Our most popular Mono Dot-Matrix printer

and at a super low price

STAR LC10
Brand new superfast Mkll version of the ever

popular LC10 printer.

HARD DRIVES

COMMODORE A590 20Mb HARD DISK DRIVE
FOR AMIGA A500
> #%>>> |S|H flftS-rt ^ t" Ainn Ha an at ft Js-niA fM _ iLa. A J*AAvommoaore s own niara drive lor file A>vU

Q Autoboot with Kicksfarf 1 .3

Sockets for up to 2Mb RAM expansion

Can be expanded in 51 2K Mows
DMA access

External SCSfport

SUPPLIED WITH FREE 0.5Mb MEMORY EXPANSION

(As detaty below "Hard Disk Upgrade")

SUPER LOW PRICE ONLY...£399.00

A590 HARD DISK 51 2K UPGRADE
Onboard, fit up to 4, in slices, giving 2Mb told

Up to 3Mb when filled with 4501

GREAT OFFER AT ONLY...£59.95

30 & 50Mb AMDRIVE HARD DISK FOR THE A500
41 ms fast access drive

True SCSI up to 500kb/$ec on standard A500
n Built-in Qfvyynf conn]v

1 2 MonthmuMm warranty induded

2 Year warranty available

30Mb Version at only—£399.00
50Mb Version at only...£475.00

40Mb VORTEX HARD DRIVE FOR BOTH
AMIGA A500 AND AMIGA AIOOO

For both A500 raid A1000 os supplied

Autoboots on ANY Amigo

GREAT VALUE AT ONLY...£499.00

FLOPPY DRIVES

EXTERNAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
0i
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Throughport

LED Access light, super quiet

Suitable For $500, At 900, A2DD0

CUMANA CAX 354 3.5” SiCOND DRIVE
n 25mm Super slimline 3.5" drive

A REAL BARGAIN AT ONLY...£89.95
CUMANA CAX 1000S 5.25" SECOND DRIVE

a Amiga DOS and MS DOS compatible

SAVE MORE THAN EVER...£1 29.95
HARWOODS SUPERSLIM 3.5" SECOND DRIVE
a Extra storage and great value too!

•SUPERLIM PRICE' ONLY...£69.95

£169.95

sneuf sTQiionery
£184 95

STAR LC10 COLOUR
Colour version of the LC10...

Allows full colour dumps from Amiga

Superb text quality

Can use black LC10 ribbons

Our most popular colour printer! £209.95

STAR LC 24 TO
24 Pin version of the Star LC Series with

exceptional letter print quality

Green Screen Switch, for enhanced text mode
RG8/AI, TTL, Comp. Video & stereo audio inputs

Can also be used as o TV with tuner or VCR

Features fold down tilt-stand

Q Compatible with most micros

£249.95

B
°uf Star printers ore genuine UK spec, which ore specifically manufactured for

e in the UK only. Please be aware that European spec, versions ore being

unofficially imported against the wishes of Star Micronics UK.

These printers DO NOT carry a Star UK warranty, and Will NOT BE SERVICED

BY THEM should the need arise.

UK specification printers moj be recognised by their 3-Pin UK type plug which

jbudGi

ACCESSORIES
COMMODORE

AS01 RAM PACK £119.95
GENUINE CBM com pock with real time battery backed dock. Ibis

add-on DOES NOT invalidate Commodore's warranty.

A500 POWER SUPPLY £49.95
GENUINE CBM power supply, also fits 128

AS20 TV MODULATOR £19.95
SuppM with oil the necessary cables

— QUALITY ACCESSORIES
REPLACEMENT MOUSE Great Feel OnlyJE29.95
Microswitched mouse ballons, high resolution mechanism

FLOPPY DISKETTES
GENUINE COMMODORE DISKS

Ten 3.5". Commodore Quality ot Only, £14.95
QUALITY CERTIFIED 3.5" BULK DISKS (suppliod with labels)

Ten, with librory case
liliM'IITiM £9.49

Ten, uncased HffTMl’M £8.49
Hundred, uncased BlfiinTfl £69.00
Hundred, with LOCKABLE storage case BBfifflSS £74.95

fted 8me In
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: itww «cii hh cl lutUJul v* 8 icEOTitj. HtuiftrcS Uc+ilOCK Tv OV
rifnu Provanfc cnmord Am.mi Aww< nero»5 coHiera Aflsjp* omo moving via

g* £59.95 Super Pnce.,..,.£499

RGB SPUTTER MINIGEN GENLOCK
Iflfffflfftffin nmm lyamtcnf titHkr tnfi&niv rho/Liu tftfaiwltliwjit mitli nmiAtf# .

Nllylp9l*»lfvlv |SvW«SW Wltl vIlvvKvf, jjJfcuUMivvT WSR jjfvpfllCS LffUJ BuWuflSS

CompMe soWw tor 81? weds cotdofes.,. t$9.95
Riml Words V2WP Package, Pogesetter V!.2wftb Artists Choice dip art and Hwitw font Pock

MUSIC-X £199.9$
i||a finwAt fitl miK.if /miff t /cfirtFiAnrlfirt ftftrbffrto fliftttfftMo ^

„ i. Ar/i jw».L*ihvm pvWVt iw ilWwv Nlwv jvtpWlwig pQCKQyc Q /(/ttUDIG, TBQTUfcS Up fO i DU HvKKS

FANTA VISION £39.95
PflDu Of {HltiTUltiftfi Aral] cminrf ntvfcftnfi* vpuw* wniriwiuti mw Wvfttj VUlAtiUC

DOS TO DOS £49.95

^monaorregtared. £113 ,>5

HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA

£249.95

lUUMINATED COPY STAND
4 |

jnfij ttfll|tC{f4l}p |-ftA rfnnrj (flyliUjuj Uulv, ^ Ufvv 1

1

jlvjt lu I UT

video camera. rag gc

RCNDALE GENLOCKS

MICROBUSTER -Microswitcbed, arcode quality £1 2.95
ZIPSTICK SUPERPRO Professional, perfect feel £1 5.95

MEMBER, WE ARE NOT JUST AN(
IL ORDER COMPANY.

sted prices are what YOU PAY, and there are NO

PHONE FOR
LARGER
QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS!

OPEN: Mon-Sat, 9am lo 5.30pm

Wed, 9am to 1pm. Sun, CLOSED

MONITORS
PHILIPS CM 8833 STEREO

Full 14" Stereo High Resolution Colour

Jnew discontinued, replaced by the CBM 1084)

High Contrast Tube

P 1

06 PSOfESSiOXAl £749.

ORDER HOTLINE 0773 83678

1
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It’s great to see the two-player

option working well on both ver-

sions. Like in the arcades, some
real off-screen fights can start

when one player nicks the other

|j player’s extra ammunition, laser

sight, or much needed extra

energy! If both of you keep firing

Hat a crate item it can quickly

(develop into a ridiculous game
of ping-pong as the equipment
gets bounced back and forth

across the screen!

On the graphics front it’s all

extremely attractive with good
horizontal scrolling, manic blast-

ing of the most violent kind and
some good 3-D scenes. If you
like your violence on the major
scale then this is the one for you
(and another blood-thirsty

friend!).
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Ocean, C64 Cassette £9.99, Disk £14.99; Am „ M
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I
t’s been a long time since Roy down main road into the country

Adams last saw combat. to face an endless onslaught of

Now another Arab terrorists in this move-
crisis has erupted, placing the into-the-screen, 3-D stage,

fate of hundreds of innocent These quite happily blast away
civilians in the balance. and throw grenades at the

A DC-10 has been hijacked by would-be rescuers, draining

5-
-•

i

in the battles. Besides all-impor-

tant ammo there’s a laser sight,

arguably the important add-on
as it puts a red sight on screen

foreitherRoy or Hardyto use for
more accurate fire (only one
laser sight available, sadly). Also

useful is body armour (reducing

any damage taken by half),

power drink (restoring lost

energy) and the rarelyfound first

aid kit which is even better at

healing wouftds. More often

than not your so called 'friend*

may tryto pinch a falling item off

you by shooting itbefore itgoes
off the screen, so shoot it again

to get it back the other way!
Make itthroughthe onslaught

to the church and a spy inside

tells you where to go next for

more ammo and info on the

location of the hostages. Now
theenemy’s getting really nasty,

bringing in heavily armed gun-
ship helicopters!

At the end of the level there’s— - # I
h I# I IpSilrtgill

Arab terrorists and diverted to energy with each hit.ruaw wi i vi iota aiiu wkoiivu iw iti yj nun
Kalubya, North Africa. The ter- A round or three sends the

rorist demands are predictable, bad guys on their way to Allah,

their threats ruthless. Unless 23 better still a well-placed rocket

of their terrorist comrades are does wonders when things get

released within ten hours, the busy. But it’s best to save the

passengers will be slaughtered rockets for such minor incon-
. - #»*“ „

troops shooting a heavy

one by one. veniences as MiG-25 super-

Roy Adams is called in and, sonic jets and a JetRanger with

due to a massive increase in troops shooting a heavy
military spending, is accom- machine gun out of the doors,

panied by another ‘use-bullets- Our heroes have their own
like-water’ comrade - Hardy mighty resources to call on

though - crates dropped from

53U
•' •...

' 'V

have their own
„ * I

Operation Thunderbolt starts

off with the two heroes walking
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wniie an eyes are.on Chase HQ for Xmas, Ocean’s second big-name
coin-op conversion is here now and it’s awesome!! The 64 game gets
full marks for effort with not just the Op Wolf-style horizontal levels to
fight through but also the 3-D levels which work well. The frame
update is smooth with buildings scrolling past, men running out of the
screen, and jeeps driving past in a convincing manner (considering
it’s two games in one it’s a very good effect).

What drew me to the 64 game were the great enemy sprites, with
a lot more shading and detail about them than the stick figures in
Wolf, they move real fast as well!

Concerning the Amiga game, just saying it is the arcade game isn’t
enough as Thunderbolt actually improves on it with an ace Jonathon
Dunn tune and smoother moving, slightly more detailed graphics.
There’s also a facility for two mice (mouses?) or joysticks - a bit better
than those cheap plastic guns bolted onto the coin-op that’s for sure!!

The 64 game has good sound effects and a decent Matthew Can-
non tune while the Amiga benefits from some great samples - you
really do begin to feel sorry for those cats and dogs that get shot! And
in pretty much every other respect the Amiga game amazes. Tre-
mendous speed, jaw dropping animation and superb graphics.
Amiga Operation Thunderbolt is in a league of its own when it comes
to blast-’em-ups - it’s genuinely arcade perfect. In short, a quantum
leap over Op Wolf. For the Q64 - which had a great Op Wolfconver-
sion -the sequel offers dramatically improved graphics, playability in

short - double the gameplay and double the action. Amazing.

the ammo depot, grab as much
as you can, learn the location of
the hostages and blow the
depot. Now Roy and Hardy are

around the enemy HQ. Eight
more hostages are to be
rescued from their cells by
blasting the locks on the doors

getting somewhere! With a jeep
for transport the two combat-
ants race along through a 3-D
jungle road. The enemysends in

rocket equipped MiG-25$, Hind
gunships, tanks, and jeeps all

together!

Inside the horizontally-scrol-
ling enemy hide-out things are
no less action-packed, the ter-

rorists are everywhere and have
a Russian Advisor in control.
Whatmakescombat tricky isthe
presence ofhostages. Try not to
shoot all eight (or any come to
think of it) and blow away that
RussianAdvisortocomplete the
iaiml

PRESENTATION 84%
Great mouse, lightgun, and joystick
options. Multi-load is apparent but
cleverly constructed with two levels

per load.

GRAPHICS 90%
Authentic backdrops with great shad-
ing and detail in the soldier sprites.

SOUND 79%
Good title tune and atmospheric
level-end and death tunes. Better

than average spot effects but no in-

game tunes.

HOOKABILITY 94%
Now that there’s two player action
the team spirit element of the game

shines through in fine style

INSTABILITY 92%
Eight levels compared to the Wolfs
six with two types of gameplay and
challenge within the one game.

level.

It comes as no surprise to Shooting all the he
learn that not all ofthe hostages fatalto the mission bi

have been rescued, they’ve gun-toting good guy
been split up into groups and through with hostag(
another group are held at the thenit’sontothefina
enemy’s HQ. Getting there is via Kalubya airport. This
a little 3-Djaunt in a patrol boat. section with you goir
Enemy torpedo boats and air- down the runway to 1

craft provide the necessary dis- at the end. Make it tc
tractions. After this it’s back to and you rundown the
the horizontal-scroll for a tour ning down the terrori

A lazy cruise down the river with a MiG-25 and missile-armed
patrol boats to liven things up. (Amiga) — ——

—

mindless blasting is out.

The terrorist leaderEspenosa
has one more ace left up his
sleeve, namely the pilot. You
must shoot the leader and not
the hostage in a RoboCop-type
scene. Shoot the Captain and it

looks as if your African holiday
will be extended indefinitely! A difficult coin-op to convert but

one that’s emerged as well pre-
sented, highly playable, and great

fun.

PRESENTATION 96%
Literally arcade perfect all the way
through with the coin-op’s attract
mode and the level completion

screens. There’s even a Spectrum -
ie mass attack - emulator hidden

away in the game!

GRAPHICS 98%
Effectively they ARE the graphics
from the coin-op but unbelievably

they’ve been improved upon!

SOUND 94%
A host of near perfect samples

together with a moody title tune and
enjoyable inter-level music.

HOOKABILITY 96%
Instantly playable even if it didn’t have
the Thunderbolt name to attract the

gamesplayer.

LASTABILITY 94%
The more you play it the better it gets
and boy, is there a challenge in this

We’re not talking an Amiga conver
sion of the coin-op here; we’re talk

ing the coin-op in an Amiga!!



This is one mean game. I seemed to spend most of my time shivering

in my underwear while running from one demon or another. While
level one starts off a little like the original, it soon changes - running

up the mountains sees the screen smoothly scrolling upwards as well

as across, and the nasty flames and whirlwind monsters have obvi-

ously been offered big bonuses to fry old Art. The actual graphics
aren’t immediately impressive - the lack of sheen on the armour is

particularly missed. But the more you play, the more you become
aware of the fine detailing on the creatures - especially the buzzards
- which rewards the observant. Level two’s earthquake city has some
great crumbling windmills, and the end-of-level monsters are impre-
ssive. The soundtrack, and FX, are simply out of this world with some
beautifully produced music urging you on. The crash of thunder, the
effect when you’re turned into a duck or collect a weapon - they’re

all great. The best part of the game, however, is simply the gameplay.
Each level plays differently, and quick thinking is needed to survive

for long on any of them. In short, a highly rewarding mega-challenge
to keep you occupied for ages. Buy it now!

grabs a clutch of lances and
sprints back into action.

The challenge this time
dwarfs his previous achieve-
ment - the supremely sadistic

god Capcom has seen to that.

Familiar, scythe-wielding
ghouls introduce Art to the

haunted forest and graveyard
where he started his last quest.
Newly revamped for our hero’s
revisit, the graveyard has giant

vultures, guillotines, tornado-
like demons, and skull-spitting

fires. As before, some of these
baddies carry sacks containing

•Arthur returns to re-rescue his beautiful princess

After one of the most spec-
tacular rescues in C64
history the insanely brave

Arthur is determined to marry
his rescued damsel, the curi-

ously named Princess Hus. But

no sooner than he and the
beautiful princess arrive at the
local registry office, a demon
appears and swipes her again!

After not a little cussing, Arthur
dons that famous armour suit,

Sending shivers down the spine of ghost-infested dinosaur bones

'

f

Approaching the end of level one with pig-headed guardians

about to attack. ——^

I

weapons which can be col-

lected and used. The fire bomb
is the most spectacular, setting
alight the ground it hits, while
the tinydagger is good for rapid
fire and much better than the
slower axe.

Art has to be pretty quick with
his weapon-lobbing, ’cause
contact with a pervy ghoul will

strip him down to his under-
wear. A bit of flashing indicates



brief invulnerability, after which
another hit reduces him to a pile

of bones. If there’s any lives left

Art restarts at the start of the
section he’s on - and often this

is quite a way back. And even if

he loses all his lives, he can still

play on as there’s five continue
plays. Obviously our hero is a bit

knowledgeable about some
neat Black Magic tricks himself!

In any case he’s always temp-
ted to open magic chests which
appear throughout the game,

This is the flame-spitting guy with the

sometimes containing special
armour or weapons - including
a duplicate Art and magic bar-
riers. More usually though,
there’s a wizard who - if Art
doesn’t destroy him first - will

turn the knight into a harmless
(and very vulnerable) duck for a
few moments.
But this is a trifling problem

compared to the giant demon
which lurks at the end of each
level. Defeat level one’s fear-

some monster and a multiload

takes Art to earthquake city with
lethal rock turtles and fiery bats.
The screen scrolls vertically as
well as horizontally here.

Level three has Art flying up a
tower on a magic carpet with all

sorts of demons swooping in to
attack. A monumental head is

waiting to meet him if he sur-
vives that far. Level four takes
place among the skeletons of
thankfully extinct monsters, and
a maggot-infested sea monster.
A Gassuto, or cloud with an eye
is the treat at the end of this

level. But the toughest level is

the castle of a red armoured
king.

key to level two.

• j* 1

I remember this one in the
arcades and I simply adored it,

the further you progressed the
wilder it all became and the more
outrageously beautiful the
graphics. On a lesser scale the
same applies here, with the
nicely done first level leading

through to a stunning second
level, spooky third and so on - all

with a wonderful sense of

humour. I thought Ghosts 'AT
' Goblins was a vicious game but
Ghouls is well on par with lethal

tricks and traps popping up with

every step, the nastiest of crea-
tures to meet, and far too few
lives to lose for my liking (even
with continue plays). Whereas
Software Creations could have
forgotten about the gameplay
and concentrated solely on get-

|

ting the graphics of the coin-op
across they haven’t: they’ve put
a wonderful amount of detail into

both sides of it, resulting in a
game that plays like a dream (a

[hard dream, if that’s the right

( expression!).

In music terms I thought I’d

I heard it all with Bionic Com-

[

mando and following that L.E.D.

Storm, but now my ears are
delighted by technically brilliant

and sonically marvellous tunes.

|

The title tune is unbelievably
atmospheric with sound effects

of the highest quality (the rain at

the start of the tune and the
scream halfway really do send
shivers down the spine! Incredi-

ble). And this just one month
after the brilliance of Turbo Out
RunWW

The Amiga game will be reviewed in
the next issue.
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Software Creations have pulled it off again! Yes, the programmers of
Bionic Commando and LED Storm have once more excelled them-
selves with this brilliant conversion. The first thing that impresses is

the amazing music: it’s so varied with some of the best tunes I’ve ever
heard on the 64 - music man Tim Follin is a genius. The sound effects
are equally impressive with a superb thunderstorm effect at the
beginning. Admittedly the graphics aren’t quite as stunning to start
with although they get better on later levels. What’s most important,
though, is gameplay, and this is where Ghouls ’A/’ Ghosts emulates
the coin-op to near perfection. All the levels are here plus all the
incredibly varied action - it’s tough but so playable.
Ghouls is a masterpiece of a conversion - now who says they don’t

make ’em like they used to?!

m

PRESENTATION 94%
Brill loading screen, FX only option

and vital continue-plays.

GRAPHICS 94%
Excellent attention to detail becomes
more and more apparent as you play.

SOUND 98%
A completely amazing title tune,

medieval high score tunelet, a won-
derful variety of spot FX, and great

in-game tune.
’

HOOKABILITY 96%
The imaginative sadism of CAPCOM
and Software Creations provides an

irresistible challenge ...

LASTABILITY 97%
. . . and while no-one’s going to find

it easy, the amazing variety will keep
you trying to get that much further.

OVERALL

Kg ' V •

,

An incredibly well-designed game
gets the superbrill Software Crea-

tions C64 treatment.



V.

Virgin, C64 £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk; Amiga £19.99

There’s very little difference in game structure between
this and the original Double Dragon, but this conversion
is much better and very playable. While I was disap-
pointed there’s nothing new to it, art dept star Mel abso-
lutely loved it. With other software houses neglecting

the beat-’em-up format, Virgin seem to have cornered the market
with this, Shinobi, and Ninja Warriors. For the C64 Shinobi's the best,
although worst on the Amiga where DD II and Ninja are very close.

A Billy recovers from a punch in the guts, while a villain is about to

become Shredded Wheat. (Amiga)

1UP 1520C

F
ive years ago the brilliant

Double Dragon team, Billy

and Jimmy Lee, rescued
the beautiful transexual singer
Marilyn (Marian on the C64) from
the clutches of the evil Shadow
Boss. Until yesterday the three
friends lived together quite hap-
pily. Yesterday Marilyn was shot
dead, and the Lee brothers have
sworn revenge.
But the Shadow Boss has not

spent the last five years idly

watching TV. He’s worked long
and hard using oriental black
magic to establish another vast
network of underworld crime.
The Lee brothers quest for

revenge begins at a heliport run
bythe Shadow Boss. They must
fight their way through the
heliport to confront the end-of-
level baddie, a man twice as big

as them. Along the way Schwar-

zenegger-clone muscle men
and punk women armed with
bicycle chains will try to stop
them. Dropped weapons, such
as the chains, can be picked and
used. Alternatively crates can
be picked up and thrown!

Level two takes place in a
warehouse, level three in the
MidWest complete with com-

bine harvesters, the tiny level

four on a mountainside, and
level five is inside the Shadow
Boss’s temple. Apart from the
graphic changes the basic game
is little changed from the origi-

nal. There’s some shared con-
tinue-plays, a time limit and
plenty of bashing.

64-

presentation 76%
Nice intro piccy but the music isn’t a

patch on the Amiga’s.

GRAPHICS 69%
A bit blocky and garish, but some

nice animation.

SOUND 58%
Standard spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 70%
Quite a bit tougher than the

Amiga . . .

LASTABILITY 75%
. . . making for slightly higher long-

term appeal.

OVERALL
72%

An enjoyable conversion of yet
another beat-’em-up coin-op.

Beat-’em-ups are great fun to play although nowadays
a little more originality is required in execution and game
ideas. While Amiga DDII is certainly nice to look at with
some good animation about the characters and a fan-

tastic title screen tune, there’s a lack of graphical variety

and I’m not very sure the long term appeal. The 64 version is a better
game to play with a difficulty level set just about right. On the debit
side there’s some pretty garish background graphics and weak
sound effects, but the sprites are very well animated.

A Lee brother gets an iron ball bounced off his head.

amiga
PRESENTATION 76%
Wonderful and very lengthy title

screen music, text plot recap and
slick logo.

GRAPHICS 71%
Original arcade graphics weren’t that

good, but the Amiga recreates them
well.

SOUND 62%
In-game FX a bit muffled, but still

quite good.

HOOKABILITY 74%
Instantly playable, continue-plays

make it easy to get far into the game.

LASTABILITY 62%
Not much variety in the levels and

' little originality.

OVERALL
67%

A very classy conversion of a
mediocre coin-op.

1 8 ZZAP! JANUARY 1 990



INTO THE

NINETIES
The dawn of a new decade sees the
quality of C64 programming
stronger than ever before, with
games such as Turbo Out Run, Stunt
Car Racer, and Retrograde pushing
the technical boundaries ever
further. ZZAP! is committed to bring-

ing you all the latest news, previews
and reviews on the C64 scene - not
neglecting the Amiga, of course - in

the new decade.

Sadly, the cost of paper, unlike •

RAM cnips, tends to always be rising

ratherthan falling. As the Xmas issue

wentto printthe increase wasfinally

confirmed, raising the price 25p. Not
the best of Xmas presents, but
further rises in paper costs are

unlikely for another two years and
the management's currently looking

at ways of increasing the number of

pages - fingers crossed for that.

In the meantime, I hope you like

the first ZZAP! of the 90s. With a bit

of luck all the games we've been
chasing will have been caught in

timefor review. So until next month,
Happy New Year from everyone at

the towers.

Stuart Wynne

Pink blancmange rain, fire-

breathing cabbages and
spaceshipswhichyou cangrow
yourself arejust some of the

wacky features of the latest

multi-user adventure game.
Called Trash, it is the first British

game to be designed using

MUGICK, a newMUG develop-

ment language. Making dis-

tinctly weird use of it is

jshbug the Arc!

(MatthewWard), a pr<

lird Millennium

(a part of Mike Singlei

Maelstron Games).
Thenewgame will

inning very soon on Micronet
restel, Telecom Gold and
lallstream. Further information

in be obtained from Prestel

mbxOlill 3232, Telecom Goii

87:200826, and CompuServe
72571,6!.

16-BIT
% ' ' •

•
:

There’s an important event happening at the
tural Halls (Victoria, London) on 12-14 January. But far from
being an exhibition of the latest lawnmowers, hedge-trim-
mers, and horse manure, the 16 Bit Computer Fair will have
over 90 companies showing off the latest 16-bit hardware,
software, and horse manure. Organisers, Westminster
Exhibitions, say that two thirds of the advance tickets for the
show have alreadybeen sold: to obtainone ofthe lastremain-
ing advance tickets (at the discount price of £2) call 0726
68020.
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Following Postman Pat and Count Duckula, Alternative’s

latest children’s TV licence is Sooty and Sweep. The game
will boast a two-player mode with each player controlling

Sooty or Sweep, wandering around the house collecting

Sweep’s dog bones.
Commenting on his latest venture, Sooty whispered in our

ears, ‘At least in diegame I won’t have to put upwith Matthew
Corbett’s hand stuck up my bottom!’

‘Squeak!’

THALAMUS HIT
GOLD
Yes, Thalamus are headin’ west for another Gold Rush. The
word is that among the perfectly normal Snare and Retrog-
rade tapes currently being distributed around the eagerly
awaiting nation, are hidden eight (for each game) special gold
cassettes.

Owners of said cassettes are very fortunate, as they can do
one of two things: a) Melt the tape and make a lovely gold
watch for Mum, or b) Claim a brilliant ‘MATCHBOX’ Hit-stru-

ment as a prize from Thalamus.
What’s a Hit-strument? Well, it’s one of three types of mus-

ical instrument that you er . . . play in mid-air, well sort of . . .

Oh anyway, whatever you do with them they’re great fun!

And even if you haven’t got a gold tape you could still win
THREE Hit-struments in the special competition in this very
issue!
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A masterful satire of
contemporary society
which blends the grip-

ping suspense of a
thriller with a darkly
ironic view of Earth as
seen through the eyes
of two aliens sent on a
secret, and suddenly
very dangerous, mis-
sion to prevent Earth's
self- destruction by
pollution, corruption
and drugs.

GET IT TODAY

L.RON HUBBARD
£3.95 Wherever paperbacks are sold

Or direct from New Era Publications
78, Holmethorpe Avenue, Redhill, Surrey RH1 2NL.

Tel: (0737) 766760
Copyright © 1 989 NEW ERA Publications UK Ltd. All rights reserved.
The words Mission Earth" is a Trademark of L.Ron Hubbard Library.

Despite categorically denying he is Welsh we cannot
ignore the facts that A) He’s lived in Wales for most of his
life, B) He can say ’Llanelli’ and ‘Boyo’ fluently, and C)
He’s played rugby (very badly) - proof enough!!

In the vain hope that he’ll convince everyone that he was
born in Southampton, Robin confesses to watching ‘How-
ard’s Way’ on a regular basis (ie more than the once). Sad,
very sad.

‘Doesn’t make use of the host machine’ is a crusty
quote (ftob H Ltd) that Robin frequently resorted to in his
manic days on TGM when stuck for constructive criticism
of games. It has been heard since but fortunately hasn’t
made an appearance (yet).

To this day Robin refuses to acknowledge that his Fiat
Panda was ‘a bad buy’, the fact that the bamboo shoot-fuel-
led shoebox broke down in Spaghetti Junction and never
recovered has everything to do with it.

Ever violent, Robin is beginning to exert pathological
tendencies as he’s now joined a shooting club nearby.
This unsettling news (combined with threats) helps him in

arguments over who possesses freebies when theycome
into the office, how else do you think he got the Beast
T-Shirt?

Robin’s love is of course aircraft, long, tall, big, small
they’re all friends of this staff writer with Biggies tendencies.w s/

The roar overhead of low level flying aircraft is met with a mad
rush to the window and cries of ‘It’s an F-5643 Mark 2’ or
some such nonsense. Naturally he gets to test out all the
mind-numbingly boring flight simulators that come into the
office. (Yeah! F-19: Stealth Fighteron the Amiga!! 1 00% when
it comes out! Yeah!!! - Rob H)

Headbanging Robin has exhibited strange musical
tastes recently with a selection of very similar sounding
tunes pumping out of the office (ie Phil’s) radio-cassette
player system. Yngwie J Malsteen (A brilliant guitarist
regardless of what Kerrang! says - Rob H), Femme Fatale,
Iron Maiden, Bon Jovi, Skid Row, and other metallic roc-
kers can be heard on his new hi-fi . . . from a distance of
t.3 Kilometres away.
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Robin isn’t a relative newcomer to ZZAP! Before slogging
the good slog on TGM he did the odd review for ZZAP! before
getting ‘moved over’ (ie kicked off ZZAP!). Take a look at the
Starfox review or the Mean City in Issue 31 ; they’re his, or
rather they were before being heavily edited (Nothing’s
changed - Ed).

Robin is the only Newsfield journo who reads that pin-
nacle of journalism, The Sun, and is heavily criticised for
it by everyone else, usually while they’re reading said
’paper’.

Robin is always on the phone. His average times are . .

.

Software Girlies - four hours
Programmers - three hours i

Saucy phonelines - two seconds!
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CD ROM
ON THE 64!
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Imagine a storage medium which could hold 51

and load games in about 20 seconds. An impoi
Well no, it’s actually a CD. But surely you need an expei
CD ROM player? Well no, not with the amazing pad
which Code Masters are marketing.

Instead you just connect your 64 up to
player using the special lead and stick th
Masters CD in the player. All you need to do
control program from tape and then you can loaa any ot tne
thirty games on the CD by selecting the relevant track
number.
Even more amazing is the cost of the package: just £*

And if all goes well, further CDs will be released with games
specially designed for the system.

mmmm
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10 THINGS YOU
DIDN’T KNOW
ABOUT ROBIN HOGG



PREMIER MAIL ORDER
TLE CBM 64 TITLE CBM 64

CASS DISK CASS DISK
A.P.B. 6.99 9.99 MARBLE MADNESS 5.99
ACE OF ACES 2.99 MATCH POINT 2.99
AFTERBURNER 6.99 10.99 METROCROSS 2.99
AM CIVWAR Vol 1,2 or 3 14.99 MICROSOCCER 9.99 13.99
ANDY CAPP 2.99 MINI OFFICE2 10.99 13.99
ANKH 1.00 MONTYONTHERUN 2.99
APOLLO 18 6.99 10.99 MOTOR MASSACRE 6.99 9.99
ARKANOID2 REVENGE 5.99 9.99 MRHELI 6.99 9.99
ARMALYTE 6.99 NETHERWORLD 7.45 10.99
ARTIC FOX 2.99 NEUROMANCER 12.99
BAAL 6.99 9.99 NEW ZEALAND STORY 6.99
BARDS TALE 2.99 5.99 NIGHTRAIDER 5.99 10.99
BARDSTALE 2 OR 3 12.99 OBLITERATOR 6.99 9.99
BATMAN CAPED CRUSDR 6.25 9.99 ONE ON ONE 2 10.99
BATMAN THE MOVIE 6.99 9.99 OPERATION HORMUZ 6.99 9.99
BATTLE CHESS 10.99 OPERATION NEPTUNE 7.50 10.99
BATTLE IN NORMANDY 14.99 * OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 6.99 9.99
BATTLEFRONT 14.99 OPERATION WOLF 5.99 9.99
BEACH VOLLEY 6.99 9.99 OUTRUN 7.50 10.99
BLACKTIGER 7.45 9.99 PACMANIA 6.25 9.99
BOMBUZAL 6.45 9.99 PASSING SHOT 6.99
CABAL 6.99 9.99 PATTON V ROMMEL 10.99
CAPTAIN BLOOD 6.99 9.99 PETER BEARDSLEY 6.99 9.99
CARRIERCOMMAND 9.99 13.99 PHM PEGASUS 2.99 6.99
CARRIERS ATWAR 14.99 PHOBIA 5.99 8.99
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 6.99 PIRATES 9.99 13.99
CHASE HQ 6.99 9.99 PIT STOP 2 2.99
CHUCK YEAGER 7.50 10.99 POOL OF RADIANCE 19.99
COBRA 2.99 POWER AT SEA 10.99
COMBATGAME 6.99 8.99 POWERDRIFT 7.99 10.99
COMMAND PERFORM'CE 8.99 10.99 PRESIDENT MISSING 8.99 10.99
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS 6.99 9.99 PURPLE SATURN DAY 6.50 9.99
CRAZY CARS 2.99 QUEDEX 3.99
CRICKET MUSTER 6.50 R-Type 6.99 10.99
CRYSTAL CASTLES 2.99 RACK EM 2.99 6.99
CURSE OF AZURE BONDS 16.99 * RAINBOW ISLAND 6.99 9.99
CYBERNOID 2.99 RAFFLES 6.00
DALEY THOMPSON 88 6.50 9.99 RAMBO 2.99
DARK FUSION 6.99 9.99 RAMBO

3

6.50 9.99
DEATHLORD 10.99 REACH FOR THE STARS 14.99
DENARIS 6.99 10.99 REALGHOSTBUSTERS 6.99
DNA WARRIOR 6.50 9.99 RED HEAT 6.50
DOMINATOR 7.50 10.99 RED OCTOBER 9.99 13.99
DOUBLE DRAGON 6.99 9.99 RED STORM RISING 9.99 12.99
DOUBLE DRAGON 2 6.99 9.99 RENEGADE 3 6.50 9.99
DRAGON NINJA 6.99 9.99 RESCUE ON FRACTALUS 2.99
DRAGONSLAYER 5.99 RETURN OF JEDI 6.99 9.99
DRAGON SPIRIT 6.99 9.99 RICK DANGEROUS 6.99 9.99
EARTH ORBIT STATION 5.99 ROADRUNNER 2.99
ELIMINATOR 7.45 ROBOCOP 6.50 9.99
EMLYN HUGHESFOOT 6.99 8.99 ROCKET RANGER 12.99
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 6.99 9.99 ROMMEL 14.99
ENDURO RACER 2.99 RIJNTHE GAUNTLET 6.50 9.99
ESPIONAGE 6.99 9.99 RUSSIA 13.99
EUROPE ABLAZE 14.99 SAMURAI WARRIOR 5.99 9.99
EXPLODING FIST + 6.99 8.9S SANXION 2.99
FI 5 STRIKE EAGLE 6.99 9.99 SAVAGE 6.99 8.99
FAIRMEANSORFOUL 6.99 8.99 SCOOBYDOO 2.99
FAST BREAK 2.99 6.99 S.D.I. (ACTIVISION) 3.99
FINAL FRONTIER 8.99 11.99 SENTINEL 2.99 4.99
FIREZONE 8.99 10.99 SERVES VOLLEY 2.99 6.99
FISH 11.99 720'& 2.99
FLIGHT ACE 9.99 12.99 SHINOBI 6.99 9.99
FOOT MAN 2 EXP KIT 5.50 7.99 SHOOT EM UP CON KIT 10.99 14.99
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 6.45 SILENTSERVICE 6.99 9.99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 1 2.99 6.99 SILKWORM 6.99 9.99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 6.99 9.99 SKATE OR DIE 7.50 10.99
FORGOTTEN WORLD 6.99 9.99 SOCCER

Q

2.99
FOX FIGHTS BACK 6.99 9.99 SPACE ACE 10.50 12.99
FUN SCHOOL2 (6to8) 7.99 9.99 SPEEDBALL 5.99 8.99
FU N SCHOOL 2 (over 8) 7.99 9.99 SPORTS WORLD 88 9.99 10.99
FUN SCHOOL (under 6) 7.99 9.99 SPY HUNTER 2.99
G LINEKER HOTSHOT 7.45 10.99 STARFLEET 10.99
GAME OVER 2 6.99 9.99 STAR WARS 6.99 9.99
GAME SET & MATCH 2 8.99 STARWARS TRILOGY 8.99 10.99
GARFIELD WINTER 6.50 9.99 STEALTH FIGHTER 9.99 13.99
GAUNTLET 2.99 STEELTHUNDER 10.99
GAUNTLET 2 2.99 STORMLORD 6.50 9.99
GHOSTBUSTERS 2.99 STRIDER 7.50 9.99
GHOSTBUSTERS 2 7.99 10.99 STRIKEFLEET 10.99
GIANTS 10.45 12.99 STRIP POKER 2 6.99 9.99
GRAND PRIX CIRCUIT 7.45 10.99 STUNT CAR RACER 6.99 9.99
GREEN BERET 2.99 SUMMERGAMES 2.99
GUERILLA WARS 6.50 9.99 SUPER CYCLE 2.99
GUNSHIP 9.99 13.99 SUPER DRAGON SLAYER 5.99
HALLS OF MONTEZUMA 14.99 SUPER HANG ON 3.99
HARDBALL 2.99 SUPERMAN 6.99 9.99
HARDDRIVIN 6.99 9.99 SUPREME CHALLENGE 8.99 11.99
HAWKEYE 6.99 9.99 TKO 2.99 6.99
HELLFIRE ATTACK 7.45 10.99 TAITO COIN OPS 8.99
HEROES OF LANCE 7.45 10.99 TARGET RENEGADE 5.99 9.99
HILLSFAR 13.99 TECHNO COP 7.50 10.99
HOSTAGES 6.50 9.99 TERRAPODS 6.99
1. JONESCRUSADE 7.50 10.99 THUNDERBIRDS 8.99 9.99
IN CROWD 9.99 10.99 THUNDERBLADE 7.50 10.99
INCSHRINKING SPHERE 3.99 6.99 TIGER ROAD 7.50 10.99
INFILTRATOR 2.99 TIMES OF LORE 6.99 9.99
INFODROID 1.99 TIME & MAGIK 9.99 9.99
INGRIDS BACK 9.99 9.99 TITAN 6.50
INT KARATE 2.99 6.99 TOOBIN 6.99 9.99
INTO EAGLES NEST 2.99 TOP GUN 2.99
JACKTHE NIPPER 2.99 TRACKSUIT MANAGER 6.99 9.99
JEWS 6.99 TREBLE CHAMPIONS 6.99
JET BIKE SIMULATOR 5.99 * ULTIMATE GOLF 7.50 10.99
KARATE ACE 10.45 12.99 * UNTOUCHABLES 6.50 9.99
KICKOFF 6.99 9.99 VIGILANTE 6.99 10.99
KONAMI COLLECTION 6.99 12.99 VINDICATORS (DOMARK) 6.50 9.99
KOREAN WAR 13.99 W.S. BASEBALL 2.99
KRAKOUT 2.99 WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH 6.99 9.99
LANCELOT 9.99 11.99 WASTELAND 12.99
LASERSQUAD 6.99 9.99 WEARETHECHAMPS 6.99 12.99
LAST NINJA 6.99 9.99 WEC LEMANS 6.50 9.99
LAST NINJA 2 8.99 9.99 WIZBALL 2.99
L'BOARD PAR4 10.99 12.99 XENON 6.99
LEGACY OF ANCIENTS 5.99 * XENOPHOBE 6.99 9.99
LICENCE TO KILL 6.99 9.99 XYBOTS 6.99 9.99

MARS SAGA 10.99 YIE ARKUNG FU 2.99

McArthurs war 13.99 ZAK McKRAKEN 10.99

SEGA SOFTWARE
NOW IN STOCK

SEGA SOFTWARE PRICE
ACTION FIGHTER 18.99

AFTERBURNER 24.95

ALEX KIDD HI TECH 24.95

ALEX KID IN MIRACLE WORLD 22.95

ALEX KID LOST STARS 24.95

ALIEN SYNDROME 24.95

ALTERED BEAST 24.95

ASTRO WARRIOR 22.95

AZTEC ADVENTURE 22.95

BANK PANIC 14.95

BLACK BELT 22.95

BLADE EAGLE 3D 24.95

BOMBER RAID 24.95

CALIFORNIA GAMES 27.95

CAPTAIN SILVER 24.95

CHOPLIFTER 22.95

CYBORG HUNTER 24.95

DOUBLE DRAGON 24.95

ENDURO RACER 22.95

F16 14.95

FANTASY ZONE 22.95

FANTASY ZONE 2 24.95
FANTASY ZONE 3 24.95

GALAXY FORCE 27.95

GANGSTER TOWN 19.95

GHOSTBUSTERS 27.95

GHOST HOUSE 14.95

GLOBAL DEFENCE 22.95

GOLVELIOUS 24.95
GREAT BASEBALL 22.95

GREAT BASKETBALL 22.95

GREAT FOOTBALL 22.95

GREAT GOLF 22.95

GREAT VOLLEYBALL 22.95
KENSEIDEN 24.95

KUNG FU KID 22.95

LORD OF THE SWORD 24.95

MAZE HUNTER 3D 24.95

MIRACLE WARRIOR 32.95

MISSILE DEFENCE 3D 24.95

MONOPOLY 29.95

MY HERO 14.95

NINJA 22.95

OUTRUN 24.95

OUTRUN 3D 24.95

PENGUIN LAND 29.95

PHANTASY STAR 39.95

POSEIDON WARS 3D 24.95

POWER STRIKE 22.95

PRO FOOTBALL 24.95

PRO WRESTLING 19.95

QUARTET 19.95

R TYPE 29.95

RAMBO 3 24.95

RAMPAGE 24.95

RASTAN 24.95

RESCUE MISSION 22.95

ROCKY 24.95

SECRET COMMAND 22.95

SHANGHAI 22.95

SHINOBI 24.95

SHOOTING GALLERY 22.95

SHOOTING GAMES 22.95

SPACE HARRIER 24.95

SPACE HARRIER 3D 24.95

SPY V SPY 14.95

SUPER TENNIS 14.95

TEDDY BOY 14.95

THUNDERBLADE 24.95

TIME SOLDIERS 24.95

TRANSBOT 14.95

VIGILANTE 24.95

WONDERBOY 22.95

WONDERBOY 3 27.95

WONDERBOY MONSTER LAND 24.95

WORLD GRAND PRIX 22.95

WORLD SOCCER 22.95

Y'S 32.95

ZAXXON 3D 24.95

ZILLION 19.95

ZILLION 2 22.95

TITLE
AIRBOURNE RANGER
ALIEN MISSON 1

A-MAX
A-MAX WITH ROM
AMIGA GOLD HITS 1

AMOS
A.P.B.

ARCHIPELAGOS
ARCHON COLLECTION
ARKANOID 2 REVENGE

* ARMALYTE
ARTIC FOX
BAAL
BAL OF POWER 1990
BALLISTIX
BARDS TALE 1

BARDS TALE 2

BATMAN CAPED CRUSADER
BATMAN THE MOVIE
BATTLE CHESS
BATTLEHAWKS 1942
BEACH VOLLEY
BIONIC COMMANDO
BLOOD MONEY
BOMBUZAL

* CABAL
CAPONE
CAPTAIN BLOOD
CARRIER COMMAND

* CHASE HQ
CHRONOQUEST
CHUKIE EGG 1 OR 2

COLOSSUS CHESS X
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS
COSMIC PIRATE
CRAZY CARS 2

CYBERNOID 2

DAKAR 89
DAMOCLES

* DARIUS 89
DARK CASTLE
DATA STORM
D. D. HORSE RACING
DELUXE MUSIC CON KIT
DELUXE PAINT 3

DELUXE PHOTOLAB
DELUXE PRINT 2
DELUXE PRODCTION
DELUXE VIDEO
DENARIS
DNA WARRIOR
DOUBLE DRAGON
DOUBLE DRAGON 2
DRAGON NINJA
DRAGON SCAPE
DRAGONS LAIR
DRAGON SPIRIT

DUNGEON MASTER 1 MEG
ELITE
EMMANUELLE
ENOMORPEN
EMPIRE
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
FI 6 COMBAT PILOT
FALCON FI

6

FED OF FREE TRADE
FERRARI FORMULA 1

* FINAL COMMAND
FISH
FLIGHT SIM 2

FLT DISC 7 OR 1

1

FLT DISC EUROPEAN
FLT DISC JAPAN
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2
FOOT MAN 2 EXP KIT
FORGOTTEN WORLD
FUN SCHOOL 2 (under 6)

FUN SCHOOL 2 (6 to 8)

FUN SCHOOL 2 (over 8)

FUSION
GALDREGONS DOMAIN
GARFIELD
GARFIELD WINTER
GHOSTBUSTERS 2

GOLDEN SHOE
GRAND PRIX SIM 2

GRETZY HOCKEY
GUERILLA WAR
GUNSHIP
HAWKEYE
HELTER SKELTER
HEROES OF LANCE
HOSTAGES
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
HYBRIS
INC SHRINK SPHERE
INDY JONES ACTION
INDY JONES ADVENTURE
INT KARATE +
INTERCEPTOR

* IT CAME FROM THE DESERT
JAWS
JET
JOAN OF ARC
KENNEDY APPROACH
KICKOFF
KIND WORDS 2

KRISTAL
KULT
L'BOARD BIRDIE
LAST DUEL
LED STORM
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2

LICENCE TO KILL

AMIGA TITLE AMIGA
15.99 LIGHTFORCE 16.99

13.99 LOMBARD RAC RALLY 14.99

134.95 LORDS OF RISING SUN 19.99

249.95 LOST PATROL 16.99

16.99 MAJOR MOTION 7.99

19.99 MANHATTAN DEALER 14.99

12.99 MARBLE MADNESS 8.99

15.99 MENACE 12.99

8.99 MICROPROSE SOCCER 14.99

14.99 MILLENIUM 2.2 16.99

11.99 MRHELI 15.99
8.99* NAVCOM6 16.99

14.99 NEBULUS 17.99
16.99 NEW ZEALAND STORY 16.99
11.99 OPERATION NEPTUNE 14.99
8.99 * OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 14.99

17.99 OPERATION WOLF 14.99
15.99 OUTRUN 7.99
16.99 P.O.W. 19.99
17.99 PACLAND 11.99
16.99 PACMANIA 11.99
16.99 PASSING SHOT 13.99
7.99 PETER BEARDSLEY 12.99

16.99 PHOBIA 16.99
9.99 POLICE QUEST 16.99
16.99* POOL OF RADIANCE 19.99
19.99 POPULOUS 16.99
7.99 POPULOUS PROMISED LAND 8.99

14.99 POWERDROME 15.99
16.99 POWERDRIFT 16.99
18.99 PRECIOUS METAL 15.99
11.99 PREMIER COLLECTION 18.99
16.99 PURPLE SATURN DAY 14.99
13.99 RAFFLES 14.99
14.99 RAIDER 11.99
14.99 RAINBOW ISLANDS 15.99
11.99 REACH FOR STARS 15.99
16.99 REAL GHOSTBUSTERS 16.99
11.99 RED HEAT 15.99
14.99 RENEGADE 1 OR 3 14.99
14.99 RETURN OF JEDI 9.99
16.99 RICK DANGEROUS 15.99
12.99 RINGSIDE 14.99
59.99 ROADBLASTERS 13.99
59.99 ROBOCOP 13.99
59.99 ROCKET RANGER 19.99
59.99 RUNNING MAN 14.99
89.99 RUN THE GAUNTLET 15.99
59.99 SHADOWGATE 14.99
16.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST 22.99
11.99 SHINOBI 12.99
11.99 SILENT SERVICE 14.99
13.99 SILKWORM 12.99
14.99 SKATE OR DIE 17.99
11.99 SKYFOX2 8.99
29.99 SPACE HARRIER 2 16.99
13.99 SPEEDBALL 11.99
16.99 STAG 14.99
14.99 STARFLEET 8.99
11.99 STARGLIDER 2 14.99
16.99 STAR WARS 9.99
8.99 STAR WARS TRILOGY 16.99

11.99 STEVE DAVIS WORLD SNOOKER 11.99

16.99 STOCK MARKET 7.99
19.99 STORM TROOPER 14.99
19.99 STRIDER 13.99
19.99 STRIP POKER 2+ 9.99
19.99* STUNT CAR RACER 15.99
14.99 SUPER HANGON 16.99
26.99 SUPERBASE PERSONAL 59.95
13.99 SUPERBOY 12.99
13.99 SUPERMAN 14.99
13.99* SUPER WONDERBOY 16.99
1 1 .99 SWORD OF SODAN 1 6.99
11.99 TALESPIN 17.99
8.99 TANGLEWOOD 7.99

12.99 TARGHAN 16.99
15.99 TECH 13.99
15.99 TECHNOCOP 13.99
15.99 TEENAGE QUEEN 11.99
7.99 TEST DRIVE 2 THE DUEL 21.99

11.99 THEATRE EUROPE 14.99
9.99 THREE STOOGES 7.99

11.99 - THUNDERBLADE 16.99
16.99 TIME AND MAGIK 11.99
16.99 TIMES OF LORE 14.99
11.99 TITAN 14.99
15.99 TOOBIN 13.99
14.99 TRACERS 16.99
14.99 TRACKSUIT MANAGER 11.99
12.99 TRIV PURSUIT NEW BEGIN 11.99
9.99 TV SPORTS F'BALL 19.99

16.99 ULTIMATE GOLF 13.99
14.99 UMS SCENARIO 1 8.99
14.99 UMS SCENARIO 2 8.99
19.99 UMS 2 15.99
9.99 UNIV MILITARY SIM 14.99

13.99 UNTOUCHABLES 16.99
16.99 VERMINATOR 14.99
16.99 VICTORY ROAD 14.99
15.99 VIGILANTE 10.99
19.99 VINDICATORS (Domark) 9.99
12.99 VIRUS 11.99
26.99 VIRUS KILLER 8.99
16.99 VOYAGER 15.99
14.99 WANDERER 11.99
11.99 WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH 14.99
34.99 WATERLOO 16.99
17.99 WEIRD DREAMS 14.99
16.99 WORLD GLASS LEADERBOARD 8.99
16.99 WORLD TOUR GOLF 8.99
10.99 XENON 2 MEGABLAST 15.99
13.99 XYBOTS 12.99
19.99 ZAK MCKRACKEN 16.99
12.99

SEGA HARDWARE PRICE

3D GLASSES 39.95

CONTROL STICK 14.95

LIGHT PHASER 29.95

LIGHT PHASER + S/WARE 44.95

MASTER SYSTEM (+S/W) 79.95

MASTER SYSTEM +GUN &
GLASSES 129.95

MASTER SYSTEM +PHASER 99.95

RAPID FIRE UNIT 5.99

Tiltles marked * are not yet available and will be sent on day of release. Please send cheque/PO/Access/Visa No. and expiry date to: DEPTZP 0*1 ,
TRYB RIDGE LTD,

8 BUCKWINS SQUARE, BURNT MILLS, BASILDON, ESSEX SS13 1BJ.

Please state make and model of computer when ordering.

P & P inc. UK on orders over £5.00. Less than £5.00 & Europe add £1 .00 per item. Elsewhere please add £2.00 per item for airmail.

These offers are available mail order only.

Tel. orders: 0268 590766
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I know this letter won't get a Gold Medal for originality but I’ll write it

anyway. After reading the review for Rainbow Islands I decided to
buy it. At the first shop I went to they said it hadn’t been released. I

thought it was the shop’s mistake so I went to another shop and got
exactly the same answer. I believe you reviewed it too early as it is

not expected to be released until November. Please review games
just before they are released or put the release date on the review!
Kris Coverdale, Whitby Y021 IRS.

i of reviewing games before they’re released can be
tard, butgenerallyspeakingcompanies aremuchmore efficient

/s with the main dangerbeinggames coming outbefore the
issue-especiallybadgames! Rainbow Islands however, isa special
C3SB with MicroProse being legally restrained from releasing it by
Taito, the coin-op makers who own the licence. Apparently Taito’s

agreement was with Telecomsoft, and they’re arguing it didn’t
automaticallygo over to MicroProse when theybought Telecomsoft.
Such a high quality game being held in legal limbo is obviously

" ling of a tragedy, but it’s uncertain whether it will ever be
ased.

WHY NO SIZZLER?
Dear Lloyd,

After setting a First StrikeXop score I feel I must write. I have managed
to knock out two prime targets, and to top that I got home with 5 lives.

So, I hear you cry, why didn’t he get a third target? —simple he
made and utter mess of the third mission!

I bought First Strike after reading your review. In my opinion 80%
overall is a little low. Afterburnerwas awful, but had a little playability.

And First Strike is amazing! Its style - EXCELLENT! Its playability -
STUNNING. Its graphics - (flowing and smooth) BRILL! Admittedly,
it is repetitive after a (fairly long) time - but all games do get like that!

90% might have been better!

A rather annoyed ZZAP! reader.

P Alexander, Lincoln LN4 1QD.

PS. My score is 163,000

A quick poll around the office gets a vigorous response from
Robin . .

.

Yes, I wholeheartedly agree with you over First Strike Mr (Mrs?/
Ms?) P Alexander, it

9s technically brilliant, immensely fast, and even
has quite a bit ofdepth to it in terms ofdifferent missions to undertake
and weapons to use. I was allprepared to give it a Sizzler but the others
in the team (Heathens!) weren 9

t too happy about the long term depth
(there is a marked similarity in gameplay about each level but who
cares when it

9s so action packed). UnderratedsomewhatIfeel, so there

Stu and Phil!

... As for the rest ofthe team they’re happyyou like it, but still feel

playability might be just a touch lacking for people who aren’t as
loonie over planes as the Welshman.
LM
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MORE MEDALS
Dear Lloyd,

First I want to thank you for an excellent magazine, your reviews are

still the best. On with the letter now: 1. How could those two

reviewers of yours, justify not giving Kick Off a Gold Medal award

when it got 96%. Is it a new rule in ZZAP! not to give games related

to sports a Gold Medal award. I’ve noticed this before.

2. 1 agree with Phil Halliwell in issue 54 about changing the Awards.

Full price games gets a Sizzler if they get 90% or more, a Gold Medal

award if over 96%. And what do the budget games get? They are

awarded a Silver medal even though they’re rated higher than 96%
Why don’t you give Bronze medals for those which got 90 -95% and

a Silver Medal for 96% or over.

3. What about some more Def guides. The one about shoot-’em-ups

was great (I have read it several times). Bring back Zzapback

because I really liked it, and I’m sure many others did as well.

4. 1 thought the ‘ Psygns of the time’ feature was brilliant. So was the

Power Drift interview. Let’s have more of that.

5. Let Rob H have a regular arcade feature, because I love to read

about coin-ops.

6. I have to disagree with Simon Liu about the quality of software.

Sure there is a lot of rubbish around, but there is also a lot of brilliant

software floating around.

Here is my top 5 for C64 games:

(1) Delta (Thalamus).

(2) Paperboy (Elite), (to be honest it was underrated at the time, it

deserved at least a Sizzler).

(3) Ghosts 7V’ Goblins (Elite).

(4) Last Ninja 2 (System 3).

(5) Thrust (Firebird).

7. You should think the summer slump was over now, shouldn’t you?

But no, ZZAP! still have a low number of pages (84). That’s part of

the reason I buy C&VG, as they have got more features and pages.

8. Isn’t it about time for a Zzaptionnaire?

End (phew)

A ZZAP! fan.

1.

The Kick Off review was before the time ofthe currentZZAP! team.

Shouting over the roar of a Kick Off goal being scored I’m informed

that it would get a Gold Medal. It’s definitely the most popular two-

playergame on the Amiga and what lunch hours were made for.

2. Do we really need more awards? The Bronze Medal idea is a good

one though - it’s under consideration.

3. WeVe gota 1980s DefGuide this issue,
and it ’s highly likely there ’ll

be more during the summer months.

4. Yep, we’re trying.

5. There was one last month, hopefully there’ll be one next month.

6. Paperboy?/
7. The summer slump is over in terms of games releases, but the

software scene has changed radically since the old days. Software

houses are chasing 16-bit machines at the moment, and ZZAPI’s

only one of many Amiga mags fighting for that advertising. Quite

simply if there isn’t the advertising to support more pages we can’t

afford to print them. Robin does need his 5p a week salary, you

know. If advertising improves there’ll be more pages.

8. Maybe.

WOMEN WRITE?
Dear Lloyd,

Why haven’t you seen any female computer addicts or ZZAP!

readers? Because I’ve been hiding in the Scorelord’s dungeon with

the second highest score in Project Stealth Fighter for months and

months. No disrespect to the two foreign ‘fighter jocks’ up there with

me, but where are all the British pilot aces? I can’t hold up the flag

forever (especially as I’ve converted over to Falcon and F-16Combat
Pilot, graphics, gameplay and simulation much better than Stealth,

especially on my Dad’s Amiga which I borrow, frequently! I don’t knit

(like your Granny) as I’m too busy learning to fly (the real thing),

playing computer games, ballroom and Latin dancing and, of course,

reading ZZAP! (crawl!) And that’s after a day’s work too.

Sue Barlow, Guiseley, W. Yorks
PS. Please can you get the Scorelord to spell Guiseley correctly?

Thanks for your letter Sue, even though Robin threatened to

firebomb my house when I needled him about your much superior

score!

LM
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;A MODEL READER?

Dear Lloyd,

Hi, IVe decided to write to your magazine (How kind of me!) in

response to Stephanie Johnson’s letter in issue 55. No, she is not the

only female reader, neither was someone who wrote in C&VG (can I

say that??) a while ago!

Well, now, I’m writing in to prove Stephanie is not the only one, I

am also 19 (but I lied in C&VG but I can’t remember how old I said I

was!! About 12 I think!!! Anyway, I own an Amiga but have owned
well, used, my father’s computers: a) Amsfrad, b) C64, c) Atari 520,

d) BBC ‘B’, e) Electron, f) Tl 99 4/A (yes, it’s true) and, g) Aghh a ZX
81!!! I can’t program except for a bouncing cursor on the ZX81.

1

couldn’t make it do anything else! Probably because I had no

memory left!!!

I read ZZAP! and C&VG as well as a few others but the above

mentioned are the best (i’ll decide which is if you print my letter and

say nice things about me).

Seriously it is a great mag and I buy it when I can and have got

chance to use the computer.

I am a model for a catalogue firm so I haven’t got much time. When
I have I enjoy reading the mags and playing games. My only

complaint is there’s nowhere nearenough female characters (except

being rescued by a handsome guy!!! Oooh, I like being rescued but

I’d prefer to capture one!! Though I don’t think I’d try for RoboCop!!!).

Oh, and I won’t send in any photos for Robin otherwise he’d never

be able to get to sleep at night!

mm
iSliii

>

x: '
:

: |
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,
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Well Stephanie, does that answer your question, but surely there liQlI

are more of us out there?!

Anyway must go.

Lots of Love (steady Robin),

Christina Kalataya, Newbury.

:

•

»« « II
Hmm, a fashion model who can’t remember her age and is too shy

to send herphoto into ZZAP1?
LM

A WEIRD READER!
Dear Lloyd,

Yes, Stephanie there are other computer women out here. I am
married with a 3-year-old daughter (she owns a 64 natch), I own an

Amiga (well It really belongs to my husband but what’s his is mine

and what’s mine is my own).

I have completed Jinxter, The Pawn and Tass Times in Tone Town,

and I am in the last stages of Spherical, Fish and Corruption. Which

just goes to show that snotty little schoolboys aren’t the only ones

that can finish games.
Anyway, back to Stephanie, perhaps we could be founder

members (no sexist puns intended) of an all-girl club searching for

something that men are good at, because I can’t think of anything

that you can’t do better yourself.

Hfere is a tip to all you girls who are stuck with men (Ha Ha) who
have wandering eyes, wave a magnet under their precious flight

simulators and they turn into faithful little puppy dogs. So come on

girls, pull your joysticks out, blow the dust off your keyboards and

lets show those wimps that anything they can do we can do better.

Moving swiftly on Lloyd, if you really want photos for the wall

maybe I should send mine in. I am the spitting image of Elvira. Oh
God, must rush now as the baby is burning and the dinner needs

changing!!!!

Tracey Boyd, Burton-on-Trent, DE11 7QT.
PS. Back again for a quickie (nudge, nudge) I would really like a

software voucher (s**t, this might be the wrong magazine) as my
husband makes me buy luxuries like food with the housekeeping

money. He spends all his money on crappy flight simulators.

PPS. Has anyone killed that mirgal dragon (
Spherical) yet because I

can’t do it.

The spitting image of Elvira? Burning the baby and changing the

dinner? How many male readers out there get there kicks out of

pretending they’re women (and strange ones at that)?

LM
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s are coming out soon, but let’s try and see somem
RATEGY AND ADVENTURE - I myself don’t rea<

section, but i suppose other people do.

6.

RRAP! - good. It is nice to know that one magazine let

say whatever you want (well, almost!!). It’s a very hum
section, but some of the letters are a tad over the top.

7.

ZZAP! COMPS- good. Easy to enterand nearly always a
prize.

I also suggest a page or two reviewing arcade machin<
many people make a regular vist to their local arcades.
Wayne Boucher, Pembroke, S. Wales.

r-jf
5 ';.-;--

.

Thanks foryourcomments, Wayne. As for the Armalyte n
while some oftheZZAP!team still find ita touchhard, Rob
rates it as the best shoot-’em-up ever. For those sort ofg
price doesn’t matter that much. Obviously technical advi
may mean even better games in the Mure, but judging
might come in the future is impossible. The ratings stai

reviews ofgames at die time they were reviewed- aithou
fact, manygames stand the test of time, such as Armalyt

mean you
» out on a

and done with, now here is

)» your magazine.
ind C64 reviews are roughly
iia separate different format

' ••
:

wr 9

the cheats work. We all hope
*°?n- „ J _
Reliable, with good, cheap

IXSli
Dear Lloyd,

Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please,
Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please, Please,
Please, Please, Please could you finish off the Terminal Man 2

WOT NO CHARTS?
Dear Lloyd, AO
Why have the computer games charts gone

. .

Have thev been lost in outer space or something? Serious y, wnere

have they gone? I really want to know which game is hoWing the

number one position. Now I have turned to the crappy C&VG mag to

9e
|

t

am°so annoyed at not having any C64 charts anymore I havei had

to resort to makinq up my own. Although the charts are based

games I own, I still think that they are better than nothing, so here

goes!

. 100%
1 . Batman the Movie

9go/0
2. APB - ;

; 98%
3. Batpnan the Caped Crusader

g8 o/
0

4. Operation Wolf gy 0/0
5. Gybernoid II " g0o/

o

6. Robocop 96%)
7. Barbarian II 95 o/

0

8. Road Runner 95%
9. Pitstop II ’ 94o/

0

10 . Wizball

Pome on vou ZZAP team, I know that you are all cool dudes (Eeer!),

so why do
y
n t you make up ZZAP’s own charts based on the games

that you have reviewed. Why doesn’t each one o you set aside one

nanP 0f vour dudish mag to say your own separate charts Robin t

redbreast could make up his personal charts, Phil could have his and

s° on.

Felix Black, Orpington BR6 8HU.

Soace is the main problem for charts, but hopefully they will be back

- nmbablv inthe Word - soon. Until then, have a look at (and no

doubt disagree with) the ZZAP! team’s personal charts in this very

issue.

LM

story. You left the story at a high point and no more episodes
were written since. I understand that some readers consider
this mag to be for computer games, and should contain material
of such nature, but they must remember one underlying
principle that concerns material of this nature: imagination.
Yes, it is this exclusive quality that makes all games, no matter

whether they are shoot-’em-ups or arcade adventures. We all

dream about being a pilot or dungeoner in one of our many
fantasies, however to be one in reality is almost impossible thus
we live out our fantasy through simulators, ie. the micro
computer.

All (or probably a majority) game designers/programmers
draw inspiration for their mega-games through reading,
listening, or watching material which is pure escapism, a chance
for fantasy to become reality. The above mentioned material
are/is usually videos and films watched, music listened to on the
radio or tape/CD/record medium, and books/novels read. The
last material falls heavily into the graphic novel (i.e. comics)
section which shows that the comics heavily influence the
mind’s imagination.
Thus, I think my argument is clear that comics and computers

go together and those of you who think my argument is not
watertight then remember this valid point. Batman is not a
programmers’ creation. You like playing the Batman games and
probably reading the Batman comics and these drive your
imagination to the point where you want to be that character.
So, I again ask you Lloyd (and Oli) to finish the Terminal Man 2

story. If not in monthly episodes, maybe as a complete package
as an extra in a future issue of your popular and friendly mag
ZZAP!. I again implore you (Please to the power of infinity) to
satisfy this ageing man’s fantasy and allow him to satisfy his
dream. (Well at least finish the story.)

Yours begging
Mo, Nottingham NG9 2GY.

After such a passionately written plea what can we say but . .

.

maybe. The man responsible for the cartoon strip is, of course,
Oliver Frey who's Editorial Director of ZZAP! and Editor of
CRASH, not to mention the artist responsible for the covers of
FEAR, CRASH and ZZAP! Obviously a busy man, who
abandoned TM2previouslybecause ofoverwork. Nevertheless
MrFrey didn't rule out completing the story. It's a 'maybe'. What
do other readers think about it?

LM
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THE BEST MAGAZInf
COMMODORE 64

I hope that you like this letter. I thought it would make a nice
J—lira J-1 II -I rjri BEm eh. .jraariani S mm _m_ JIML rn *rm i> .A _ Jt M __ ttcnange Trom m© orasnary sort of format.

'

Paul Disney, Shepton Mallet, BA4 5XY.

A very reasonable letterMr Disney, and the format Is welcome.
As for the £6$&! problem, only the people complaining about It

seem to use itmuch now. And what graphics and sonics are Is
oiTen e matter ot opinionj i m efreicf*

really writing to say er

McClurg, Belfast BT8 4NS.

MilsandHP.
nyou getyour

To tyvA-A.

RAISE THE PRICE
Dear Lloyd

ZZAP! started slipping at about Issue 46, and although it’s improved
somewhat now I think the only way you’ll be able to satisfy your
readers will be to raise the price of the mag to £1 .95 (£2.25 with tape).

Put the price up and and try to liken the mag to the Yellow Pages.
And look at it this way: you’ll get paid more! Seriously, there’s no
point carefully keeping the mag’s price down when you’ve got to lose

out on pages.
And with the increase of price and paper you could do at least

some of this lot:

1 . Restore the Challenge, Charts and Diary sections.

2. Have an Arcade review section at least quarterly.

3. Have more competitions.

4. Give proper ratings, not just overall marks to budget games.
5. Stick a tape on the cover three times a year, containing a couple
of demos plus a full game.
6. Have a ‘special offer’ at the Zzuperstore every month.
7. More previews, features, interviews and so on.

Right. Now that’s over, here’s another idea, which I would like to

regard as at least faintly constructive: have a ‘ Bogie Round-up’, and
stick all the games which received under 60% in there, three-a-page.
Leaves more room, dunnit? By the way, while I’m on the subject of

reviews, can we have the ‘ Conversion Factor’ rating back? For some
reason, I thought that was quite important.

Finally, make a good job of the Christmas issue, please!

David Spillman, Brighton, E. Sussex.

The cover price rise to £1.50 was a bit sudden, and might be quite

enough for some readers - 1 haven ’t had any letters about it yet- but
of course we ’d like more pages. I don ’t know if we ’d get paid more,
though! To answer some of your points, an intermittent arcades
section seems to be underway now and the diary should resume
soon. As for the Zzuperstore, the incredible Dr Frey’s currently

editing the Complete Computer Entertainment Guide (I hope I’ve got
the title right), which aims to be a quarterly mag doing a round-up of

practically everything that can be bought to do with computers. As
we speak that should be going to press, so let’s hope we get some
more special offers now.
A ‘Bogie Round-Up’; I hardly think that’s a fair description of

games which score under 60%. Still, condensing some of the

reviews down is an idea for consideration. Especially for late and
disappointing Amiga conversions ofpoor C64 games.
On the subject of the conversion factor, it was a good idea but Ed

Stu thought it was taking up too much space. Besides, arcade freak

Robin always tries to make clear in his comments how accurate the

conversion is. And as for the Xmas issue, you should know by now!

RETURN OF THE CAPED KIDNAPPER
Dear Lloyd,

Did you realise that in Issue 55 you had a letterfrom S Leach (The
Caped Kidnapper) and Scott Leach (The bloke who accused
ZZAP! of taking bribes) Did you not realise S Leach and Scott
Leach sound very much alike? That’s because there’re the same
person, you great plonker. How do I know this? Because I am
Scott Leach! I’d like to know whether that’s a record, two letters
in the mag in one issue. It must be. But if not you may remember
also some looney way back in Issue 45 who wrote in saying he
licked people’s boots. Only that time it was S A Leach. Now that
must be a record, three letters in the mag ever, (four if this gets
in).

Just by the way while I’m writing about this amazing record
may I point out, that you never replied to my P.S. about Thingy
Rockford, nose and panto horse.Why haveyou stopped drawing
them? If you remember, not far back the readers of ZZAP! voted
that they preferred having them to not having them. So why take
them out of if everyone likes them? Please tell us why they’re
gone (pretty please).
Scott Leach, Hull.

The vote for the margin characters to come back was, eh, a little

dubious in its quickness. And there are rumours they’re very
happy with the aliens, especially as ZZAP! might be going onto
Apple Macs - the super-advanced publishing of the future -
which might not be able to capture their special character. As
for the numberofletters beinga record, I don’tknowbutletyour
achievement be an incentive to other readers to write in!
LM

That just about winds up the first Rrap of the new
year, and of course, the new decade. As I wait for the
next sackful of letters to peruse, I wonder what the
Nineties will have in store. Will Eastern Europe
embrace democracy? Will the ozone layer be
destroyed? And will someone send me a Christmas
card? Please? Pretty please? . . . send all cards and
letters (preferably accompanied by cards) to Lloyd
Mangram, ZZAP! RRAP, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1DB.
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Following Tracksuit Manager’s No.l Success comes

Real Fighting -Real Tactics -Real Management
End of Round 7 your boxer returns to the corner. The cuts worsening and there's

a swelling beneath the eye.You have thirty seconds to patch him up.What about
your fight tactics? Is he in front? Only the three fight judges know for sure,

should you give him further instructions? - too late the bell sounds.

All fights use an artificial intelligence with indepth commentary as 100
Boxers struggle to become Heavyweight champion of the world.

100 Boxers 20 fight Managers all with individual abilities and ratings, 2
scouts® Different governing bodies® Physio ®Trainer® Area national and world
ranking displayed • Secretary • Filofax • Letters and telephone calls • It's all

here with more.

• Move around your office • Use your telephone • Answer mail • Sign
agreements with boxers, promoters, governing bodies • Set up deals • Visit

physio or pop into the training camp • Manage up to Five boxers at once.

ALSO mm •

Decide upon fight tactics according to the strength and weaknesses of your
boxers, what are their weaknesses? sorry - you'll have to find out. Work as a

second during rounds. Use sponge, flat iron, towel, water etc. Opponents use
intelligence to decide upon their next round plans so beware.

BEWARE...
If you're looking for something easy or a joystick waggling punch up - look

elsewhere this is the fight game with reality.

GOLIATH GAMES specialises in ADVANCED - INVOLVED
-ORIGINAL SOFTWARE DON’T FORGET IT

AVAILABLE ON...

CBM 64 - 9.95/12.95 DISC
SPECTRUM -9.95
AMSTRAD 9.95/12.95 DISC
AMIGA • ATARI ST- 19.95

IBM -19.95 including V.AT Plus 50p post & packing The GIANTS amongst software

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/P.O.TO:

1 SCIENCE PARK, ABERYSTWYTH, DYFED SY23 3AH
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While there were home computers before the
Eighties, they tended to be of interest only to
financially overburdened techies. The Vic-20,
Atari 400, Sinclair Spectrum and Commodore 64
changed all that, bringing powerful, but cheap
computing to the masses. And after the masses
got tired of having their computer print up ‘hello,
John’, most reached for a joystick and a copy of
the latest knock-off of the latest coin-op.

In time, games such as Tony Crowther’s Loco
and Dan Gorlin’s Choplifter showed that the real
excitement was with original games. While even-
tually legal coin-op conversions and TV/movie
licences would dominate the industry again - the
second, 16-bit led generation of games has rein-
troduced some measure of innovation. Looking
back over the Eighties, the first decade of mass
market home computer games, and trying to pick

Illlii: 1 :

the best is no easy task. But after much head-
scratching, and flicking over back issues of
ZZAP!, here’s the personal charts of all three
reviewers. As for the bestgame ... no amount of
argument could settle one, and in fact all the
charts are only in rough order of preference. No
doubt many excellent games are missing, and a
lively debate seems likely in the Rrap.
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1.

PARADROID (Hewson)
Apart from a great loading screen HeavyMetalParadroiddidn’tadd that
much to this classic. Probablybecause it’s impossible to improve.A per-
fect mix of arcade and tactical gameplay.

2.

DROPZONE (IIS Gold)

The appearance ofthis on theZZAP! Sizzlers compilation shot it straight
to the top of the office favourites chart. The way the aliens interact and
mutate is brilliant.

3.

THE SENTINEL (Firebird)

Buying this putme in the grip ofa terrible addiction . Ten thousand levels
provide a massive challenge. Utterly unique and completely compulsive.

4.

BOULDERDASH (First Star)

Orany ofthe Rockford games (except the awful Rockford- TheArcade
Game). Beautifully presented and constructed

, these games are incred-
ibly addictive.

5.

DOOMDARK’S REVENGE (Beyond)
Defeating the evil Shareth isa massive task, requiring the recruitmentand
management of numerous armies. Overflowing with atmosphere, this is

simply one of the best games ever written.

6.

SHADOWFIRE (Beyond)
One of Denton Design’s most imaginative games has you in charge ofa
team of mercenaries attempting to blow up a spaceship and kidnap mad
General Zoff . An icon-controlled strategygame that arcade fans will love.

7.

WIZBALL (Ocean)

Getting started may be the hardest part of the game, but this is among
the most original and playable shoot-’em-ups ever to appear on the C64.

8.

BUBBLE BOBBLE (Firebird)

1 00 screens of wonderful arcade action. Cute and compulsive this Taito
coin-op conversion is brilliant solo or in two-player mode, incredibly
good fun!

9.

TURBO OUT RIM (US Gold)

One of the most playable racegames ever written, complete with unbe-
lievably good presentation. And, of course, extremely fast!

10. THE UNTOUCHABLES (Ocean)
A great variety of shoot-’em-up games programmed with great attention
to detail, and superbly presented - especially on disk.

1. BLOOD MONEY (Psygnosis)

An excellent shoot-’em-up. A touch hard, but worth it for the graphics.
Two-playermode can provoke heated arguments over stealing the other
person’s blood money!

2.

STARGUDER 2 (Rainbird)

I didn *tthinkmuch ofthe original, but the sequel married adventure and
arcade elements pretty much flawlessly. And the graphic/sonic presen-
tation is amazing!

3.

ATRON 5000 (Players)

Until the disk corrupted this was the office favourite. The ultimate Tron
light-cycle game, with a superb selection of power-ups.

4.

KICK OFF (Anco)

Football games usually send me to sleep, but this laser-fast game is a
definite exception. The heart ofthegame is fast reactions and good ideas
for making attacks. Best with two players.

5.

BATMAN (Ocean)

Areally great game. The Batmobileand Batwing sections look unbeliev-
ablygood, and play really well. TheAxis/Cathedral sections lack the dark
mood of the movie but are still highly attractive and playable.

8. XENON 2 (Imageworks)
A graphic showcase, complete with an awesome range ofweapons and
great sonics. Hasn’t got quite the variety of BloodMoney, but still incred-
ible.

7.

MILLENNIUM 2.2 (Electric Dreams)
An incredibly atmospheric SF strategy/adventure game. The depth and
imagination compare to a novel, but like a book, once it’s finished you
won’t want to play it again too often.

8.

BUBBLE BOBBLE (Firebird)

One of the first arcade-perfect coin-op conversions, and still one of the
most enjoyable games around. Equally fun with one or two players.

9. NEW ZEALAND STORY (Ocean)
One ofthe cutest and toughest platforms and laddersgames around, this
one will keep you coming back long after more famous coin-op conver-
sions are gathering dust.

10. TIME BANDIT (Microdeal)

One of the first really good Amiga games. Loads of levels, including a
Pac-Man-style level and puzzling Star Trek graphic adventure (which I

still haven’t solved!).

1.

PROJECT: STEALTH FIGHTER (MicroProse)
A perfect simulation fora perfect plane, this hasto bemy ail-time favour-
ite game with noexceptions. MicroProse went ail out to make a superla-
tive flight/combat simulation and succeeded beyond my wildest dreams.

2. LORDS OF MIDNIGHT (Beyond - Alas no morel Sniff!)

The sequel Doomdark’sRevengemaybea biggergame but there’s been
nothing like Lords ofMidnight since which has really blown me away.
Mike Singleton, you’re a genius!

3. ARMALYTE (Thalamus)

The graphics are perfect and the gameplay a stunning mixture ofthe best
blaster coin-ops around. With a dual playermode to boot, Arma/yfe is the
perfect shoot-’em-up.
4. BARD’S TALE M (Interplay/Electronic Arts)

Incredibly tough puzzles, masses of hack and slay action, and graphics
which are a damn sight better than any of the Ultima series.

8. TYPHOON OF STEEL (SSI)

Although I prefermore modern wargames, I ’ve a soft spot for this beauty
from SSI. Midnight oil by the barrel full was burnt while rewriting World
War 2 history - great stuff.

7. DROPZONE (US Gold)

Over five years old and still going strong, what a classic this is with attack
waves galore, volcanoes, helpless scientists to rescue and even a natty
cloaking device to wear.

8. BOULDER DASH (First Star)

I’m not normally into puzzle games but this one is the exception - brain
bending, boulder crashing, gem collecting, butterfly flapping, amoeba
spreading brilliant stuff!!

S. PARADROID (Hewson)
Although Citadelcame close to challenging Andrew Braybrook’s classic,Ka aL L.

—

x . . .;il, x. j. — ,» . ^ . I , . » |the older product remains the best with fast arcade action, good tactical
play and great presentation.

9.

CITADEL (Electric Dreams)
That wild axeman Martin Walker took long enough over this baby but
what emerged has to be the definitive puzzle-action game, one for us
intellectuals (? - Ed) and ace game players. Fabulous.

10.

THE GREAT ESCAPE (Ocean)

I know, I know. It's getting on a bit now and it’s monochrome to theeyes
but it’s just sooooo atmospheric and I love it (and it’s coming out on
budget soon - yeah!!!).

11. DEUS EX MACHINA - Only joking!!!!
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5. EMPIRE (Electronic Arts)

Not so hot in terms of depth or ideas but a charming little wargame to
while away the hours with. Awful block graphics and some pretty dire

sampled sounds but good fun.

•i

1*1 6 COMBAT PHOT (Digital Integration)

Miles better than the over-hyped Falcon, F-16 Combat Pilot is a tricky

beast to fly but persevere and you’ll be rewarded with one strong chal-
lenge and massive depth to it all.

2. ATRON 5000 (Players)

Tron (the film)was fantastic and a Light Cycles game was the firstgame
I ever played (on a dinosaur Beeb in my school’s computer room). And
Pm the Newsfield champ at it so it’s got to go ini

3. F.O.F.T. (Gremlin Graphics)

A mixed reception when this one came out but to my mind 1 6-bit Elitewas
vastly over-rated and F.O.F.T. wipes the floor with it.

4. FERRARI: FORMULA ONE (Electronic Arts)

I likemy sims with lots ofdepth and you can ’t get much deeperthan this

one. Mastering the car handling isatask unto itself but throw in masses
of options and you’ve got a cracking good game.

1. MICROPROSE SOCCER (MicroProse!)

Well, what do you expect for my number one, a flight sim?! This is

definitely the best soccer game on the 64, lacking the tactical elements
of Emlyn but much more playable.

2. PARADROID (Hewson)

Brilliant presentation complements the amazingly addictive shoot-’em-
up action with a good dose of strategy to boot. Perfection.

3. GHOSTS ’N* GOBLINS (Elite)

Formy money, still the most playable coin-op conversion on the 64. The
playability matches the brilliant presentation - let’s hope Ghouls 'AT

Ghosts is anywhere near as good.

4. DOOMDARK’S REVENGE (Beyond)

Surely the best sequel ever made, improving on the brilliant original (see

below). Now when’s Eye Of The Moon (part 3) ever going to come out?!

5. LORDS OF MIDNIGHT (Beyond)

A milestone in software if everthere was one.A classic mixture ofadven-
ture and strategy with a massive landscape to explore and a multitude of

possible sub-missions.

6. REVS (Firebird)

Far more realistic than Pitstop II, this is definitely my favourite 64 racing

game. A Geoff Crammond masterpiece.

7. SPINDIZZY (Electric Dreams)
The isometric 3-D graphics are perfect, matching the challenging, ever-

so-addictive gamepiay. Infinitely betterthan the official MarbleMadness
conversion.

8. ALTER EGO (Activision)

Simply the most lifelike simulation of all time. It’s weird butso absorbing
- it can easily take over your real life!

9. STUNT CAR RACER (Firebird)

Another Geoff Crammond masterpiece. The solid 3-D graphics are

astonishingly fast and the way you perform huge leaps makes this a
unique and exhilarating race game.

1 0. THE SENTINEL (Firebird)

Probably the game with the greatest feeling oftension as you try to hide

from the sentinel. The solid 3-D graphics are outstanding. Geoff Cram-
mond is a genius!
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6* ZAK MCKRAKEN (LucasfilmAJS Gold)

I’m not normally into adventures but Zak is one reallyfumy game from
start to finish. Everything about it is whacky, wild and dead good.

7. BATTLEHAWKS: 1942 (LucasfHlliAIS Gold)

This Lucasfilm flight-combat sim has a realism all of its own and to my
mind beats Interceptor hands down. Better than the WWII newsreels in

fact.

8. SIM CITY (Infogrames)

A brand spanking new one but instantly a classic with all sorts of cities

to dream up and fiddle about with.

9. NORTH AND SOUTH (Infogrames)

Very, very slick indeed with some hilarious touches. If any game could
have knocked Kick Off off the top slot as the ZZAP! Office fave it had to
be this one.

TO. GYREX (The Power House (I think!))

Gyruss was a pretty potent coin-op for its time and has a quaint charm.
This rip-off is immense fun to play.

1. KICK OFF (Anco)

Despitethe bugs it’s the greatest footysim ever. It’s been an unassailable
ZZAP! office favourite ever since it came out. I can’t wait for Extra Time
and Player Manager!

2. TV SPORTS FOOTBALL (Cinemaware)
The most realistic version of American Football yet. The presentation is

superb, adding a great razzmatazz atmosphere to the near-perfect
gamepiay.

3. SIMCITY (Infogrames)

Anotherone ofthose games you can play for hours without realising it. I

lovetheway a simple set of rules is applied to create complex evolutions.

4. FERRARI FORMULA ONE (Electronic Arts)

A near-perfect simulation of Formula One and by far the most realistic

racing game around. Some people don’t like the mouse control, but I find

it more realistic than using a joystick.

5. BLOOD MONEY (Psygnosis)

The two-player option makes a good shoot-’em-up into $ great one. This

was another firm office favourite (until Rob H ‘accidentally’ corrupted the
disk!).

6. ROCKET RANGER (Cinemaware)
The gorgeous presentation creates a superb ’30s atmosphere, one ofthe
best in any computer game. And the mixture of strategy/adventure and
arcade sub-games works surprisingly well.

7. ATRON 5000 (Players)

For such a simple game this is incredibly addictive. Another outstanding
two-player game - I’ll win one of these days!

8. NORTH & SOUTH (Infogrames)

Wargames were never so much fun, although admittedly the strategy is

only secondary to the brilliantcomic action. Two playergames are hilari-

ous fun.

9. STARGUDER II (Rainbird)

Probably still the most technically brilliant piece of software on the
Amiga. The 3-D graphics are astounding and the sound is the most
atmospheric I’ve ever heard. And it’s a fab game too!

10.

STARRAY (Logotron)

A great shoot-’em-up that I still pick up and play nowand again. It’s also

my brother’s favourite game and he insisted I put it in my top ten!

ES



LOGIC
COMPUTER STORES

LONDON PETERBOROUGH CHESHUNT
0 1 882 4942 0733 49696 0992 25323

FULL RANGE OF AMIGA, ST, SEGA, 64, SPEC, AMSTRAD, PC, PCW, 2600, XL/XE, BBC

64 CASSETTES £2.99 EACH
ACE 2088, CAPTAIN AMERICA, CHOLO, COLOUR OF MAGIC, CYBERNOID, CYBERNOID II, DAN DARE II, EXOLON, FALCON RENEGADE,LORD, FOXX FIGHTS BACK,
KRYPTON FACTOR, MAGNETRON, MARAUDER, MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE, 500cc GRAND PRIX, REPTON 3, SIDE ARMS, NORTH STAR, PANDORA, QUARTER,
RAMPARTS, ROADWARS, RYGAR, SENTINAL, SOUTHERN BELL (TRAIN SIMULATOR), SUPERSPORTS, SUPERSPRINT, TRANTOR, ZYNAPS, CHUCKIE EGG II,

URIDIUM/PARADROID, CHUCKIE EGG, DARK EMPIRE, DEFLECTOR, INTERNATIONAL SOCCER, JAILBREAK, MONTEZUMAS REVENGE, SCARY MONSTERS,
SKY RUNNER, STARRION, AVENGER, GAME OVER II.

COMPILATIONS UTILITIES
BIG NAMES BONANZA
(Stellar 7, Fight Night, Forbidden Forest, Talledega,)

MICROVALVE
(Ian Botham’s Test Cricket, Bombo, European Games, World Cup II)

GRAND PRIX SELECTION
(Super Hang On, Championship Sprint, Super Sprint)

UNBELIEVABLE ULTIMATE
(Entombed, Staff of Karnarth, Blackwyche, Immotep,)

FOUR SMASH HITS
(Zynaps, Exolon, Ranarama, Uridium Plus,)

GAMESTAR SPORTS PACK
(Basketball, Baseball, American Football)

GO CRAZY
(Desolator, Sidearms, Thunderceptor, Shackled, Mission Elevator, Fast n Furious)

GOLD COLLECTION III

(Express Raider, Super Cycle, Leviathan, Ace ofAces, Master of the Universe, Super Hoey II,)

GOLD COLLECTION II

(Kung Fu Master, Pole Position, Time Tunnel, Super Zaxxon, Ash Lum, Dragon Skull)

ROD PIKES HORROR COMPILATION
(Werewolf, Frankenstein, Dracula)

TV SPECIAL
(Block Busters, Every Second Counts, Krypton Factor)

SUPREME CHALLENGE
(Elite, Ace 2, Tetris, Starglider, Sentinal,)

CONFLICTS 2

(Battle of Midway, Iwojima, Okinawa)

£2.99

£2.99

£3.99

£2.99

£3.99

£3.99

DESIGNERS PENCIL >

ART PACKAGE £1.99

FASSEM ASSEMBLER £2.99

MUSIC STUDIO CASS £2.99

MUSIC STUDIO DISC £2.99

PERSONALMONEY MANAGER DISC
£3.99

DISKNOTCHER £4.95

GEOS INC GEO WRITE WP. DISC
£9.95

£3.99 GENERAL

£3.99

£3.99

£4.99

£3.99

£5.99

£3.99

FIREZONE WARGAME £2.99

ESPIONAGE MYSTERY £2.99

MURDER ON THE ZINDERNAUF
MYSTERY £2.99

PERSONAL MONEY MANAGER
DISC £2.99

COMBAT LEADER WARGAME
£2.99

B24 WARGAME £2.99

TEMPLE OF ASHPAI ADVENTURE
£3.99

PETER BEARDSLEYS £3.99

COMM 64 DISCS
MURDER BY THE DOZEN £1.99 BASKETBALL £2.99 CODENAME MAT II £2.99 DANDARE II £2.99 DEADLINE £2.99
SOKOBAN £3.99 THREE STOOGES £4.99 MUSIC STUDIO £4.99 PREDATOR £2.99 STARCROSS £2.99
SUPERSPRINT £2.99 SUSPENDED £2.99 TOP FUEL CHALLENGE £2.99 ELITE 6 PACK VOL 1 £3.99 ELITE 6 PACK VOL 2 £3.99
DURREL BIG 4 VOL 2

BORED OF THE RINGS
£3.99

£2.99

GEOS
ALIENS

£9.95

£2.99

MICROSCRIPT 128 £19.95 MICROCLERK £19.95 YOGI BEAR £2.99

XMAS SPECIALS

COMMODORE SOUND SAMPLER inc microphone
* RECORD ANY SOUND
* REPLAY FORWARDS, BACKWARDS, HIGHER/LOWER PITCH
* PLOT WAVEFORMS
* ECHO WITH VARIABLE DELAY
* PITCH CONVERTER
* QUATTRO SAMPLING
* INCLUDES DRUM SAMPLES

WHERE TO BUY
EITHER AT 1 9THE BROADWAY

THE BOURNE
SOUTHGATE
LONDON
N146PH

9.95 DISC ONLY

P&P 75p

UNIT6
MIDGATE
PETERBOROUGH
CAMBS
PEI 1TN

COMMODORE SOUND EXPANDER
FM SOUND - UP TO EIGHT NOTES AT ONE TIME
REALISTIC SOUNDS
SELECTION OF PRESET SOUNDS
12 PRESET RYTHMS
SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH TV, MONITOR, OR HIFI

RIFF MACHINE

9.95 CASS OR DISC

P&P 75p

MUSIC EXPANSION SYSTEM JA Ap
5 OCTAVE KEYBOARD 49l95
FULL SIZE PIANO KEYS
PROGRAMABLE SYNTH SOFTWARE
BUILD UP RECORDINGS ONE TRACK AT A TIME
AND PLAY BACK AS COMPLETE COMPOSITION

CASS OR DISK

P&P £5

5 LYNTON PARADE
CHESHUNT
HERTS
EN88LF

Postage & Packing - 1 -3 Items 75p, 4 or more £1 .00

OR MAILORDER
LOGIC SALES
PO BOX 589
SOUTHGATE, LONDON
TEL: 01 8826833



M ost advertisements are legal, decent, honest and truthful. A few are

not, and, like you, we want them stopped.

If you would like to know more about how to make complaints,

please send for our booklet: The Dos and Don’ts of Complaining’. It’s

free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /

We’re here to put it rightV
ASA Ltd.. Dept. Z. Brook House. Torrington Place. London WC IE 7HN.

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.

31/2" DISKS
EVEN BETTER DISKS — EVEN LOWER PRICES

10 x 31/2 DS/DD £8.50
25 x 31/2 DS/DD £19.00
50 x 31/2 DS/DD £35.00
100 x 31/2 DS/DD £66.00
250 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£160.00

500 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£299.00

1000 x 31/2 DS/DD ...£575.00

Ordering 1 00 disks or less?

Use our credit card hotline.

Access - 0742 726485 - Visa
AMIGA MEMORY
0.5 MB NO CLOCK £75
0.5 MB WITH CLOCK £89
AMIGA EXTERNAL DRIVE £79
ATARI EXTERNAL DRIVE £84

WE ONLY USE SONY DISKS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE. 50 AND 100 DISKS SENT 3 DAYS
DELIVERY. ALL OTHER ITEMS SENT NEXT DAY. FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. SAME
DAY DESPATCH. CHEQUES AND PO’S TO:

HARDWARE DISTRIBUTION (dept ZZ)
19 DIVISION STREET, SHEFFIELD, SI 4GE

0742 726485

THE RACING GAME
THE SUCCESSFUL SPECTRUM GAME

NOW AVAILABLE ON COMMODORE 64/128

AN EXCITING GAME DESIGNED FOR THE HORSE
RACING ENTHUSIAST.
MANAGE 1 5 HORSES TO WIN GROUP, GRADED
AND OPEN RACES. SEASON INCLUDES:

THEDERBY— 1000/2000 GUINEAS—
THE OAKS— THE ST. LEDGER.
FORM, FITNESS, GOING, DISTANCE, ALL EFFECT
RESULTS. TRAIN YOUR HORSES. FULL SEASON
OF 80 RACES OR QUICK GAME OPTION. GIVE THE
RIDING INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUR JOCKEY. SEE
YOUR SEASONS RESULTS AND FINANCIAL
STANDING.
FULL BETTING MARKET, PRE RACE REPORTS,
STEWARDS ENQUIRIES, RENAME
HORSES, RACES OVER 5F TO
2Va MILES. WATCH THEM RACE AND
CHEER HOME YOUR HORSE
COMMODORE TAPE £7.95
COMMODORE DISK £8.95
SPECTRUM TAPE £7.95
AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER ONLY
SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO:

TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE DEPZZ
157 WARWICK ROAD

RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6 8SG
Proprietor: J MOSS

TURBOSOFT
(Dept ZZAP)

41 South Street

Leighton Buzzard
Beds LU7 8NT

MAILORDER ONLY
Tel. 0525 377974

IN CROWD WINNERS
Only £10.99 Disc £13.99 Only £9.99 Disc £13.99

Barbarian, Gryzor, Thunderblade, Led Storm,

Last Ninja, Predator, Indiana Jones & The Temple
Kamov Combat, School, of Doom, Blasteroids,

Target Renegade, Platoon. Impossible Mission II

100% DYNAMITE SUPREME CHALLENGE
Only £10.99 Disc £13.99 Only £4.99 Disc £10.99

Last Ninja II, Elite, Ace,

Double Dragon, Sentinel,

WEC Le Mans, Starglider,

Afterburner Tetris

Zzap Sizzlers Coll. Vol 1 THALAMUS THE HITS

Only £9.99 Disc £11.99 Only £8.99 Disc £13.99

Bionic Commandos, Hunter’s Moon, Que-dex,

Dropzone, California Games, Hawkeye,

Solomon’s Key, Armalyte,

Impossible Mission II Delta, Sanxion.

COMMODORE SPECIALS

Defender of the Crown 3.99 The Train 3.99
Football Director 2.99 Gauntlet 2.99
Top Gun 2.99 Strip Poker 11+ 3.99
Crazy Cars 2.99 Jack the Nipper 2.99
Troll 1.99 Fernandez Must Die 3.99
Crazy Cars 2.99 Brian Clough Football Fortunes 4.99
Troll 1.99 Time & Magik 6.99
Rimrunner 2.99 Annals of Rome 4.99
Cauldron II 1.99 Trivial Pursuit New Beginning 4.99
Football Manager II 4.99 Dark Castle 3.99
Running Man 4.99 Trivial Pursuit Genius 4.99
Pacland 3.99 Phobia 4.99
Bob’s Full House 4.99 Game Over II 3.99
Afterburner 4.99 President is Missing 4.99

TOP 20 COMMODORE TOP 20 AMIGA
1 . Batman the Movie 6.99 Xenon It 16.99

2. Forgotten Worlds 7.25 Rainbow Islands 13.99

3. Shinobi 6.99 Lords of the Rising Sun 20.99

4. Beach Valley 6.99 F-16 Combat Pilot 16.99

5. Robocop 6.99 Bomber 19.99

6. Rainbow Islands 6.99 Falcon Mission Disc 13.99

7. Strider 7.25 New Zealand Story 16.99

8. Turbo Outrun 6.99 Shoot Em Up Const Kit 20.99

9. New Zealand Story 6.99 Space Ace 25.99
10. Scapeghost 10.99 Shadow of the Beast 24.99

11. Myth 6.99 Shinobi 13.99

12. First Strike 6.99 Beach Volley 16.99

13. Rick Dangerous 6.99 Batman the Movie 16.99

14. Laser Squad 6.99 Paperboy 13.99

15. Retrograde 6.99 Damocles 16.99

16. Hostages 6.99 Continental Circus 13.99

17. Speedball 6.99 A.P.B. 13.99

18. Renegade 3 6.99 Strider 13.99

19. Kick Off 5.99 Altered Beast 16.99

20. Snare 6.99 W Gretzky’s Hockey 16.99

COMMODORE
Cabal 6.99

AMIGA
Chase H.Q. 16.99

Dragon Spirit 6.99 Battle Chess 16.99
3D Pool 6.99 Dragon Spirit 13.99
Treble Champions 6.99 Cabal 16.99
Gazza’s Soccer 6.50 F-29 Retaliator 16.99
Altered Beast 6.99 Fast Lane 16.99
Chase H.Q. 6.99 F. Freddy’s Big Top Fun

Hard Drivin’

16.99
Hard Drivin’ 6.99 13.99
Ghostbusters 6.99 Knight Force 15.99
Power Drift 6.99 Laser Squad 15.99
Tusker 6.99 Power Drift 16.99
Super Wonderboy 6.99 Tusker 16.99
Untouchables 6.99 Stunt Car Racer 15.99
Double Dragon 6.99 Super Wonderboy 16.99
Operation Thunderbolt 6.99 Dynamite Dux 16.99
Knight Force 6.99 Tintin on the Moon 16.99
Airborne Ranger 10.99 Verminator 15.99
Gunship 10.99 Weird Dreams 15.99
Quarterbat 10.99 Quest for the Time Bird 18.99
Stunt Car Racer 10.99 Action Fighter 15.99
F-16 Combat Pilot 10.99 Barbarian II Psygnosis 15.99
War in Middle Earth 6.99 Ivanhoe 16.99
Colossus Chess 4 6.99 Untouchables 16.99
Colossus Bridge 9.99 Neuronmancer 16.99
Heroes of the Lance 7.99 Gazza’s Soccer 15.99
Dragon Ninja 6.99 Lost Patrol 16.99
Red Heat 6.99 Infestation T5.99
Running Man 4.99 Dungeon Master (Imeg) 16.99
Silkworm 6.99 Dungeon Master Editor 7.99
Saint & Greavsie 6.99 Chaos Strikes Back 13.99
Bomber 9.99 Test Drive II 16.99
A.P.B. 6.99 Populous 16.99
Pools of Radiance disc 14.99 Populous Promised Lands 7.99
Heroes of the Lance disc 11.99 F-16 Falcon 20.99
Hillsfar disc 14.99 Double Dragon II 13.99
Curse of Azure Bonds disc 19.99 Commando 13.99
Mr Heli 6.99 Stryx 13.99
Continental Circus 6.99 Nevermind 13.99
Weird Dreams 10.99 UMSII 15.99

1

Please make cheques and postal orders

payable to TURBOSOFT. Orders over

£5 P&P free, under £5 please add 50p per

item. Europe add £1 P&P.
Overseas add £1 .50 P&P.

N.B. Please state make of computer and
cassette or disc.

PRECIOUS METAL
Only £16.99

Captain Blood,

Xenon,

Crazy Cars,

Arkanoid II

PREMIER COLLECTION

Only £12.99

Exolon,

Zynaps,

Netherworld,

Nebulus

COMPUTER HITS II

Only £8.99

Tetris,

Black Shadow,

Golden Path,

Joe Blade

LIGHT FORCE
Only £16.99

R-Type,

Voyager,

Batman Called Crusader,

IK +

PREMIER COLLECTION II

Only £19.99

Mercenary, Custodian,

Eliminator, Backlash

HITS DISC 1

Only £9.99

Goldrunner, Slaygon,

Jupiter Probe,

Karate Kid II

AMIGA SPECIALS
Outrun 6.99 TV Sports Football 12.99
Leaderboard 6.99 Barbariani (Palace) 5.99
Marble Madness 7.50 Pacmania 7.99
Strip Poker + 5.99 Pacland 7.99
Bards Tale 7.50 Captain Blood 6.99
King of Chicago 7.99 Football Manager 7.99
Infection 4.99 Hunt for Red October 9.99
Alternate Reality 6.99 Kristal 9.99
Casino Roulette 3.99 Trivial Pursuits New
Brian Clough’s Football Beginning 7.99
Fortunes 6.99 Thunderbirds 6.99
Flintstones 4.99 Running Man 7.99
Eliminator 5.99 Shadowgate 8.99
Backlash 3.99 Empire 7.99
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Now, providing your brains haven’t been eaten by zombies or

your soul possessed by creepy creatures (like thatTGM crowd),

just scribble the answers (and what computer you own) on a post-

card, sealed envelope, or pumping heart and send it to THE
GREAT GHOULISHAND GHOSTLY COMPETITION,

ZZAP! Towers, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire. SY8 1DB.
The usual competition rules apply (no Newsfield employees, rot-

ting zombies, or Grand Demons from the 62nd plane of Hell can

enter). All entries to be recieved before 22nd January otherwise you
won’t stand a ghost of a chance!

!
(Sorry, couldn’t resist that one!)

And win aSvideo/TV combo from US Gold!!

# *»

1. Name two other hit coin-op conversions that Software Crea-

tions have written.

3. How many levels are there to the Ghouls ’N’ Ghosts ?

4. Name one other type ofweapon that Arthur can pick up in the

game.

5. And what’s the name of the gallant princess-rescuing hero in

the game?

Woooooh! Spoooooooky things are happening this New Year as

horrible hobgoblins, scary skeletons, and many a ghastly ghoulie

crawls out of the woodwork. Nope, they’re not the Fear writers

off to the annual Newsfield party, no sir the supernatural crea-

tures are off to play Ghouls ’N' Ghosts, the brand new coin-op
conversion from Capcom.
To really get you into the spirit (groan!) of things and to make

sure you’re going to have one hell of a time US Gold have con-

jured up a well posh Amstrad TVR3 Combination VHS Video
Recorder and 20-inch Colour Monitor complete with Remote
Control, HQ High Picture Quality, 14 day timer, and lots ofother

spooky features. Perfect for those long Midnight-hour games of

Ghouls yN’ Ghosts and just the thing for watching all those late

night horror flicks on. And all from the comfort ofyour own coffin

with Spook-ghetti and Ghoulash to eat at the same time!!! US
Gold are also throwing in three horror videos for the lucky winner
while 25 runner-ups get copies of the smash hit game.
To have the wickedest TV system in your graveyard just ans-

wer these five dead easy questions (zombies may well have
difficulties given the lack of brains).

2. Which arcade game is Ghouls N y

Ghosts the sequel to?

TELEVIDEOm



The Cale brothers have pretty
much dominated beat-’em-up
arcade adventures ever since The
Last Ninja, released in mid- 1987.
The success of their games, par-
ticularly in America, means the
System 3 car park is blessed with a
pair of Ferraris. To follow up the

|

sizzling Tusker and Myth, Mark
Cale is watching over the comple-
tion of a Ninja-style arcade adven-
ture without ninjas— Vendetta. The

j

marketing blitz for which is being

while still retaining the general appeal. Kids respond to violence and Ven-
detta most certainly is violent.

The idea behind Vendetta isn’t a simple one like certain other arcade
adventures, it’s based around a kidnapping of a nuclear scientist’s
daughter . She’s being held captive by terrorists who are forcing her sci-
entist father to work on a nuclear bomb.

|

A helicopter gimship swoops in low as our hero tries to find the
j accelerator.

handled by Adrian Cale. But prog-
ramming is by a relative newcomer
at the company, STAN SCHEMBRI,
who tooksome time outto talkwith
ROBIN HOGG.
You’ve been with System 3 for about a year now, how did you get
involved in programming in the first place.?

When I was 1 6 1 had an Acorn Atom (!), a kit thing which I bunt myself. With
no software industry to speak of at the time there weren’t many offers
coming in and I wrote some very small utility programs. I wrote a Bug Byte
game that was never published, including a rendition of Breakout but that
was about all.

After the stint with the Atom I decided to get back into electronics and
went to Intelligent Software, the people responsible for the Enterprise
fiasco. I designed the software for a pretty basic 6502 based portable
chess game.
The experience with Intelligent Software was good but ultimately not

what I wanted to do. The C64 was making an impact and I went to do
some work for Palace, writing Cauldron

, Cauldron 2 ,
and Barbarian - The

Ultimate Warrior. Stifflip & Co. was another and the sound routines and
tunes in Defender Of The Crown are mine as well.

I left Palace on good terms and for about a year I’ve been working for
System 3, firstly helping out with Tusker and now Vendetta .

Which brings us bang up to date of course. What sort of hours has
Vendetta taken up?

It s been roughly 12 hours work a day, 7:30 in the morning through to
around 7:00 at night. Lately it’s been pretty intense, with all hours worked
as a real rush sets in to finish the job, even though the deadlines are pretty
flexible. I used to work at the System 3 offices but quickly found that,
although the atmosphere was great there, it just made life difficult with
too many distractions. Now I work from home which isn’t too far away.

Tell us about Vendetta
,
Stan.

Vendetta is a lot more modern a game than Ninja
,
and also a lot more vio-

lent with blood and guts. It’s pushing the Ninja format into a different area
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Our fiat-headed, Charles Bronson clone gets out of his Ferrari to
thump some baddies. \



The game is set over three locations, beginning with the harbour/docks
area where things aren’t too difficult. There are terrorists around, both
unarmed and armed, plus the obligatory weapons to pick up including

an Uzi and a Kalashnikov AK-47
;
initially unloaded of course - the correct

ammunition has to be found before the guns can be used. Otherwise
you’re stuck with a knife and your fists. A bullet proof vest can be picked
up and worn to reduce energy loss temporarily-you’ve only got one life

of course.

After the Harbour it’s on to a disused Army barracks where the bad
guys are hiding in tanks and need to be flushed out with a grenade down
the hatch. There are suicide terrorists as well.

Following that you arrive at the airport where the daughter is being
held. You can search the area, investigate inside hangars and suchlike
but in the final stages things are getting difficult and you have to be careful

[There’s a nasty booby trap on this level which Stan told us about but for

yours and System 3’s sake it’s best we don’t reveal what it is - let’s just

say it’s pretty nasty].

Vendetta, like Tusker, has got different modes of action, a MANIPU-
LATE mode when you can use objects found in the game (a rucksack on
your back holds any useful objects) and then there’s the FIGHT mode
when weapons are used for firing at the terrorists or hand-to-hand com-
bat. There are objects around to pick up including wire cutters for use
later on, personal belongings dropped by the girl (which serve as evi-

dence of her kidnapping), and a video to reveal vital clues.

A lot of companies are headed for a racing car Xmas this year and
even Vendetta hasn’t ignored the racing theme as Stan
explained . .

.

Even with the arcade adventure side to it I felt it would be nice (for the
gameplayer) to have an intermission between ‘ levels ’ and give the player
something to do. Now we have a car driving scene (much like Turbo Out
Run) where you’re racing to the next scene, fighting off the terrorists

along the way.
The car can be found in the first section but you need the ignition keys

and codes to activate its internal weapon systems, although you can
drive the car without weapons. After all, if someone pays money for a
game then you’ve got to give them a fighting chance.
There are also forks in the road and you’ll need to activate the car’s

map system if you want to get to the next scene in time. Arrows flash up,

indicating the way you need to go - without it you’ll have to go quick to

find the correct route and beat the one hour time limit for the game.

There’s a wonderful graphic sequence at the start of Vendettawhere
a VCR replays the kidnapping on a monitor. When was that put in?

During a mass of coding I suddenly hit a programming wall and needed
some graphics there and then, Dokk [who is doing the graphics for Ven-
detta] was working on some other graphics at the time and couldn’t help.

Luckily Tony Hagar was there at the time and he was effectively told to

‘do something’ while he was there. The sequence was knocked up in a
day and now looks set to go in the final game.

Although System 3 storyboarded the game just over a year ago it has
been modified constantly and many ideas have come and gone within

the game. Ideas have come from many violent videos including

RoboCop, of course, Terminator, and Aliens - over-the-top action with

blood splats appearing when people are shot. One of the guns in the

game also has a similar sound effect to one in Aliens [the Maniacs of

Noise are doing the sound effects although there are no in-game tunes].

Vendetta will bridge the gap between the Last Ninja style games, I

found that Last Ninja 2was never thrilling. If you messed up in the middle
of a game - didn’t collect the right object or whatever then that was it;

game over. With Vendetta I wanted it to be possible to complete the game
even without going through all of it in the correct order. It’s a lot more
lenient than Ninja 2. There’s an overall mission to the game but also, in a
Ninja style, there are lesser tasks to undertake in each load.

How many loads will it be?

Stan ‘The Man’ Schembri

In a disused army barracks with just a Rambo-sized knife to
defend yourself with.

V Note the detailed graphics by Dokk, there’s an Amiga 2000 on the
table.

There’s four loads in all with each section made up of 10 screens. The
final encounter in Central Park will be made up of five screens as the hero
explores the park to find the terrorists, kill them and rescue the scientist.

The end sequence isn’t in as yet, it’s looking difficult to get it all on disk,

how much memory dictates what’s going in and, as ever, things are very
tight with the 64K of memory all gone. The code is split up into roughly
three equal parts, with around one third made up of the actual program
code for movement, collision detection and so on. Anotherthird istaken
up with the graphic data (in effect a jigsaw with individual bits of graphic
or ‘components’ put into place on each screen, and where necessary
graphics are repeated to save on memory).
The last third of memory is taken up with manipulating objects. I’d

really like a hardware extension to the 64! There’s far, far more graphics
and animation in this than anything before; 200 and something graphics
so far. I’ve tried to make the animation on the figure a lot more realistic,

and move away from the Ninja style.

It’s interesting to see how it’s come out after all this Jtime, it’s planned
for January so when it does arrive it’ll have been in development for over
a year and it has changed quite a bit. It’ll probably be a one-off though -

I’m too exhausted to think of doing a sequel!
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INDY: THE* ,

GRAPHIC
ADVENTURE
Lucasfilm/|JS Gold, Amiga £24.99

McKraken
was one 0fthose
game which all

/ / ZZAPI’s
reviewers

^ drooled over, a
W unique

achievement for

Now the unique format has been
updated for Indy: The
Adventure Game and it took all

my cunning, and the sne^Mpess-

of the Geek, to grab
copy from the WelshmanT^^®
The game follows the structurii

of the film quite closely, with a
number of arcaci^sequences
included as well. A hilarious start
sequence has Indy dripping wet
from recovering the fabulous
Cross ofCoronado, trudging into
Barnett College. After Prof

symbolised by the Holy Grail,
tne chalice which caught the
blood of Christ when he was on
the cross. Anyone who now
drinks from the Grail may live

forever, Donovan believes.

Indy’s father was also
interested in the chalice, and has
disappeared while looking for it

on Donovan’s behalf. Indy must
now find both his father and the
Grail. A plane is put at his

disposal to take him to Venice,
jghich is where his father was last

^^^^^Indjyn^st find^his

prOV^h^ hard. As in Zak
'

TncKraken you move Indy
around simply by pointing and
clicking with the mouse. More
complex actions mean you have

Marcus Brodv fills him in on
some collegeJfews Indy is free to
wander aboulMrying to follow in

Harrison ForofioSlMps.
People who’ve seen the film will

obviously have a slight

advantage, but lots of details

have been changed ^|tio-one’s
going to find it easy.

After a visit to his student-
filled office Indy gets the
yearning for the quieter life of
battling Nazis. In any case he is

soon taken to see Walter
Donovan, a wealthy
industrialist. Donovan, like

Hitler and quite a few real US
industrialists of the time, has
become obsessed with
mysticism, mythology and
archaeology; in his case

to use the keywords at the
bottom of the screen. For
example, to ring the bell in a
boxing ring you click on ‘Use’,
the word appears on the sentence
line and then you click on the
object you want . In this case it’s a
mallet, resulting in the sentence
‘Use mallet with’, click on the
bell to put the word in the
sentence, then click again to out
it into action. It's all very simple

,

allowing a good deal ^flexibility
without vocab probMms.

After meeting Dr JEIsq

Schneider in VenjtfHjfajly must
find his way into the^MH^l^"
to find the shield.

catacombs’ hiddeagHKiagfe.^S
Grail Diary - whic^^^^^^gp
cryptic, but vital^^^^Mw'

THE LAB REPORT

RESEARCH PROJECT: Binary code addiction as

a means of controlling the world.

HEAD SCIENTIST: Prof NORMAN NUTZ Phd,

I
i , Bsc, KP.

RESEARCH EQUIPMENT: C64, Amiga A500,
""

...
.
Cray-2.

LAB ASSISTANT: The Geek
*

‘Before anything else I mUsi apologisefor Cast

month s intro— it zoos e^actCy the same as the

ojte the month Before! So I didn tget the chance to

teCCyou about what a Cousy Christmas I had. I
must aCso point out the mvt-up was not myfauCt,
the Qeefctdaddkdup myfibs Because I didn'tgive
him what he wantedfofChristmas, ie a hew (eg— wedwhat s -wrong with (a)secondhand?! Last
month yawmay also hade, noticed that Ldniched

another ofmy reviews. Ifthis happens again I’CC

have togive him urgent unanaesthetisedBrain

surgery with a picha^e!

Onto this month, andonCy one review I'm afraid*
y* — jiiip • !

But the Qeehfnsistedon putting in some tips

whichgot squeezedout of the Cast issue. 9&%t
month I hope to have afuCC rextiew offutur&TVars
from french software house ‘BeCphine, and the

Cong-awaitedSpace Quest IIIfrom Sierra On-
Line. Until then, I CCwish you a BelatedUCappy

US^dfear!

‘Xv.jSX;':
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graphics then# are all quite

attractive ancfnicely detailed but
make very little use of the

Amiga. Sound is improved from
the PC/ST, with some great

samples such as the squelch of
Indy’s boots at the start, but the
tunes are disappointing. More
importantly there’s a good save
feature, allowing you save over a
dozen files to a blank disk - but
sadly no RAM save.

The game is great fun to play,

with some good puzzles,

although obviously not quite the
depth ofan Infocofn game. Also,
humour isn’t quite up to the
standard ofZak

,
but this is still an

essential purchase for fans of the

movie, and most adventurers as

well.

illuminate
Within®!

catacombs L
is being held
a casttatf&M

& his father

ifcy Nazis in

castle you
tfights with the

Nazipn proper arcade fashion,

although punches, blocks, and
‘movement is% keypad not
joystick. Accordingto the

instructions you can always avoid
fights if you’re clever enough

, but
they’re good fun anyway.

After freeing Dr Jones, Indy
pays a visit to Berlin then tries to
escape Germany in a Zeppelin.
But the airship turns around mid-
flight, forcing Indy to escape in a
plane. This leads to another sub-
game, with a first-person

perspective of the cockpit. While
Dr Jones shoots at the German
fighters, Indy must keep the

plane steady. Eventuailythough,
the plane’s shot down. Then it’s

on to the Middle Eastwhere you
arrive in the Grail Temple to

have another confrontation with
the Nazis.

Hobble Gobble, Geek
freaks! Yes, it's another
month, another year,
another decade
(another boring intro -
Norman) and have Rgot
some tips for you? Well,
I dunno, let's have a
look down my trousers.
My God, what's that
huge thing down
there? Oh yes, it's a
mega map and solution
for Quest For The
Golden Eggcup, sent in
by The Spyroglaze Duet
aka Martin and

Jonathan Griffin. As
this missed last issue
(due to lack of space)
they get lal^month's
00 worth of software
— see, I didn't nick it!

this month's prize goes
to 'King Dave' of Mer-
seyside for his useful
Fish! tips (can anyone
Ijelp him fnd the FIL-

TER?). Keep sending fn
the tips (atid maps) and
till next month, keep
your heajcl on* straight
and don't get legless!

ATMOSPHERE
PUZZLE FACTOR
INTERACTION
iASTABIUtX-
OVERALL ( 1 ) EXAM FLOOR (this reveals a credit card)

.

(2) RING BELL, ENTER - to crossover. * V% M '
*

(3)

RING BELL, ENTER, SHOW CARD TO FERRYMAN - to c
river again.

# >•:.•*$: •• \ ‘
’ '

''
.

: x
:

£

[

(4) [Pot], soup, cage
GIVE WQNGO BOTTLE — to get wand

••• w
I'

(5) [Bench], sword

Items which you cannot pick up are in
[ ]

.

For example, [Photocopier].

[Cabinet] —> golden egg, watering can.
This means that after examining the item in square brackets an
object will be revealed.

Items in bold are essential to complete the game.

(7) To entif tree - UP, ENTER. Here put the useless objects you
don't need. When the floor caves in, you'll get a bronze egg.

TREASURE
.ROOM

TOP OF
STAIRSLAST CRUSADE

DOWN
INSIDE
TEMPLE OF
DOOM

DEEP IN

TEMPLE

DOWN
SOUTH OF
WHITE
TOWER

LARGE
CLEARING

DESERTED-
VILLAGE

TEMPLE
OF DOOM

<1 WEST OF
>B CREVASSE

(8) white stickOAK TREE
(HOLLpjfjf

(9) UP, UP - to get to top of tower.
*

( 10) silver egg
>

:

: ;

:

:

7
'

'

V x, x ' •
•

: :
•

' ^xxx-iii^x
:

: # -x xi’x
' x

.
’Jx-iix-V

{ 1 1) WAVE WAND - to cross crevasse.
xxyx.x- .x ;ix-:

:

:
:
:

:

xv:X\X ;
-:

:

:

::
..'. .

xx
.
x V:' •':* .•

.

\
:

;

.•/
•

' •
: : <•

( 12) To open gates (when you have golden key) - OPEN GATE

(13) [Guardian] *

OPEN CAGE - to release bird and to get rid of the guardian.
x’x

.
.• x :•

'

’ ^
’ *

(14) poster, fsignl

Her&fgpSf^^drop the bronze, silver, and gold eggs. You'll b

rewarded wrtfraS^GGLDEN EGGCUP. Now, get back to the
start ofjheganu^Map 1 , at the GOLDENTEMPLE. When God
appears type: GIVE GOD GOLDEN EGGCUP. And you've
completed the game!

% 'x
f

LARGE
CAVERN

Mil 111

INSIDE
CHURCH

GRAVE
YARD

LEAFY
JUNCTION

PATH TO
WHITE TOWEF

ANDY

WHITE TOWEF

M—

B

y>'" xx*

LAR
PAS11



(1) [Bed] -» object

LOOK UNDER BED

SMALL
ROOM(2) slippers, robe

GET ROBE
WEAR ROBE
[Bath] rubber duck DIMLY LIT

ROOM
BATH
ROOM

(3) [Bench] clipboard
'

'k . • -•

f ' ’
•

A
*

(4) [Desk], [Photocopier], [Cabinet] = watering can, golden egg

(5) turban, jeans, beans *
~

Wti'* *
f

x":
••

( 6) When you have all till items you require, DROPALLDOWN
HOLE, then DOWN (to to Map 2).

To get to the bottom of the beanstalk DOWN twice.

MAP 1 "KINGDOM OF HEAVEN

Stuck? Need help? Well, don't bother calling theAA (they may be
very nice but they know sod all about adventureslLAWhat you need
is a CC (Clever Contact, of course!) -just send therhart%SAE (or ring
if there s a phone no.) and they'll be glad tohA they're also very
nice , . . very, very nife .. . very, very, very .® >

"DOWN"
(SEE MAP 3)

Derek Scott 42 South Parade, Leven, North
Humberside HU17 5U.

ft K^vmagli.O Df.l» Hall. WeslhougHton,
Bohan. BLsftA. .

-*,« ,?T*

Herbes of Karn, Bored of the Ri ngs, Gremlins,
Voodoo Castle, Zim 2ala Bim, Mugsy’s Revenge,
Tropical Adventure, Dracula, Hqiy Grail, The Pawn,
Return to 01, Masters of the Universe, Robin of
Sherwood, Fourth Protocol, Price of Magik.
Christophe Brassart, 67 rue de I'Abbe Umire, 59200
tourcoing, France. m * m -

,

Tower of Despair, Dracula, Adventu reland, Zim Zala
Bim, Castle of Terror, Time Tunnel, Eureka, „
John Paterson, 8 Bracadale Road, Baillieston,
Glasgow <569.

Tef; $41 771 7729

The 6glden Baton, Worm in Paradise, Hobbit, Fourth
Protocol (Pt 3 only). -

ArrirewBlackman, 133 Ashen Orlve, Dartford, Kent

Tel: 0322 76887 5.30-B30pm . « w •

%
. *** mm +W',

Dungeon Adventure, lordofthe Rings&uestforthe
Holy Grail, Hampstead, Lords of Time, Inca Curse,
espionage Island, Planet of Death.
Oavid Lemon, 14 Norton Place, Dunfermline, Fife
KY114RH.

• tg : 0383 728353 after 6pm Mon-Frt
•

' %
^

.

**

ItherGoddesses ofPhobos, Zork III, Terrormollnos,
ver Ending Story, Heroesjof Kam, Mission 1,

Gremims, Robin of Sherwood,
i MaCiwiale, 3 Sliverstream, Freystrop,
Haverfordwest, DyfedSA61 2SN. *

Quest ForThe Lost Leg „

Dungeo«,ZZ*Pl
Towers

Adventureland, Subspnk. Heroes of Karn, Empire of
Kam, Munroe Manor, Hacker, Classic Adventure, all

early infocom titles, Jinxter, Guild of Thieves,
Plundered HeartsJ)racu la, Hitchhiker’s Guide,
Mmdshadow, Trafer Sanction, Wishbringer, Trinity,
The Pawn.
Oafs Fleming, 235 Meola Road, Pt Chev, Auckland,
New Zealand.
Tel: 867074

. ^
Voodoo Castle, Heroes of'Karn, Pirate Adventure,
Ten Uttfe fndta ns. Hobbit, Lost City, Gremlins, Wizard
of Akyrz, Quest for the Holy Grail, Zim Zala Bim,
Island Adventure, Castle Dracula

.

PatdFfonagan, 6Corry, Belleek, Co Fermanagh, N

Tel: 036565 594
:

The Hobbit, Erikthe Vi king, Castle of Terror, Eureka,
Voodoo Castle^TfteCount, Heroesof Karn, Empire of
Kam,ZorK2ork H,Zork$fixodus, Ultima 111, Ultima
IV, Ultima V, The Soggit, Never Ending Story, The
Hulk, Seabase Delta, Kentilla, Valkyrie 1 7, Sherlock,
The Fourth Protocol, The Helm, Wizard of Akyrz,
PerseusandAndromeda, Lord ofthe Ri ngs, Quest for
the Holy Grail, Hacker, Starcross, Moonmist,
Frankenstein, WinterWonderland, imagination. Jack
The Ripper, Leather Goddesses Of Phobos, The Pawn,
Borrowed Time, D6}4 Vu, Pianetfall. Hitch Hikers

'

Guide To The Galaxy, Dodgy Geezers, Tass Times In**
Tone Town, Return To Eden, Snowball, Worm In*
Paradise, Stationfall..

w
Steven Kelly, 4 South View, Whins Lane,
Simonstone, Burnley, Lancs 8812 7QU.
Tel: 0282 74765 (between 6pm and 10 pm) f

The Hobbit, Seabase Delta, Kentilla, 2zzz, Spytrek,
Robo City, Imagination, Demon Knight, Kobyashi
Naru, Tower ofDespair, Time Tunnel, Citadel bf
Chaos, Eureka; Sorcerer ofCtavmorgue Castle, The
Quest For The Holy Grail, Rigefs Revenge, See-ka of

"

Assiah (part one). Football Frenzy, Velnor’s Lair.

.

Paul Hardy, 33 Fir Tree drive, Wales, Sheffield S31M7

INSIDE
Wmmi:

MAP 2 "DOWN THE BEANSTALK”

FOOT OF
THE
BEANSTALK

OPEN EMPTY
CLEANING

BURNOUT
CLEARING

END OF
PATHWAY

OLD
RAILWAY
STATION

OUTBSIDE
TICKET
OFFICE Sptderman, Starcross, Stationfall, Tass Times, ti

on
^

The Hobbit, Seastaiker, Trinity, Leather Goddi

CaH Kuttelwascher, 6 Robin Mill Drive, Cambr

Enchanter, Zork i, II, 111, Pianetfall, Stationfall,

J^lianL^fSd^Z? Herbert Road.fmerson Pai

Hornchurch, «W4X,BM1t 3Ud. X V
Heroe*Of KM& Empire of Kam,Oracula,$eat
Delta, Sptderwan, Hulk, Zzzz, Quest for the H<

Guide
KK

ISiDH :y.
MLWAY l 1

CARRIAGE

GIVE GUARD BEANS ... "Bang!'. This will reveal bottle, axe

't|k. "
,

'

'W, "
, if;

,

( 3 )
Make styre you are wearing the robewhen you goDOWNfrom

here. Without it you will be in complete darkness.
DOWN

: ^ ' 1 -

(Now see Map 3) ^ 1 v

"SIT" GO TO
MAP 4SEAT

DEADEND
(SEAT)

JUNCTION OF
TWISTING
PASSAGES

SMOKEY
PASSAGE
N/E

ggo^8»«aysfieldaose,Portishead.
3

TefS#^«(6*9pm) M
The Bogait, Hulk, Kayleth, Kobvash* Naru, Sherlock.
Witffam StephensonAo Inehcdfm Terrace, South
Quewwf.rry, Lothi.n, Swttend, £H30 SNA.

Ccrruption.TassTimes in Tonrtown, King'sOuenlti’
Simon Balt 1A Castle Flats. South Street, Ashby^de>
la-Zouch, Lejcestershlre, LE6 5BQ. ^

^

Tel: 0530 41S103 (5"10pm) /

Zork II, Gnome Ranges, Knight Ore (part one).
Steve Parker, 1 3 Elizabeth Road, Seaton, East Devon,
Exmos

,aand III, Suspended, Starooss, Deadline.
H^ice, Hulk, Spiderman, Asylum, Dallas

/ishbrlnger, Hollywood Hijinx, Rtgel’s
Revenge.

}
}

'

i|pi» S&tweitzer, Assumburg 9, 1121 EA
Landsmeer, Holland.

Knight Ore, Mindshadow, Bastow Manor, Dracula,
Never Ending Story.
Jamie Gooding, 29#|ss Street, Surrey Hills, Victors
3127, Australia. ^

Football Frenzy, Cricket Crazy, Mindshadow, the
Quest ForThe Holy Grail, Se-kaa Of Ashiah (part 1),
Never EndingiStbry, Kentilla, Zzzz, Time Tunnel, V
Castle Of Terror. W
PeterJ^lawsk 60 Standard Rd, EnfielcLMiddlesei

GOTO
JUNCTION
N/S/W,

JUNCTION OF
PASSAGESMELLY

JUNCTION
N/S PASSAGEGOJO

DEAD END MUSTY
PASSAGE
E/W

SMALL
JUNCTION

GOTO
JUNCTION
OF E/W/S r

CROSS
ROADSGOTO IMi.

SMELLY JUNCTION
Hitchhiker $ Guide, Zork I, Zork II, Pianetfall, leather
Goddesses, Cutthroats, Infidel, Stationfall.
Dave Rogers, 15 Elm Terrace, Westfield, Radstock,
Bath, Avon BA3 3XP,

Ultima IV, The Bard's Tale, Voodoo Castle, Phantasle
I, Never Ending Story, Dracula, The Prince of Magic,
Borrowed Time,The Pawn, Seabase Delta, Deadline,
Zork III; Wishbringer.
Derek Wong, 42 Ingram Road, Thornton Heath,
Surrey, CR4 8EB.

* a,

MchhikehsjgjM^obbit, Lord of the Rings,

ue
V

Rlsht

n>ter

MUSTY FOOT OF
PASSAGE STONE STEPS

When you have the CAGE from Map 4, use it to catc
CATCH BIRD IN CAGE.

an (all parts]

irsonspool, C
Jack The Ripj

Never Endihi

<

DEAD END
(TRAPDOOR)

MEETING
PLACE N/S/WTWISTY

PASSAGE
1
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Mm. ’

WAITING
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WINDING N/S
PASSAGE

START
GOLDEN
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WITH YOUR
win some rhythm sticks (plus

m m

rhalamus have gone mau

yet again! Is there no end to

the barmpots’ generosity?

Still, we’ll excuse them

their little eccentricities

when they keep commg ui

with brilliant stuff like
Jj

Retrograde. This E
Sizzling shoot- em-up

are
How many planets are

there to blow up m
Retrograde?

-

What is the name of you

home planet? (m th

game, silly0

3. What is

called?
tmZM V

'

:

lytesi#-;
liii f

Easy weren’t

stick the answers on the

back of a postcard sealed

envelope and send il.

Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire

(Usual competition mles

recehr^by January™^
at the

latest.)



PRINTER
DUMP

CENTRONICS
INTERFACE

THE ACTION REPLAY
MK VI WILL LOAD
A 200 BLOCK
PROGRAM
IN UNDER 6
SECONDS

Date! Kli c'tronu s neither condones or authorises the use of it s products lor

the reproduction of copyright material.

The back-up facilities of this produc t are designed to reproduce only
software sue h as public domain material, the users own programs or soft

ware where permission to make a back-up has been c learly given,

it is illegal to make copies, even for your own use. of copyright material,

without the expressed permission of the c opyright owner, or their liceneee.

THE MOST POWERFUL, FRIENDLY AND FEATURE PACKED £
UTILITY CARTRIDGE EVER CONCEIVED! 5

L ORDERS
SPATCRED

raWHEVIEWERS SAtDp
“I’m stunned, amazed

Hpi totally impressed, j

This is easily the best
value for money

cartridge. The Cartridge
King

r

WITHIN 48 HRS

graphics Support
UTILITIES DISK

SLIDE SHOW. View your favourite

screens in a slide show type display.
1

1 ^ 1 1 -Hi”

Send cheques/POs made
payable to "Datel

Electronics"

UK ORDERS POST FREE
EUROPE ADD £1
OVERSEAS ADD £3

BLOW UP. Unique utility allows you to

take any part of of a picture & 'blow it

up' to full screen .

24hr Credit
Card Line

SPRITE EDITOR. A complete sprite

editor helps you to create or edit sprites.

4 MESSAGE MAKER. Any screen

captured with Action Replay or created

with a graphics package can be turned
into a scrolling screen message with

music.

ONLY £9.99

DATEL ELECTRONICS LTD,
FENTON INDUSTRIAL

ESTATE
QOVAN ROAD. FENTON.
STOKE-ON-TRENT,

ENGLAND.

ARVI



Don't miss out on an extra special stocking this Christmas when Santa will

be awarding the lucky winners with:

£1,000 worth of software of your choice, or an Amiga or ST plus £500 worth

of software of your choice

10 SECOND PRIZES OF
%

£500 worth of software of your choice

20 THIRD PRIZES OF
£250 worth of software of your choice

1000 RUNNER UP PRIZES TOO!
Any one of the six Virgin Games arcade classics me urn

MAKE SURE SANTA
VISITS YOU

nd out£30$00 worth

Santa's generosity is

Virgin Games have decided to be<

of fabulous goodies. All you have

to buy any three of these games

CONTINENTAL circus

SILKWORM

NINJA WARRIORS :/

SHINOBr^H
DOUBLE DRAGON II

GEMINI WING

Simply collect three tokens - you'll find one in each game - and send them

to Virgin Games. The prizevdravy will take place on 29th January 1990.

55
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SILKWORM
asgsssxo

uaeauzuzz'jx:

*
it's not true! Even

rJHK3B|OP^H after months of

negotiation with the

Ruskiesand despite

iW^JUBPwi a mass exodus out

of Afghanistan,

we're still under threat. There's no one left
ilife

to press the Nuke button so the battle hasnp
switched to copters and plane. Non-stop

shoot-'em-up arcade action.

ame*i

SHIIMOBI
You're masashi, a tough ninja

warrior on a mission to clearthe

town from rebel martial arts

fanatics. Explore the scrolling

urban landscape and beat the

hell out of your opponents,

but watch out for the

end-of-level guardians. GEMINI WING
The aliens have had enough. They're not

going to take their brethren being blasted

on computer screen any more. So they've

come down in their hordes to blast

the pitiful race of carbon-based

life forms called humans. Can 18

you stop them? Somebody

ipm CONTINENTAL

CIRCUS
Compete in formula

Brazil,I one races in

>|| America, France,

Monaco, Germany,

Spain and Japan, Race hard, but

watch out for other cars.

Colliding can be fatal. And do

visit the pits for fuel and

repair^

NINJA
WARRIORS
Can you survive

brutal enemy
I

onslaught? Fight I

with hand, foot and

dagger to rid the
'

+mmu f

street of the scum I

that^dare infest your home town. Av

1 classic arcade conversion.

VAILABLE ON

double wmyjmm
DRAGON II

at18K .

Ferocious two-player simultaneous m|
martial arts mayhem. Evil fiends have '«|

captured your girlfriend - it's up to you ,

and your brother to rescue her. Don't fail.

Through the town, countryside, mountains

and finally into the lair. Use whateverweapons

you can find to stay alive.

SPECTRUM CASS

SPECTRUM +3 DISK

AMSTRAD CASS

AMSTRAD DISK

VIRGIN GAMES
2-4 VERNON YARD

119 PORTOBELLO ROAD
LONDON W112DX

* [Getniri
-

i Ulim*



NEW! REALM NEW!
Multi-user Magical Fantasy Game

EVER PLAYED A
MULTI-USER GAME?

cPlummet
Make new friends trading in

outer space: Federation II

The friendly Compunet Club’s
definitive multi-user space game

All this available with a local phone call:

•Partyline - your instant chat facility

•Views, reviews, humour and telepublishing

•Huge software library

•Thousands of updates every week

•Play by electronic mail e.g. Chess, US football

•Newsbytes award winning on-line computer news

"A wealth of

helpful informa-

tion and most im-

portantly a great

way to make

new friends
'

MW 1

2

^Compunet, Unit 26, Sheraton Business Centre, Wadsworth Road. Perivale,

Middx, UB6 7JB. For enquiries and Access/Visa orders ring: Tracy on 01-997 2591.

Please send me the Compunet Information Pack with details of your modem offers.

I already have a suitable modem for my ST or Amiga (i.e. Linnet, Linnet 1200, any

Hayes compatible and most “dumb” modems). Please forward the Compunet termi-

nal software, registration and Free month access for £24-95.

Please send me the Compunet modem for C64/128 plus software, registration and Free

month access for £39-95.

Name
Address

Postcode Telephone Number

GAMES FREE
PRICE LIST

Williams Computer Services Ltd.

For all your Software requirements.

For a fast friendly service.

GAMES

BUSINESS

CONSUMABLES

JOYSTICKS

DISC DRIVES

We have available, a large range of games software

in all formats, for afl the popular machines.

We can supply software to suit your business needs

for P.C. and compatibles.

We supply a large range of consumables such as

printer ribbons, cables, and blank discs and tapes.

We can supply all the popular Joysticks and

Interfaces to fit most popular machines.

We have available, a range of add-ons and disc

drives to suit most machines.

Please phone us for latest prices on all items on 0522 693556 (24 Hours). Or write

to us enclosing a 20 pence stamp for your free price list at:- 22 Cottesmore Road,

Doddington Park, Lincoln, LINCS, LN6 3RH.

Please note: All cheques will be cleared immediately if cheque guarantee number

written on reverse.

WILLIAMS COMPUTER SERVICESLTD
Please make all cheques and Postal Orders payable to

Williams Computer Services Ltd.

CHRISTMAS
FBgM .

Competition PRO
Get the joysticks with proven reliability

and features that set the standards -

The Competition Pro range from Dynamics.

GO WITH PRO GLO!
The latest joystick in fantastic day-glo

red or green. Fully microswitched

autofire and slow motion, steel shaft

handle and more. . . Well Wicked! RRP £17.50

COMPETITION PRO EXTRA
Same great features as the PRO GLO but with a

super clear case. It’s Crucial! RRP £16.49

COMPETITION PRO 5000
Over 2 million sold and still a winner.

Steel handle, microswitches and bold black

case. The Business! RRP £14.95

Also available:

COMPETITION PRO PC
grey/beige to match your PC. RRP £15.95

COMPETITION PROBBC
red/black. RRP £15.95

Available from all good retailers.

Have a joyful Christmas with

DYNAMICS
marketing Ltd
Makers of the Competition PRO range ofjoysticks

New Coin Street, Royton, Oldham OL2 6JZ.

Telephone: 061-626 7222.

... .

-c—



WANTED

Wanted Expert backup cartridge or Action
Replay Mk IV or V. Must be in good
condition. Tel: Blackpool (0253) 56080.

Amiga A500, must still be under
guarantee. MUST HAVE ‘ELITE’ and other

games. Will pay up to £350 for the lot.

Phone after 9pm (0238) 570780. Ask for

Johnny. PS: I live in N. Ireland (Saintfield).

Wanted ‘Mr Do’ C64 cassette possibly

known as Mr Dig. Price negotiable. Phone
(0689) 73756 after 6.30pm and ask for

John or write to J. Cosin, 23 Doveney
Close, St Pauls, Cray, Orpington, Kent
BR5 3WE.

Wanted. 64 Tape Computing March 1985
issue. If anyone has a copy, please, could
they ring 0634 578958 after 6.30pm. It

includes a game called League Soccer.
182 Nelson Road, Gillingham, Kent is my
address.

Simon’s Basic SIB 6410 cartridge plus

manual. Good price paid. Money waiting.

Phone Nicky on 061 790 7297
(Manchester).

Amiga A500. Preferably with Kickstart 1 .2,

but will consider 1 .3. Will negotiate a price

depending on extras etc. Will collect.Tel.

(0636) 812125. Ask for Duncan.

Urgently wanted: A CBM 64 disk drive

(any make). Also pen pals on tape or disk.

N. Walker, Grove Park, Ederney, Co
Fermanagh, N. Ireland BT74 8AE. “Reply
guaranteed”.

Wanted Mk V Mk IV Action Replay
cartridge or Expert. Will pay £30 for Mk V
and £25 for Mk IV and Expert. Call Paul on
0942 33723 or write to 722 Warrington
Road, Goose Green, Wigan, Grt

Manchester.

FOR SALE
C64, C2N, one joystick, £400+ games incl.

Speedball, Xybots, Storm Lord etc.,

modem + U-U and TTY soft., mags. All

worth over £600, sell for £250. Tel (0482)
648765.

Original CBM64 games on tape from
£0.50 to £5.00 including A.P.B, Led Storm,
Speedball, Blasteroids, over 200 titles. For
full list send SAE to J.M. James, 3 Laurel
Drive, Paulton, Bristol, AvonBS18 5RT.

C64c, new version, datasette, joystick,

Reset cartridge, over £250 worth of games
including Batman, Robocop, Operation
Wolf and Forgotten Worlds. Will sell for

£250 ono. Phone (02804) 7849 after 5pm
weekdays. Ask for James.

Going cheap, C64, 1541 disk drive, MPS
803 printer, all manuals, Superbase, Swift

spreadsheet, Mini Office II, Easyfile,

Programmers Guide, World Class
Leaderboard, joystick, Intro to Basic and
more.. Good condition £350 ovno. Phone
01 876 9970.

CBM 64, 1541 disk drive, MPS 803 printer,

modem, word processor, DTP software,

sound sampler, speech synth, Expert V4.1

,

mouse, cheese, 27 books, over £350 of

latest titles and much more. Will sell for

£299 ono. Phone 01 500 6461

.

C64 computer and tape deck, joystick,

over 72 games including Robocop, The
New Zealand Story, Shinobi, Operation
Wolf, Altered Beast, Double Dragon and
lots more. Worth over £600, sell for £160.
Rin^ (0753) 25228.

CBM 64 + C2N for sale. Also over 1 00
games inc. Batman The Movie, Last Ninja

1 & 2. Total value over £1 ,000. Require
£250. Ring James on (0727) 50647.

Commodore 64 with Oceanic disk drive,

C2N, 2 joysticks, £500 of software
including Batman, Microprose Soccer, Last
Ninja II, £250 ono. Tel: Nathan Bracknell

(0344) 482488 after 5pm.
%

C64, datasette, joystick, £600 games
including Silkworm, Robocop, LED Storm,
Operation Wolf etc., speech synthesiser,

utility cartridge, mouse, graphics, software,

manuals and books. Bargain £300 ono.
Great deal. Contact Paul 0283 38854 after

5.30.

C64, Oceanic D/D, C2N, modem, printer, 3
joysticks, mouse, 50 disks, 80 mags,
manuals, leads, cheats, £300+ games,
serviced November, 2 languages. Worth
£1000+, sell for £350. Free 100+games,
covers. Phone 0923 53409 after 6pm
(Watford).

Commodore 64, tape deck, power pack +
all leads, joystick, over £400 worth of

software + Ninja 2, Platoon, Hawkeye,
Elite, Dark Side and Total Eclipse. Bargain
at just £1951! Tel. 0734 845219.

C64, C2N, well over £900 worth of

software, loadsa mags and books. Whole
lot worth over £1000. Won’t split, in good
condition. Sell for £700 ono. Tel

(Brookwood) 04867 2510, ask for Vic after

5 o’clock.

C64, 1531 datasette cassete unit, £145
wrth of games including Robocop,
Silkworm, Dragon Ninja, The In Crowd, all

recently bought. Plus Commodore Music
Maker. Excellent condition, will sell for

£135. Phone 01 863 2496.

C64 games for sale, top of the range
games like Forgotten Worlds and
Operation Wolf. Lots of budget games too.

Ring (0737) 354653 and ask for Richard.
Ring between 4pm and 7pm.

C64, power pack, tape deck, over £300
worth of games incl. head alignment
system and user manuals. Only £250 ono.
Tel. 0483 31369 after 5 pm.

C64, cassette recorder, disk drive, printer,

modem, word processor and lots of

games. Call Godaiming (04868) 5457
between 9.00 am and 1 .00pm. £290 ono.

This years bargain C64, C2N, Oceanic
disk drive, freeze machine, 2 joysticks,

£1000 worth of games on disk and tape.

All for only £325 ovno. Tel. 061 336 9216
Manchester.

CBM 64, data cassette, power pack, many,
many games and joystick for quick sale. All

in great condition. Will make a fabulous
Xmas present. Offers by post to: Ben, 53
Magdalen Road, London SW183ND.
NOW!

C64, C2N, Expert disk drive, still boxed, 2
joysticks, over 150 games on disk in

lockable box. PVC case holds all

equipment. Every edition of ZZAPI64 in

binders. Worth £1300, £400 ono.
Willdeliver. Brian 051 355 8409.

Disk drive 1541 II for use on CBM 64c,
with manual, disk box, 80 games on disk.

Boxed and in immaculate condition £140
ono. Phone 021 430 8602 for a bargain!

Commodore 64C, excellent cond., C2N
with £800 latest games inc., Ninja 2,

Operation Wolf etc. and stereo lead. £300
ono. Tel: 021552 6675.

CBM 128, 2 datasettes, joystick, over £50C
worth of games. All cost well over £700.
Sell for £300 or nearest offer. Contact
Charles after 4pm any day. Tel: (031) 660
5134. It’s a bargain.

C64, two cassette decks, Action Replay
MKIII, two joysticks, over 160 original

games including Armalyte, APB,
Microsoccer, S.E.U.C.K, Xenon, R-Type,
Robocop etc. All for £250. Contact Ian
Frazier, 12 Crest View Drive, Prestwood,
Kent BR5 1 BY.

Amazing C64, new (boxed) C2N, desk,
stool, mouse and cheese, Pro5000
(boxed), Zzap mags, about £300 of games
includes Speedball, Armalyte,

Leaderboard. Quick sale £200 ono. Phone
Phill, Pontefract 097 348584 after

4.00pm. NOW!

Commodore MPS 801 printer with true
descender ROM chip and ribbons £85.
Commodore 1541 disk drive with 20 blank
disks and a couple of games. Boxed. £95.
Tel. (0234) 771169.

Commodore 128 disk drive, tape deck,
joystick. Everything still boxed, as new.
Worth £1000+, will sell for £250 ono. Over
300 games. These include Speed Ball,

Armalyte, Hawkeye, Silkworm +lots more.
Ring 021 779 2459.

C64, Excelerator Plus disk drive, C2N,
Action Replay Mk 5 Pro,700 games, 250
boxed blank discs, 2 Comp Pro joysticks,

computerdesk, £300. Phone 091 460
7010.

C64c, datasette, OC118 d/drive, Expert
cartridge, GEOS, LOGO, £800 + tape/disk
games, 50 blank disks in case, sound
expander kit with keyboard. Worth over
£1200, sell for £420 ono. Phone lanon
Bristol (0272) 567684 after 5pm.

C64c, Oceanic OC-118n disk drive, £200
worth of software, tape and disk, mags,
dust cover and joystick, in box. Worth
£500, will sell for £300 ono. Please ring

Chris on (03526) 61587 after 6pm.

C64c, C2N, over £500 worth of software
including Shinobi, Hawkeye, Armalyte,
Bionic Commando, Music Maker II,

keyboard, Competition Pro joystick. All in

superb condition. Worth £700, will sell for

£200 and free posters. Tel. Slough 684849

CBM64, 2CN, power pack, two joysticks,

instruction booklet, over £500 worth of

software including Batman The Movie,
Outrun, First Strike, Nebulus and many
others. Will sell for £130.00. Please phone
061 796 8182 eve.
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C64 with tape deck, disk drive, Music

Maker, joysticks and loads of games.

Phone Shaun on Ripley (Derby) 745246.

£200 ono.

Sega and 6 games incl. R-Type, Shinobi,

Wonderboy and more. Stillboxed, 4

months old. Excellent condition. Phone

now for details. Offers invited. Tel. (0732)

459339.

C64c, immaculate condition, two joysticks,

£250 worth of games including A.P.B,

Speedball, Batman I and The Movie, music

expander keyboard. Worth £450, sell for

£250. Phone 01 690 1663 between 5pm

and 7pm and ask for Sean.

C64 games for sale! Loads of originals on

tape and disks! Prices include postage and

package! For a list send a SAE to:- Stuart

Evans, 113 Hazel Road, Erith, Kent.DA8

2LT.

Zzap! 64 and Commodore User back

issues. £1 .30 for the first, then £1 for each

subsequent magazine. Phone (0703)

773603 after 6pm for details.

C64, C2N, 1541 disk drive, modem,

speech synth, sound sampler, joysticks,

manuals, over £600 software, mostly

games, plus many mags, blank disks, dust

cover, books. All this for only £550.Phone

Cramlington (0670) 712805.

C64 for sale, with leads, power pack and

datasette. Various games including

Batman, New Zealand Story, Times of

Lore. Worth £200, going for £100. Phone

(01) 373 8099. Ask for Wayne.

Hey! Over here, Cl 28, 1570 disk drive,

data cassette, freeze frame, £1000’s worth

of cassette and disk games. One owner,

everything good condition. Sell for around

£350 (negotiable). Phone (0734) 413672,

ask for Jonathan - hurry!

Iadventure

HELPLINE

|

Do you play computer adventures?

Have you ever been faced with a

seemingly impossible situation?

WE CAN HELP
Our adventure rescue

team work 7 days and

7 evenings a week

and will be pleased to

answer your queries.

We offer help with

any games or any

computer - so if you

are tearing your hair

out ring this number

now!

0898 338 933

Commodore 64, 1541 disk drive,

datasette, new power pack, back up

cartridge, disk and tape software

(Defender Crown, Out Run, Game Maker,

Music Studio, Airborne Ranger), 150 more,

books, utilities. Tel: 0322 56370 (Dartford).

£199.

CBM 64, disk drive, 2 datasettes, 2

fastloads (Epyx & Quickdisk), over £600
worth of original software, new power

pack, magazines. Sell for £400 ono. Phone
Mark on 041 339 4719.

PEN PALS

TALE. Pic 1 0b Hu line Hall Road. Manchester MI5 4LY

Calls charged at 25p min "cheap "talc/38p at all other times

C64 disk pen pals wanted. No tamers.

Send list or disk to: MDT, 30 Erw

Salusbury, Denbigh, Clwyd LL16 3HL. All

get reply. No tape owners!

C64 contacts wanted anywhere. Send list,

disk etc. to Richard, 16 Dallington Close,

Pebsham, East Sussex TN40 2SU. Also

wanted a Replay MkIV or V, price please.

All letters answered and disks get priority.

C64 contacts wanted! (Disk) Send stuff

to: 90 Clifford Walk, Newtown, Birmingham

B19 2JJ, England. Interested in VHS
video!!! Great, then write now!!!

Amiga contacts wanted. Send disks or

lists to: Toby Morrison, 36 Main Street,

Peckleton, Earl Shilton, Leics. LE9 7RE.

101% reply guaranteed

C64 contacts wanted. Write to: Jon,

Beethovenlaan 47, 3752 WB, Bunschoten,

Holland. Make sure you send disks, they

get priority! Very fast response.

Amiga contacts wanted worldwide. Send

disks or lists to: Olivier Droesbeke, Rue
Pastoor Bols No.6,- 1641 Alsemberg -

Belgium, (ECC). Everyone is welcome.

100% reply to any letter!!! Write to me now.

C64 pen pals wanted world wide.

Welcome tape only at the moment. All

letters answered: Peter C., 6 Gunnerside

Road, Fairfield, Stockton, Cleveland TS19
7NT.

C64 contacts to swap latest C64 stuff disk

or tape. Will reply to every letter. Please

send disks, tapes, lists, letters to David

Lloyd, 55 Manor Farm Road, Huyton,

Liverpool L36 0UB, England. Write now!!!!!

Amiga contacts wanted preferably in

Europe. Send list/disk to: Lars Midtgaard,

Av. Marechal Ney 26, 1410 Waterloo,

Belgium (100%reply).

Amiga contacts wanted. (100%) Reply

world wide. Write to Rob, Begonia Straat

56, 1602 xK Enkhuizen, Holland. Be fast

and get the best 3.5 and 5.25. Send disk

or/and list. Greetz to all my contacts.

Amiga PD freak wants contacts to swap

anything up to 2 Meg. Send lists to

Norman Jordan, 63 Fleetwood Road,

Norbreck, Blackpool FY5 1 SB.

C64 contacts wanted world wide. Send

lists, tape or disk to Balon 0642 226256 or

write to us at 50 Premier Road, Pallister

Park, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS3 8QP.

1 00% reply.

C64 disk contacts wanted anywhere in

,the world: Send disks to Marc Leemans,

Battelsesteenweg 174, B-2800 Mechelen,

Belgium. 100% reply guaranteed!!!!

Wanted* Good contacts to swap the latest

C64 games and VHS (PAL) films from all

over the world espe. USA. Send
disks/tapes to:- Mac, 59 Fulford Grove,

South Oxhey, Watford, Herts. WD1 6QJ.

Now!!

FANZINES
UNDERCITY the multi-format fanzine. This

issue: PC Show report, reviews, previews,

arcades, films, budget section and

screenshots. Send SSAE and £1 payable

to A. Evans to: Undercity, Ceulan, Comins

Coch, Aberystwyth SY23 3BG.

C/MlfleM
MISCELLANEOUS
Earn extra money doing simple mailing

work from home. No experience needed.

For full details send SAE to Paul

Greenslade,7 Windmill Way, Lyddington,

Oakham, Leics. LEI 5 9LY.

Your micro can earn its keep with this

genuine chance to earn honest extra

income. Free details when you send SSAE
to M. Mitchell, 11 Muskham Ave, Ilkeston,

Derbyshire DE7 8JL. Don’t wait. Post

today.

The best C64 utility disks ever!

Crunchers, editors, protectors, copiers etc.

and M/C routines, used by professional

programmers. Also demo disks. Cheap
prices! SAE for list to: A. Rodger, 69

Johnstone Drive, Rutherglen, Glasgow

G73 2QA.

10 D/S C64 PD demo disks. Full of best

demos ever. Only £1 .50 each or 10 for

£1 2. Also Amiga demo disks, £2 each or

10 for £15. Write to: Digital Dexterity, 86

Kenure Park, Rush, Dublin, Ireland.

Kill Mickey Mouse! In “Cute Alien

Massacre”. Great(ish) graphics, pulse

pounding gameplay (sound is dodgy

though!). This and two other great games
for £2.50. Cheques to Mark Neesam, 33

Rugby Road, Clifton, Rugby CV23 ODE.

35 WORDS FOR ONLY £2.50!

Thousands of Commodore computer owners across the world read ZZAP 1 every montn. The

Reader Classifieds are your low-cost opportunity to reach them with a small ad, whether you want

to buy, sell, swap or advise. And it's simple - a one-off cost for up to 35 words for £2.50. Just fill

in the form below!

CLASSIFIED HEADINGS
ZZAP' Reader Classified Section is not open to trade or commercial advertisers, but Fanzines

may use it. The headings are self-explanatory: WANTED, FOR SALE, SWAPLINE, USER
GROUPS, PEN PALS, FANZINES and EVENTS DIARY (for club/user group news, meetings or

planned events). However, be careful about ZZAP! publishing dates with the last 1

HOW TO PLACE YOUR SMALL AD
Cut out and send off the form, together with your payment of £2.50 per entry form (cheques or

postal orders preferably, made payable to NEWSFIELD LTD). Photocopies of the form are accep-

table.

The maximum is 35 words
The service is not open to trade/commercia! advertisers

Small ads will be pnnted in the first available issue

The editor reserves the nght to refuse ads which do not comply with normal decent practice,

or which could be interpreted as encouraging software piracy

r
ZZAP! READER CLASSIFIEDS

Send to ZZAP! READER CLASSIFIEDS, PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB

Name

Address

Postcode

1

|

Tick Classified heading:

|

yvanted OFor Sale Pen Pals QUser Groups Fanzines

Events Diary Miscellaneous

I Method of payment QCheque Postal Order

Write your advertisement here, one word per box, and include name, address and phone

number if you want them pnnted.
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CINTRONICS LTD
STRATEGY

ADVENTURES & SIMULATIONS
Commodore 64/128 discs

SSI
50 MISSION CRUSH
BATTLE GROUP
BATTLE OF ANTIETAM
BATTLES OF NAPOLEON
CURSE OF AZURE BONDS
DEMONS WINTER
ETERNAL DAGGER
FIRST OVER GERMANY
FORTRESS
GEOPOLITIQUE 1990
HEROES OF THE LANCE
HILLS FAR
NAM
OVERRUN
PANZER GRENADIER
PANZER STRIKE
PHANTASIE III

PRESIDENT ELECT 88
QUESTRON I

QUESTRON II

REBEL CHARGE
RINGS OF ZILFIN
ROADWAR EUROPA
SHARD OF SPRING
SIX-GUN SHOOT OUT
SONS OF LIBERTY
STORM ACROSS EUROPE
TYPHOON OF STEEL
WAR GAME CONSTR. SET
WARSHIP

£11.95

£22.95
AMIGA
BALANCE OF POWER £19.95

£22.95 BRIDGE 5.0 £29.95
£17.95 BREACH £14.95
£17.95 CONFLICT EUROPE £19.95
£14.95 DEMONS WINTER £22.95
£14.95 F16 COMBAT PILOT £19.95
£17.95 F16 FALCON £24.95
£11.95 FIREBRIGADE (1MB) £26.95
£11.95 GETTYSBURG £26.95
£12.95 GRIDIRON £26.95
£14.95 HEAD COACH £34.95
£12.95 HILLS FAR £19.95
£17.95 JACK NICKLAUS GOLF £19.95
£22.95 KAMPFGRUPPE £22.95
£22.95 OIL IMPERIUM £22.95
£14.95 PALADIN £14.95
£12.95 PHANTASIE II £19.95
£14.95 POPULOUS £22.95
£14.95 QUESTRON II £19.95
£22.95 RACTER £22.95
£14.95 REACH FOR THE STARS £22.95
£14.95 REBEL CHARGE £26.95
£14.95 RED LIGHTNING £26.95
£11.95 ROADWAR 2000 £19.95
£22.95 ROADWAR EUROPA £19.95
£17.95 SIM CITY (1MB) £24.95
£17.95 STAR COMMAND £24.95
£14.95 STELLAR CRUSADE £29.95
£22.95 WAYNE GRETZY HOCKEY £22.95

CLUE BOOKS: £6.95 each: BLACK CAULDRON, GOLD RUSH, KINGS QUEST I, II, III or
IV, LEISURE SUIT LARRY I or II, MANHUNTER, POLICE QUEST I or II, SPACE QUEST
I, II, or III

£7.95 each: BARDS TALE I, II or III, CURSE OF AZURE BONDS, DEATHLORD
DUNGEON MASTER, FAERY TALE, HEROES OF LANCE, HILLSFAR, MANIAC
MANSION, MARS SAGA, MASTERS COLLECTION

( Black Silver & LA Crackdown)
MIGHT & MAGIC, NEUROMANCER, POOL OF RADIANCE, WASTELAND, or ZAK
McKRACKEN
£8.95 each: ULTIMA III, IV or V.

Mail order only. Please allow 28 days for delivery. Please make cheques and postal orders
payable to CINTRONICS LTD. Free post and packaging within the UK. Europe add £2 per
item. Overseas £4 per item.

CINTRONICS LTD, RICHARD HOUSE, 30-32 MORTIMER ST, LONDON WIN 7RA

39 Edmunds Road, Cranwell Village

N q M
1

Sleaford, Lines. NG34 8EL
C Phone 0400 62046

SPECIAL OFFER FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY- BUY 4 GAMES AND GET 1 MYSTERY GAME FREE

A.P.B.

AFTERBURNER
BATMANTHE MOVIE
BLOODMONEY
BLOODWYCH
CARRIERCOMMAND
CHESSMASTER 2000
CURSE OFTHEAZUREBONDS
DRAGON SPIRIT
GEMINIWING
GUNSHIP
HEROES OF LANCE
HILLSFAR
INDIANAJONES & LASTCRUSADE
LICENCETO KILL
MILLENIUM 2.2

MRHELI
NEWZEALND STORY
POOL OFRADIANCE
QUARTERBACK
REAL GHOSTBUSTERS
REDHEAT
ROBOCOP
RUNNINGMAN
RUNTHEGAUNTLET
SHINOBI
SILKWORM
STARWARS TRIO
STUNTCARRACER
THUNDERBIRDS
TOLKIEN TRIO
VIGILANTE
WEIRDDREAMS
XENON II

XENOPHOBE

CBM 64 AMIGA
cass disc

7.49 9.99 16.99
7.49

7.49 11.99 20.99
7.49 9.99 20.95
7.49 9.99 20.99

11.99

20.99

20.99

7.49

21.99

11.99 16.99
7.49 11.99 16.99

12.45 16.95 20.95
7.49 11.99 20.99

16.99 20.99
7.49 11.99 16.99
7.49 11.99 16.99

7.49 9.99

20.99

20.99
7.49 11.99 20.99

7.49

21.99

11.99
6.99

7.49 11.99 20.99
7.45 11.95 20.99
7.49 11.95 20.95
7.49

7.49 16.99
7.49 11.95 16.99

11.49 16.99 20.99
7.49 11.99 20.99

10.45 11.95 20.99
10.49 14.99
7.49 11.99 20.99
7.49 11.99 20.99

7.49 11.99

20.99

20.99
Many other titles also available. Send for list or ring for further details.
If you can't see what you want - give us a ring.
New releases sent on day of release.

Postage & packing included for Great Britain. E.E.C. please add £1.00 per item.
For overseas please add £2.00 per item. Please make cheques payable to
SUNCOMP. MAIL ORDER ONLY.

MIDLAND COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICES
UNIT 1, THE OLD DAIRY, NORTH STREET, MELTON MOWBRAY, LEICS.

LEI 5 1 NL. TEL: (0664) 410148 FAX: (0664) 410560

TECHADE
A RANGE OF DIAGNOSTIC/FAULT FINDING GUIDES FOR POPULAR HOME
COMPUTERS IN COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL FORMAT.

* NO TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED TO USE THE MANUAL.
* NO COMPLICATED CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS USED OR REQUIRED.
* DESIGNED TO BE USED WITH INEXPENSIVE TOOLS.
* ELEMENT OF TEACHING COMPUTER SYSTEM/OPERATION.
* FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLET AVAILABLE (S.A.E. PLEASE).

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH BY FIRST CLASS POST.
MANUALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR C64 AND C64C

AT£9.95 + 50p post/packinq

AMIGA VERSION AVAILABLE LATE DEC. 1989
AT £19.95 + 50p post/packing,

cheques and postal orders only accepted.

REPAIRS
* FULLY INCLUSIVE PRICES
* 12 MONTHS WARRANTY

C64 £25.00

C64C £28.00

Cl28 £30.00

C16 £20.00

C+4 £25.00
1541 £25.00

(LOGIC FLTS)

AMIGA £50.00

(LOGIC FLTS)

MONITORS & PRINTERS
(QUOTATION)

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
cheques or postal orders only

accepted.

I.C.’S AND SPARES FOR COMMODORE COMPUTERS: S.A.E. FOR PRICE LIST.
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720° (US Gold)

793,880 Spiro Harvey, Wellington, New Zealand

646,050 Phillip Davies, Pencoed, Mid Glam

550,490 Daniel Bnggs, Torrensville, S Australia

ALIEN SYNDROME (Ace)

362.500 Bret ‘Cool’ Crossley, Rothwell, Leeds

259.500 Martin Lindsay, Geraldton, Australia

223,610 C Emmins, Strattord, London El 5

APB (Tengen/Domark)
49,655 (Day 10) Lenny, Warley, West Midlands

ARKANOID II - REVENGE OF DOH (Imagine)

437,140 Keith David Boones, Shrewsbury, Salop

41 1 ,690 Scorrano Hassime, Orbe, Switzerland

276,250

Mark Smith, Broxbourne, Herts

ARMALYTE (Thalamus)

59,672,200

Col & Grinny, Rochdale, Lancs

35,477,900

Andrew Rawley, Billericay, Essex

34,241

,300

Philip Burns, Mackam, Sunderland

BARBARIAN II (Palace)

314.000 Paul ‘Pablo’ Blom, Nieuwegein, Holland

310.000 Lee Tanner, Basildon, Essex

298,970 Karl Green, Acklam, Cleveland

BATMAN: THE MOVIE (Ocean)

910,400 R Egan, Nuneaton, Warwickshire

616,420 Gaspart Arnaud, Huldenberg, Belgium

605,190 (Completed) Matthew Phypers, Derby

(Amiga)

361 .830 (Completed) Bret ‘ Ice’ Crossley, Rothwell,

Leeds
325.830 Richard Lawton, Birley Carr

262,020 Anon, Surrey

BATTLE VALLEY (Rack-lt)

1,990,775 Japmaster, Ettmgshall Park.

Wolverhampton

1

,986,700

Marc Spence, Leeds, W Yorks

1

,974,350

(Completed) C Roberts, Middlesbrough

BIONIC COMMANDO (Go!)

1 ,352,820 Marc Spence, Leeds, W Yorks

1,184.760 Wayne Fowler, Basildon, Essex

1,1 50,620 A Barnett, Spencely, Salop

BLOOD MONEY (Psygnosis) (Amiga)

31 9,

300

(Completed- Again!) C Hall, Houghton-le-

Spring, Tyne and Wear

126,450

Chnstian Madsen, Denmark

1 1 1

,800

Stuart Wynne, ZZAP 1 Towers

BUBBLE BOBBLE (Firebird)

8,693,110 Phil Hutchinson, Heage, Derbyshire

8.692.430 Richard Pembridge, Wirral, Merseyside

8!670J90 Anthony Melarangi, Runcorn, Cheshire

BUGGY BOY (Elite)

149,930 Shane McElroy. Newry, N Ireland

149^640 Robert Pascoe, Truro, Cornwall

125,670 Daniel Moxey, Lowestoft, Suffolk

CITADEL (Electric Dreams)

1 237,750 Mark Clements, Kettering, Northants

496,950

Mark Clements, Kettering, Northants

339,986 Chns McCallam, Broadstone, Dorset

CYBERNOID (Hewson)

238.430 Donovan James, West Bromwich, West

Midlands

135 875 Wayne Fowler, Basildon, Essex

1 32,270 Dean ‘ SJT’ James, West Bromwich, West

Midlands

\n*n=l

Siam^ 4
aTilSL

How pathetic! Am i suffering from Harpic hallucinations or does that

whinging Welshman still have more than his fair share (ie none) of high

scores? Surely this beer-swilling bottom burp with the intellect ofa dead

flea can be beaten! And I see that even feeble Footie Phil has gained entry

to my hall of fame - what is your world coming to when these two

pathetic excuses for protozoa can’t be beaten off this page altogether?

It’senough to drive anyone to drink- if something isn’tdone soon I’ll end

up at the Batty Fird clinic for bleachaholics.

DRILLER (Incentive)

3,498,450

Ged Keaveney, Huddersfield, W Yorks

3,226.070 Kudly Bix, York, N Yorks

2,063,760 Daniel Fisher, Chesterfield, Derbys

DOGS OF WAR (Elite) (Amiga)

1 1 0,750 (Five missions completed) Rob ' Gun Mad

H, ZZAP 1 Towers

DYNAMITE DUX (Activision) (Amiga)

191,710 Phil King. ZZAP 1 Towers

FIRST STRIKE (Elite)

73,300

Rob H, ZZAP 1 Towers

GEMINI WING (Virgin) 17,395,710 Anonymous

GRYZOR (Ocean)

4,568,500

Stuart Barfoot, Stilton, Cambs

3^003,000 Jukka Pnra, Helsinki, Finland

2,802,200

Richard Lunn, Leeds, W Yorks

HAWKEYE (Thalamus)

5,625,380 David McKenzie, Denmstoun, Glasgow

2.695.550 Zap Treeby, Brixham, Devon

2,520,800

Kyle Aminoge. Peterborough, Cambs
*

HUNTER’S MOON (Thalamus)

704,350

Colin Fulton, Ayr, Scotland

631 ,474 Richard Mellor, Cannock, Staffordshire

623.550 Colin Fulton, Ayr. Scotland

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II (US Gold)

1 12.100 Ian Taylor, Wollongong, Australia

109.700 Neil Head, Stourbndge, West Midlands

108,600

Peter Srodecki, Dunstable, Beds

INTERNATIONAL KARATE + (System 3)

565.100 Martin Smith, Ashbrooke. Sunderland

543,300

John Farrow, Barrowford, Lancs

51 1

,900

Katamati, Hounslow, Middlesex

(Amiga)

1 1

5.000

John de Vugt Roosendaal, Holland

95.700 Daniel Besser, Bletchley, Milton Keynes

KICK OFF (Anco) (Amiga)

England: 39pts.1st - Karim Bouali, Tooting

Russia: 42pts, 1st - Stephen Kennett

W Germany. 29pts, 1st - Phil King, ZZAP 1 Towers

MORPHEUS (Rainbird)

3,672,130 Paul Woods, Wallasey, Merseyside

2*081 ,590 Lenny, Warley, West Midlands

1,321,485 Richard Pembridge, Wirral. Merseyside

NEBULUS (Hewson)

216,830

Dennis Watts, Hatfield, Herts

201 ,240 Matthew Moriarty. Hurst Green. E Sussex

166,370 Edward JD Jackson. Leeds, W Yorks

NEW 7F&L * ND STORY (Ooan)

Completed (513.100) Nicky Paulin. Tomngton.

Devon
Level 3-2 (220,700) Dave Joe Bloggs Fitzpatrick.

Douglas. Isle Of Man

(Amiga)

Level 4-3 Anon, Surrey

Level 2-4 (214.954) Julio Riesco. Pensby.

Merseyside

Level 2-4 (148.325) Steve Packer. Chelmsford.

Essex

NINJA WARRIORS (Virgin) (Amigai

107.450 Robomnja Hogg, ZZAP' Towers

OUT RUN (US Gold)

104.984,706 Stuart Pain. Merbein. Australia

95.842,240 Martin Lear, Huddersfield, W Yorks

92,128,800

Mark Crossthwaite. Stockport.

Cheshire

PHOBIA (Mirrorsoft)

258,000

(Completed) Peter Hills, Gravesend. Kent

245,750 Gaspart Arnaud. Huldenberg. Belgium

POPULOUS (Electronic Arts) (Amiga)

169 070 Steven Williams, Cwmbach, Mid Glam

1 61

,950

Karl Hughes, Buckley. Clwyd

154.450 Daniel Besser. Bletchley. Milton Keynes

POWER DRIFT (Activision) (Amiga)

1.112,912 Phil King, ZZAP 1 Towers

PROJECT STEALTH FIGHTER (Micrcprose)

518,970 JA Moore. Margaret River. W Australia

127.250 Sue Barlow, Guiseley. W Yorks

91 .230 Gijsbert Gnffioen. Lelystad. Holland

QUEDEX (Thalamus)

1010 Craig Archer, Victoria, Australia

999 Steve Pratt. Leighton Buzzard, Beds

949 Martin Huisent, Numansdorf, Holland

RENEGADE 3 (Imagine)

81,720 Phillip Steventon, Weeping Cross. Staffs

RETROGRADE (Thalamus)

1

17,500

Rob H, ZZAP 1 Towers

88.250 Phil King, ZZAP' Towers

RICK DANGEROUS (Firebird)

257.300 (Completed) Casey Gallacher. Reading

ROBOCOP (Ocean) (Amiga)

353,350

(Completed) David Pocock. South

Croydon
353,31 0 (Completed) Bret ' Ice ’ Crossley. Rothwell,

L^s
353,280 (Completed) Rob(ocop) H, ZZAP' Towers

R-TYPE (Electric Dreams) (Amiga

248.300 (Completed) Lee Ellershaw. Blackpool

180.400 (Completed) Rob H. ZZAP' Towers

SALAMANDER (Imagine)

341 ,695 Simon Ace' Poots, Dromore. Co Down

255,100

Daren Burke, Romford, Essex

247,005 Gaspart Arnaud. Belgium

SAMURAI WARRIOR (Firebird)

3.850 Bret Cool’ Crossley. Rothwell. Leeds

2,926 Karl Green. Acklam Cleveland

1.827 Wayne Fowler. Basildon, Essex

SILKWORM (Virgin)

1 .307.500 Stephen Bhdgeon. Wythenshawe.

Manchester

1

.072,600

Gaspart Arnaud. Belgium

999,900

Adam Davidson. Prestwich. Manchester

876.500 R Egan. Nuneator Warwickshire

SLAP FIGHT (Imagine)

803.425 Vilya Harvey. Perth. Australia

800.950

Shawn Sutton. Southampton. Hants

756,450

Richard Ramsay. Gilmerton. Edinburgh

STAR PAWS (Software Projects)

848,223 Roy Masson, Worthing, West Sussex

693,378 Kriss. Northolt. Middlesex

647.226 Martin Smith, Warrington, Cheshire

STRIDER (Capcom) (Amiga)

73,250

Rob H, ZZAP' Towers

TARGET RENEGADE (Imagine)

440.226 A Barnett, Spenceley. Salop

436.700 Bret Crossley. Leeds. W Yorks

426.700 Neil Maudling, Whitehaven, Cumbria

TEST DRIVE 2 (Accolade) 235,300 (Completed)

Mike Vine. Dagenham, Essex

(Amiga)

247,382 (Completed) Christer Sundm. Kungalv,

Sweden
236,931 (Completed) TECH. Kristiansund. Norway

235.388 (Completed) Anon, London

TETRIS (Mirrorsoft)

1 31 .029 J Tillotson, Halifax, W Yorks

92,539 Shane McElroy. Newry, N Ireland

78,986 Stuart Scattergood, Deeside. Clwyd

THING BOUNCES BACK (Gremlin Graphics)

8,875.496 Tim Smith, Nr. Nantwich, Cheshire

4,992,01 3 William Callaghan, Tipton, West

Midlands

3,949.835 Casey Gallacher. Calcot. Reading

THUNDERCATS (Elite)

3.046,150 Robert Kisby, Horncastle, Lines

2,640,600

Steven Alexander, Cullybackey,

Ballymena

2.639.700

Warwick Hunt, Huddersfield, W Yorks

TURBO OUT RUN (US Gold)

12,209.780 Rob Road’ Hogg, ZZAP 1 Towers

URIDIUM + (Hewson)

575 005 Tim Goldee. No Fixed Abode

478,025 Neville Lewis. Port Talbot, S Wales

335,350

Wessel Joubert. Belfast, RSA

ZENJI (Firebird)

84,253 Lisa O’Halloran, Victoria, Australia

66,250

Mark Crossthwaite. Stockport, Cheshire

40.225 Mike Gillings, Portsmouth, Hants

ZOLYX (Firebird)

605,681 Edward Yu, Raynes Park, London

524,318 Rob Housley, Thamesmead. London

377.413 M Blaser, Cheadle. Cheshire

ZYBEX (Zeppelin)

445,150 Ged Keaveney, Huddersfield, W Yorks

398.950 Steve Lee, Guildford, Surrey

397.950 Marios Styliamdes. London, SW16

ZYNAPS (Hewson)

1.137,000

Aziz Twambley, Bramhall, Cheshire

1

,093,200

Michael Collins, Castle Rea, Co
Roscommo
1 .071 .525 MArk Clements, Kettering, Northants

MOST EMBARRASSING KICK
OFF THRASHINGS OF THE
MONTH
Phil beat Ed Stu 12-1 (even better than last

month!)



HYPERSPORTS
Hit Squad, £2.99 (Rerelease)

«

X he classic Imagine sports sim
with the superb ‘Chariots Of

Fire’-style music has finally been
rereleased and is sure to be a hit. No
less than six events have been
crammed into a single load:

Swimming - feft/right keyboard
bashing, but remember to come up
for air! ^5^
Skeet shooting - computer control-

led sights, but you’ve got to select

which sight and time your shots in a
superb reaction tester.

Long horse - fire to run, to jump off

the springboard and launch into

somersaults (left/right key bashing
again).

Archery- as the target moves down

the screen press fire to release your
arrow, and choose its angle.

Triple jump - use fire to make your
jumps and set the angles.

Weight lifting - keyboard bashing
time again.

As you can see Hypersports has
its fair share of joystick waggling,

but unlike many other games of the

period there’s great gameplay as
well. Graphically and sonically

superb, with lots of great touches
copied from the Konami arcade
game, this is the sports sim which
even people who hate this type of

game will love. An essential pur-

chase.

OVERALL 90%

JJA young lady who looks like

Maria Whittaker, but calls her-

self Princess Mariana, has been kid-

napped by the evil mage Drax. It’s

up to you to rescue her.

Outside Drax’s castle you engage
in sword fights with his guards using

16 different moves, accessed using

joystick direction and fire button.

Offensive moves are head-butt, kick

Barbarian is unrestrained, almost
gratuitous violence, which is a good
start, and is backed up by sharp
controls and quality graphics.

Though hardly spectacular, back-
grounds are pleasantly drawn and
go some way to setting the fantasy

scene, but despite their black-out-

line blockiness, it’s the sprites that

steal the show. Fighter poses are

and a selection of sword moves,
each of which wears away a unit of

the opponent’s energy if success-
fully executed. Each fighter can take
1 6 blows before dying, but at any
time a well-aimed neck chop can
separate a fighter’s head from his

shoulders, at which point he isn’t too
keen on continuing the battle.

A single player works his way
through increasingly difficult oppo-
nents till Mariana is saved, but

there’s also a two-player option to

enable two consenting friends to

realistic, smooth animation dynami-
cally portrays combat, and the mean
little goblin who drags away each
corpse adds humour to the hectic

action. There’s no music but plenty

of atmospheric pseudo-sample
effects to enhance the visuals.

As a single playergame Barbarian

has plenty of hack ’n’ slay fun on
offer and there’s lots more playabil-

ity when decapitating a friend - at a
mere three quid it deserves a place

in your software collection.

OVERALL 83%
hack each other to pieces

AUF WIEDERSE
Kixx, £2.99 (Rerelease)

T he Monty Mole trilogy

catapulted Gremlin to star-

dom. Following his dispute with the

miners and the police in the firsttwo
games, we now see him leaping

through Europe in pursuit of cash to

buy a Greek island - Montos no less.

To get the required sum, Monty
can collect Euro Cheques or com-
plete tasks in many a European
country. A lot of the puzzles are frus-

tratingly obscure and the game
exceptionally unforgiving. Spec-
trum-esque graphics and a hum
drum tune don’t help either. But in a
weird way it seems more attractive

now than then, mainly due to the

lack of platform games recently.

Overly difficult and dated as it is, this

might still deserve a look if you feel

nostalgic.

OVERALL 58%

1 ST
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six exciting action sequences

put you in control of Elliot Ness's

elite squad of mafia-busters.

THE BORDER R/VID
The Railway Station confrontation and

Warehouse bust culminating in the thrilling

denouement of a

as you re-live the knife edjge existence of Ness

in his struggle against thefetribution of Capone

LIVE AN AMERICAN LEGEND

Am;
iOOUi

‘a fine example of how to do the job A
properly ... a cracking conversion ... ' ui

easily one of the most successful *

licences to date" * li

Sinclair User ^
"an absolute corker of a game ... as

smooth and polished as you can get, ^
animation is top notch ... a brilliant ^
film conversion”

Your Sinclair

(UOOt
MW"!

Ocean Software Limited • 6 Central Street • Manchester • M2 5NS 1
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TM & Copyright (§) 1987

by Paramount Pictures

kWC: Corporation.

.

•AH Rights Reserved.
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"Apart from the sheer thought

apparent in the game design, there

are the superb graphics"

Games Machine

“the film was great ... the game is

even better. Great atmosphere ... the

music is brilliant ... a spectacular

combat game, an unbelievable

package ... and utterly superb game."

Zzap

SPECTRUM
COMMODORE
AMSTRAD

ATAR I ST
PC & COMPATIBLES

NS Te phone: 061 832 6633 Telex: 669977 OCEANS G • Fax: 061 834 0650



^ w Ideal for all driving yfgj*
and flying games -

add that extra realistic touch!

JOIN THE WINNING TEAM-FOR THESEANDOTHEREUROMAX
JOYSTICKS - VISIT YOUR NEARESTCOMPUTER STORE.

:EATURE$)
REALISTIC C<

RESPONSIVE
DIAL-A-SPEE
SUCKED FEE

AUTOFIRE



joystick in Port 1

auto fire and v

starts tap the f

ao to any level.

DATA
32,8D,B6,8D,4C,31 ,01 ,54,4

WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH - SOLUTION
(Melbourne House)

Thanks to E Seifert of Highgate
in London for this method of
beating Sauron and his cronies.

First leave Frodo and company
to follow the way they are going.
When they meet Merry take him
and keep on going to Rivendell.

I
Before you get there go South at

Trollshaws. The hobbits can beat
Wolves BUT NOT TROLLS. Wait
there till the computer tells you
about Gandalf being found. Then
bring Gandalf to the Hobbits.

You should make two armies,

one to the South (at Welsford) and
one to the North (ThraduiPs

Palace). Do not worry if initial

orders are not obeyed. Once the

enemy starts moving your armies
will start to take orders. You can
then meet at the Dagorlad plain.

Now march to Mt Doom and
fight the 5000 Ores and finish off

with one of the Hobbits dropping
the ring into Mt Doom to complete
the game.

l(BRILLIANT)
BITSAND BOBS
CITADEL
(Electric Dreams)

UU"’T DRIVE ME BATTY]
Right, I’ve got to get it offmv chest pi pace

cheats Ind so minv
throu9h, maps,

bat-tipitis AnywayenoSah nTlh—
8""9 from

M’s get those tips on the roI£'
S ° Waffle

A great game with a perfect
blend of arcade action and brain

?! bending - who says blast-’em-

||
ups can’t be intellectual? Cer-

1 tainly not Mr Unknown of Tad-
I worth in Surrey.

0 CHR$(147)
1 FOR 1=528 TO 597:READ

A$
2 L=ASC(LEFT$(A$,1)):L=L-

55:IF L<5 THEN L=L 7
3 R=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1)):R=

R-55:IF L<5 THEN R=R+ 7
4 V=(L*

16)+R:C=C+V:POKE
1,V:NEXT

5 IF C<>7879 THEN PRINT
“DATA ERROR”:END

6 PRINT:PRINT “NOW TYPE
SYS 528 TO LOAD
CITADEL”

7 END
10 DATA

20,2C,F7,A2,00,BD,4F,03,9
D,FF

1 1 DATA
3F,CA,D0,F7,A9,34,8D,F4,0
3,A9

12 DATA
40,8D,DA,03,A9,00,8D,D9,0
3,38

13 DATA
20,6C,F5,4C,51 ,03,A9,41 ,8

D,B8
14 DATA

01 ,A9,02,8D,B9,01 ,4C,A7,0
2,A9

15 DATA
00,8D,B3,8D,A9,30,8D,B5,8
n aq

MISSION ELEVATOR

An oldie but I loved the original

coin-op; it was based on
Elevator Action - great stuff. So
here we are with a small Adam
Davidson tip.

After getting through the sec-
ond emergency door, every man
you kill with a jump kick gives
you an extra life.

FORGOTTEN
WORLDS
It’s taken long enough to get
pokes for this (admittedly over-
hyped) game but here they are
in this shortish listing from an
unknown source in Tadworth,
Surrey. Mr A Nonymous
perhaps?

1 1 FORX=53194TO
52341 :C=C+Y:POKE
X,Y:NEXT

2 IF CO5900 THEN PRINT
“DATA ERROR”:END

3 PRINT “PUT CASSETTE IN
TO SAVE THE LISTING”

4 SYS 53227:SAVE “FW
LIST” 1 1

5 PRINT “SWITCH THE 64
OFF AND ON AND
LOAD”:SYS 40960

10 DATA
32,104,225,169,247,141,14
2,194,8,76,16,8,32

20 DATA
213,255,169,227,141,142,1
6,169,207,141,143,16

30 DATA
96.169.181.141.174.12.76.0
,4,169,207,133

40 DATA
44.133.46.169.201.133.43.1
69,235,133,45,96

When the READY message
appears after loading type
SYS 64738 followed by
1 SYS 531 94
and RUN to get things going.

531
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GEMINI WING
(Virgin)

Gemini —..

Zak & Lui) and a Kid/Orion of Bel-

gium playing this tough coin-op
conversion constantly. To
access the different levels try

typing in the relevant codewhen
asked at the beginning (press P
to bring up the password sys-

tem). Start the game and the

selected level should load in.

Level 2 - MR. WIMPEY
Level 3 - CLASSICS
Level 4 - WHIZZKID
Level 5 - GUNSHOTS
Level 6 - DOODGUYZ
Level 7 - D.GIBSON

Experience the thrills of the

poke from the oddly named
BOWL-HEAD from Macclesfield

in Cheshire.

10

20

30
40

50
60

70

REM GEMINI WING CHEAT
BY BOWL-HEAD
FOR A=283 TO 315: READ
B
C=C+B:POKE A,B: NEXTA
IF C<>3449 THEN PRINT
“DATA ERROR!”: END
POKE 157,128: SYS 283
DATA
32,86,245,1 69,1 ,141 ,42,4,9

6,72,77,80,32,1 69,1 73,1 41

,

122
DATA
1 7,1 62,4,1 89,35,1 ,1 57,203,

81 ,202,1 38,208,246,76,40,8

APB

I© iisi
mm :

IIIHill

I

wrong or crashes and you start
'**•*'

mi

:

-•

:-x> •
: ::v

.X;

V

:

XXli;
.

iystickjust

lice car willswitch it on and the

repeat forever, f

cars to pull over and
some bre

cess.

BATMAN: THE MOVIE

A great cheat for this pretty

tough Amiga game-of-the-
movie.
When the game has loaded and

the title music is playing away type

in JAMMMMM (five ‘M’s or more).

The screen flips upside down and
Holy Cheats you now have infinite

Bat-Men!
Thanks to Ian Davis of

Eastbourne for that one.
.

ith 4 lives and 10 gre-

FORGOTTEN WORLDS

.X-X

CABAL XX
.
:

XX

5 4-

Nice quick tip here from Mark

Kaye of High Wycombe for this

great Op Thunderbolt-\sh 64
coin-op conversion.

If you get to level 2 or further and

you lose all your lives don’t rewind

the tape. Leave it running and the

next level will load up. You can re-

select the options, nothing goes

ZZAP! JANUARY 1990

More tips for this long-delayed
64 Capcom game courtesy of

Stuart Ash of Stoke-on-Trent.
On the second level to defeat

the end-of-level monster go to the

bottom right of the screen where it

can’t hit you and then do a
diagonal up fire to kill it easily. To
kill the Dragon on level 4 and the

flying monster on level 7 shoot

them in the heart.

When you start the game and
the star comes up (prior to your

man appearing) move the star off

the screen and you can go through
the level without harm (although

you’re not visible).

When you’re man is about to die

press RUN-STOP to pause and
change the joystick to the other

port and you carry on with the

other player.

An easy enough cheat, that

one.

KICK OFF
(Anco)

Dean Smith sent in these tips for

the poorer of the two versions of

Anco’s football game (ie the 64

game). The tips correspond with

the relevant numbers on the

pitch map (!)

1. Run at the goal diagonally to

catch the goalie off guard.

2. Run directly at the goal and 3

defenders will tackle you. If you
dodge them all you’ve a 99%
chance of scoring.

3.

iliillli
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'
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OA/hm 3 stupid goaH0!).

4. Curl the ball in at medium height

and every time the lead attacker

will run in to score!

5. Run down here for a better

chance to score!
.
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The password codesfor this ace
volleyball game which we mys-
teriously haven’t received.

Strange.

SIDEOUT - Level 1

GEKKO - Level 2

TOPFLITE - Level 3

SUNDEVIL -Level 4

LOGIC ON - Computer plays for

you

LOGIC OFF - Play for yourself

CHEAT ON - Guess what!

CHEAT OFF -Ditto!

EAT ME - Bigger sprites

DRINK ME - Smaller sprites
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The third and final part ofSystem 3’sromp in thejungle. Now,
things are getting difficult . .

.

Collect the small gold nuggets found on the start screens (7 all
together). Use the sling shot to kill the dinosaur in the water
before collecting the nugget. Enter the cave in die side of the
mountain and move right until you reach the temple entrance.
Punch the monkey with the nuggets and it should move back.

Collect water in the temple by a punch movement on the
statue. Kick the door on the insect screen to release a spider.
After the insects disappear collect the icon on the Door of the
room.

Collect the icon from the room with the large plant in it (be-
ware, you cannot kill the plant!). Collect the hammer and chisel
and plank from the nextroom. Punch the altar in the room with
the mummy using the hammer and chisel and the lid should

open to reveal abrown icon. Collect this icon with a punch and
enter theroom with the empty table. Place the icons on the table

pla^eV
0^1 °tdeT' ThCy Can b€ pkked up a8ain if incorrectly

Eventually the combination will be correct and a door will
open into the final screens. Place the plank across the chasm on
the floorby using the crouch movement. Walk across the plank
into the final set of screens (the Elephant's Graveyard is only a
stone's throw away now!). Place the gold nuggets on the scales
to stop itmovingwhich in turn opens the final door. Go through
it to finish the game! Well done adventurer, your task is overand
your destiny tttlfilled!!!

There’s also a cheat mode . .

.

On any level, move tothe bottom ofthe screen to the right ofthe
first screen from that load. Press fire on the joystick in Port 1 . This
puts you on the last screen with all objects held!

MEAN STREAK
)

' -

.

Is II

Don’t go too fast! Stay back to kill

the other bikers and see what’s
coming up (about two bikes’
length from the back of the screen
should do).

: sSSi SSfSS:

set SELF-DESTRUCT.
Go to the elevator, then to the

main elevator and go to Level 1

.

Wait there until there’s a ‘Break
in the wall (of the cyro-cham-
bers). Now open the tube and
MARY will follow you. Go with
her to the DISPOSAL DOOR and
put Mary in it. Close the doorand
leave. Nowgo to Leve!4and use
the RADIO again. Ask for help

FIRESTART
(Electronic Arts)

*

If

: V;:
.
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The complete solution togo with
the map we printed in issue 55.
Go to elevator A and go to

Level 2. Pick up the LASER and
go to the KITCHEN and open the
‘FREEZER*. Go back and shoot
the aliens (if they are around)
and use the FIRST AID KIT if you
are wounded. Go to the OXY-
GEN VALVE and open it. Go to
the main elevator and go to
Level 3. Pick up the ID CARDS
and the SCIENTIST’S LOG.
Now go to Level 2 using

elevator D. Raise the NUCLEAR
SHIELD and go quickly back,
pick up the PLASMA LASER,
and return to Level 3. Go to
elevator E (you will need the ID
Card) and now go to Level 4. Use
the RADIO and ask for help.

Then use the COMPUTER and

(Level 1).

Leave the ship in the escape
vessel. You’ll now meet the
traitor ANNAR in the vessel and
you’ve one chance to beat him.
When he’s about to kill you pull

down on the joystick and you
can overpower him and kill him.
Well done! You’ve completed

Note: If you’re attacked by the
mutant white alien, walk to the
OXYGEN VALVE valve and then
shoot ’em. It will die easily now.
Alternatively, raise the NUCLEAR
SHIELD to kill it with radiation (al-

though be careful you’re not too
close to death yourself before try-

ing this!!).

TYPHOON

If you’re skilled enough to get to
Level 5 move to the bottom right

of the screen and nothing can
harm you.

RALLY CROSS
SIMULATOR

Leigh the Man, Leather Tan, and
Rak again with another tip.

If you select the Two Player
mode and then complete the first

course. When it is the second
player’s go you must die at the
train, with a ‘Hey Presto!’ the first

player comes back to life!!!

pen I F nIVCU kibal/a

'

Go up to an alien generator and
turn on autofire to increase both
your energy and score to mega-
levels.

WAR MACHINE
(Players)

Lee Bamber of finest Wigan has
delved into this Premier Players
budgie game and found a handy
tip for passing doors without
any keys. Take it away Lee.

First collect the key in the
screen below and open the door
which has the same colour as
the key. From then on don’t lose
any energy when you run into a

door.

Here is the procedure for get-
ting past a door without a
key . . . When you come to a
door, move really close to it.

Jump towards it and, whilst in

mid-air, turn so you are facing
away from the door. When you
land, nudge your joystick away
from the door and you will notice
that the player moves one space
in the other direction. You are
now inside the door and cannot
get out. To get out the other end
of the door you have to run away
from where you entered until

you stop. Then you do the same
as when you entered the door
and find yourself on the other
side.

WIZBALL

An obvious one which everyone
should know about already but
for the one or two Nepalese
Goat herders out there with a 64
and a copy of Wizball here’s the
tip.

In the bonus stage, stay in one
of the corners (such as the bottom
left) and switch the autofire on (you
HAVE got an autofire joystick

haven’t you?). With full weaponry
nothing can touch you and the
bonus racks up and up and up.
Now get back to Goat herding, you
two!

i 5 5
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MAP I
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MAP II

10 = dragons rst = pot with st.rer

F = Big dead monster h - ram
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1 = fire
2 = bee

3 = ants

3 = mons‘

6 = lizard

7 = bat
£ = eyes

9 = snail

12 = fly

13 = ghost

14 = psygnosis- face
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/\ = Big Red monster

S = spanner ,

1 = jumping monster
2 = ship(will drop a mine)

3 = barrel
4 = snake

3 = a blobball
6 = stonemonster
7 = shooting men
8 = rain
9 = jumping shadow

10 = shooting monster
11 = jumping snake

12 = Big spiders
13 = electic P.Sh,
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A powerful BASIC-Toolkit (Additional

helpful commands) that considerably
simplifies programming and debugging

AUTO
AUDIO
COLOR
DEEK
DELETE
DOKE
DUMP
FIND

HARDCAT RENUMBER
HARDCOPY REPEAT

Using POWER CARTRIDGE you can work
up to 10 times faster with your data
recorder. The Tape commands can be
used in your own programs.

HEX$
INFO
KEY
PAUSE
PLIST

ILOAD

SAFE
TRACE
UNNEW
QUIT
MONITOR
BLOAD

LOAD
MERGE

SAVE
AUDIO

VERIFY

printers (MPS801, 802, 803 etc) but also

on Centronic printers (EPSON, STAR,
CITIZEN, PANASONIC, etc).

The HARDCOPY function automatically
distingishes between HIRES and LORES.
Multi-colour graphics are converted into

shades of grey. The PSET functions allow
you to decide on Large/Small and
Normal/Inverse printing.

The printer PSET functions are:

POWER RESET

POWERMON

RENUMBER Also modifies all the

GOTO's COSUB's etc.

Allows part of a program
to be renumbered or

displaced.

Set up of printer type.

Prints out Directory.

The toolkit commands can be used in

your programs.

A powerful machine language monitor

that is readily available and leaves all of

your Commodore memory available for

programming.
Also works in BASIC-ROM, KERNAL and
I/O areas.

PSET
PSET
PSET
PSET
PSET

- Self detection Serial/Centronics.
- EPSON mode only.

- SMITH-CORONA mode only.
- Turns the printing 90 degrees!!
- HARDCOPY setting for

MPS802/1526.

PSET
HARDCAT

A ASSEMBLE 1 INTERPRET S SAVE

C COMPARE
I |UMP T TRANSFER

D DIS- L LOAD V VERIFY

ASSEMBLE M MEMORY w WALK

F FILL P PRINT X EXIT

C CO R REGISTER s DIRECTORY

H HUNT DOS Commands

PSET B
PSET C

PSET T

PSET U

PSET Sx
Using POWER CARTRIDGE you can load

up to 6 times faster from disk.

The Disk commands can be used in your
own programs.

T 1

DLOAD
DSAVE
DISK

DVERIFY
MERGE

DIR
DEVICE

MERGE

DISK

Two BASIC programs can
be merged into one.

With DISK you can send
commands directly to your
disk.

The POWER CARTRIDGE contains a very

effective Printer-Interface, that self

detects if a printer is connected to the

Serial Bus or User-Port.

It will print all Commodore characters on
Epson and compatible printers.

The printer-interface has a variety of set-

up possibilities. It can produce
HARDCOPY of screens not only on Serial

PSET LI

PSET L0

Bit-image mode.
Setting Lower/Upper case and
sending Control Codes.
All characters are printed in an
unmodified state.

Runs a Serial printer and leaves
the User-port available.

Sets the Secondary address for

HARDCOPY with Serial Bus.

Adds a line-feed, CHR$ (10),

after every line.

Switches PSET LI off

CONTINUE

On the back of the POWER CARTRIDGE
there is a Reset Button. Pressing this

button makes a SPECIAL MENU appear
on the screen.

This function will work with any
programme.

- Allows you to return to

your program.
- Return to BASIC.
- Normal RESET.
- Saves the contents of the
memory onto a Disk. The
program can be reloaded
later with BLOAD followed
by CONTINUE.

• RESET of any program.
- As BACKUP DISK but to

TAPE.

BASIC
RfcSET

TOTAL
BACKUP
DISK

BEZIL

Bitcom Devices Ltd does not authorise or

purport to authorise the making by any means or

for any purpose whatsoever of copies or

adaptions of copyright works or other protected

material, and users of the Power Cartridge must
obtain the necessary prior consent for the

making of such copies or adaptions from all

copyright and other right owners concerned.

See UK Copyright, Designs & Patents Act 1988.

RESET ALL
TOTAL
BACKUP
TAPE
HARDCOPY

MONITOR

At any moment, prints out
a Hardcopy of the screen.

Using CONTINUE
afterwards you can return

to the program.
Takes you into the Machine
language Monitor.

Bltcon Devices Ltd

88 BEWICK ROAD
GATESHEAD
TYNE AND WEAR
NE8 IRS
ENGLAND

Tel: 091 490 1975 and 490 1919 Fax 091 490 1918
To order: Access/Visa welcome— Cheques or P/O payable to BDL
Price: £14.99 incl. VAT
UK orders add £1 .20 post/pack total — £16.19 incl. VAT.
Europe orders add £2.50. Overseas add £3.50
Scandinavian Mail Order and Trade enquiries to: Bhiab Elektronik, Box 216, Norrtalje 76123,
SWEDEN. Tel: ++46 176 18425 Fax: 176 18401
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INCLUDESR-Type

Pacmania

Out Run

Nebulus

Black Lamp
Afterburner

SOFTWARE TITLES M
WORTH OVER ! 1

AH prices Include VAT and delivery. Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra,

How to order from
Send cheque,

Postal Order

or ACCESSIVISA card details 63 BRIDGE STREET
EVESHAM

WORCS WR11 4SFGovt, educ. & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible

All goods subjetf to availability, E.&O.E.

Phone us with your

ACCESS or VISA
card details on :

fax 0386-765354
telex 333294Open to callers 6 days, 930-530

® 0386-765500 Also at: 1762 Pershore RcL, Cotteridge, Birmingham B30 3BH Tel: 021 458 4564
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Wood of

zie of

sending

_ _ is given the full Pig in a Poke
enty to help out any lost adventur-

oddart of Hartlepool, Andy Brooke-
‘ stralia, and Nick McKen-
maps appear here) for all

» game (Nick’s solution is
49V* IV4U »* w* — — — ' w *

printed here with help from the others).

Great stuff lads, I’m tempted to try and complete the game myself

now after receiving these tips.

You begin the game in the capital city of Eralan. Go down the stairs and

into the small room where the light blue hooded man (the serf) is sitting

at the bar. He has some vital information to reveal, also have a chat with

the cleric and accept the quest he gives you

.

Leave the inn and go north along the road until you meet the woodsman

who provides information about the ore camp in the area. Take the dagger

to be found in his house as this can be used as a throwing weapon. Follow

the woodsman’s directions to get to the Ore Camp (go North along the

road to a pond and the Ore Camp is just North of the pond along through

At the camp kill the grey Ore and pick up the urn he so kindly drops (the

urn is a purple object which is quite hard to see). Now follow the path back

through the forest to the road and go back to Eralan. Give the urn to the

prior and he will pay you and tell you to see the Regent.

Go inside the main building with the guards outside and talk with the

green man on the chair. Accept the mission and then follow the road south

to Lankwell. In one of the houses you will find a serf who will sell you the

magical axe for 95 gold pieces. Go south and across the old stone bridge.

There, by his house, you should find the Black Asp (any relation to Black

Adder?). Ask about the High King and he will give you his confession on

a scroll. .

Go east until you come to the city of Ganestor. Stay at the inn and in

the morning go down the stairs, a trapdoor is set and is activated by

running into the switch on the wall. Do this and go down the stairs. This

takes you into the prison. Find the next flight of stairs and go up them into

the dungeons. Go up and left (avoiding the guards) and go up the stairs.

There, sitting on the chair, will be Heidric. Give him the scroll with the

confession on it and go back down the stairs. Find the Tablet of Truth on

i

the floor in one of the rooms and go and talk to the red guards standing

inside about spying. One will react and try to kill you. Kill him and pick

up the note he leaves behind. Again give the note to Heidric.

To rescue the prince go North from the city and find the building in the

mountains. Get the green scroll from the table inside and go upstairs. Kill

the guard downstairs for the key to the upstairs room and now rescue the

prince. He will tell you to go to the Archmage who is to be found to the
.

RENEGADE III

(Imagine)

You had the guide in Issue 55,

here’s the pokes for infinite lives

and time. And all due to the hard

work of Gerry Mcnally of Drum-
chapel, Glasgow. Thanks as well

to David Share and Chris Warren

of Victoria, Australia for sending

in the same cheat.

0 PRINT CHR$(1 47)

1 FOR 1=352 TO 413: READ
A$

2 L=L+7
3 R=ASC(RIGHT$(A$,1)):R=

R-55:IF R<5 THEN R=R+7
4 V=(L*

16)+R:C=C+V:POKE
I V:NEXT

5 IF C<>6182 THEN PRINT
“THAT’S WRONG
IDIOT!!!”:END

6 PRINT “’RAAAY! IT

WORKS!! SAVE THIS
POKE?”

7 PRINT:PRINT “SYS 352 TO

Hill

in

and go
Wht

j —-— - .— — First of all

„ .... v...ic, and get the holy water. Travel to the

B
the map here to hit the switches (blue stones)

3 correct numeric order.

T*ueri you^get to the Lyche (a red humanoid sitting in a chair) hit him

once with your sword and then use the HolyWater . Pick up the Red potion

aitd get out. It’s a good idea to stay at Hampton and replenish your energy

and supplies.

Go to the Archmage who will give you the key to the blasted spot, uo

the blasted spot and follow the relevant map through and pick up the

chime at the end of it all. Find your way out and go to the Temple of Angar

in the mountains. Inside, go up the stairs and kill the Blue Monk. He

leaves behind the white key, collect this and go downstairs and into the

room where the White Monk is. Kill him and go down the trapdoor to the

dungeons. .

Rescue the prisoner there using the white key, go upstairs to where the

Blue Monk was and go into the room and stand by the bed. Pick up the

sphere and go downstairs again. Go into the room where the Grey Abbot

is. Hit him once with your sword and then use the sphere. Pick up the

medallion and sit back and wait for the ending sequence.

HINTS AND TIPS

I Choose the Knight as your character because he is capable of taking

more hits than the other characters.

If the guard in the prison offers no response or doesn’t know

anything about spying then wait for nightfall and he will begin run-

ning around. Now ask him about spying and he will then try to kill you.

To get more points you can kill the giant and get the ring which you

should give to the Archmage.

Use the green scroll to save time travelling between cities.

Use the blue or red scrolls to kill large opponents such as the giant.

The red potion makes you travel in the direction you are facing

until you hit something or someone (not the most efficient methods

of transportation!).

Stay at an inn after completing a task so you don’t have to go back and

do it again.

Try not to waste time in the ruins, blasted spot, prison, or the

Temple as it is very easy to die in these places.

Magical boots which make you run fast are available from the serf in

Treela. He is usually inside the inn and the boots cost 77 gold pieces

(They’d better fit well for that that price! - Rob H).

6 O ZZAP! JANUARY 1990

START”
10 DATA

20,56,F5,A9,70,8D,F0,03,A9

,01

11 DATA
8D,F5,03,4C,A7,02,A9,4C,8

D,54
12 DATA

03,A9,82,8D,55,03,A9,01 ,8

D,56
13 DATA

03,4C,00,08,A9,92,8D,57,01

,A9

14 DATA
01 ,80,58,01 ,AC,20,D0,4C,5

9,03

15 DATA
A9,AD,8D,D7,C6,8D,1A,C6,
4C,00

16 DATA
04,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,

00

Type RUN and follow the on-

screen instructions! After a

while the background colour

changes to white and no loading

lines appear but leave the tape

to run and it should load in.

TIPS LINE
0898 555086
For the greatest thing

since the invention of

sliced bread and ‘Married

- With Children’ give the

ZZAP! Tips line a call.

You’ve had the trivia of

the King Street Towers

and the awesome horror

of The Beast of Ludlow

Town, now phone

for more strange goings-

on read down the phone

to you by one VERY

strange person (nope, not

Mark Caswell but some

weird phone company

guy).

o»®S
ssSOS®



COCK-UP
CORNER
I was hoping that this beastie
wouldn’t crop up in my tips sec-
tion, I tried to ignore it but it

jumped up and down on my desk
demanding to be included so
here we are.

The Speedbali listing in Issue
55 was ever so slightly incorrect.
Yes, I’m sorry, I’ll hang, draw
and quarter myself for that but
here’s the Speedbali hacker
himself James Wilson of Hull to
the rescue with the corrections!
Line 3 should have been:
3 POKE X,Y:X=X+1 :GOTO 2
Line 8 should have been:
8 DATA

1 79,3, 1 04,76,81 ,3,72, 1 69,7
4,141,214,152

(and NOT with that extra
, although

most of you should have realised
that typo error).

Line 11 stops the RED team win-
ning (ie Player 2 or the computer).
Line 12 stops the GREEN team
winning (ie Player 1).

Line 1 3 makes it so that everything
is free (ie you don’t have to bribe
the ref).

SAVAGE
(Firebird)

SHINOBI
(Virgin)

Tips here forAmiga Savagefrom
a killer lepus as The Mega Rabbit
from Auckland in Kiwi country,
New Zealand.
On level 1 run right a few screens
and then jump left and keep jump-
ing left. If it says ‘OTHER WAY’
then go right and try again.

Patience is rewarded as you
should go through the wall (keep
jumping). Go left jumping all the
time until you disappear for about
a second. You now have two
options ...

Either

1 . Go right and your energy drops
to zero. Don’t worry as you now
turn into another sprite (a bat crea-
ture) and from now on you can’t
get killed!!

or

2. Wiggle the joystick like crazy
and if you’re lucky you appear on
Level 2!!! This cheat can be
repeated to advance onto Level 3.

Repeating the cheat one more
time jumps you to the end of the
game!!!

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
(Psygnosis)

Considering how tough the
game is and how big it’s sup-
posed to be I’m truly amazed
just how quickly the complete
solution has come through. ‘Is it

worth £35?’ is the question that
remains unanswered. Anyway
thanks must go to Big Wull’ as
well as the official sounding
M.C.V. Productions of Holland for
two great maps and solutions.
Wull’s solution is printed here
along with the M.C.V. map. Well
done, both of you! (Standard
abbreviations apply; L-left, R-
right, U-up, D-down).

At the start of the game, go left.

DO NOT go down the well. When
going through the woods, watch
out for two small spikes in the
ground which spring up as you
walk over them. Keep going left

until you come to a tree which says
‘IN’ and go in!!

Once inside, immediately watch
out for the flame shooting across
the floor. Go R,D,L,D,R and watch
out for the yellow locusts (crouch
down and punch as close to them
as possible). Go D,L,D,L and you
should now be crossing a bridge.
Watch out for the overhead tree
roots which sometimes snag you,
and go DOWN (if you go LEFT you
will fall and DIE!!!!!). Go R,D,L,D,L
and fight your way through the
cavern cronies (keep moving to
avoid most of the acid drops).
The monster throwing the ball

cannot be killed but by punching
the ball you can gain a plasma bolt
(keep ducking to avoid being
fried). It’s a good idea to collect

the plasma bolt LAST as collecting
any more items after this causes
you to lose the all-important bolt.

Going R,U,R,D,R,D,L,L takes you
to an acid drip passage with a gap
at the end and a precious key.
Drop down the hole after getting
the key and collect the life restor-
ing potion. From here you go
U,U,R,U,R,U,L,U,L,U,L,U,R to
encounter the crusher mega-
monster but you need the plasma
bolt to kill it, so collect it before
going to meet him (when you get
to him just fire like mad and he will

eventually die — without it you’re
dead meat).

Now move R and take the first U
and L. Avoid the cronies and hit

the switch on the wall. Now go R
and take the first U and then go R
to get the +4 lives. Now go L and
time your moves between the eyes
(keeping a wary eye out for the
bats which increase in frequency
the nearer you are to the key at the
end of the passage). Get the key
and nn r and take the 1 st D.

. go R,D,R,U,R and watch
out for the snail. Now go D as far

as possible, L and watch for the
Blood Money lizards and the
leaper (work out the best place to
stay while avoiding both). Take the
1st D,R and watch out for the
slime, go D and keep going R to
get the potion (kill the bees and
time your punches to kill the skulls
beforehand).

Now go L and take the 1st
D,R,D,L and watch out for the
flame. D,L,D,L,U,L,D,L,U,R sees
you arrive at the power punch (with

This is whatwe want! Brand new
games, brand new Pokes!! Type
in the listing below forthe 64 ver-
sion and run it. Follow the on-
screen instructions to give you
infinite Joe Musashis!

0 PRINT CHR$(147)
1 FOR 1=304 TO 343: READ

A$
2 L=ASC(LEFT(A$, 1 )): L=L-

55:IF L<5 THEN L=L+7
3 R=ASC(RIGHT(A$,1)):

R=R-55:IF R<5 THEN
R=R+7

4 V=(L*16)+R:
C=C+V:POKE l,V:NEXT

5 IF CO3050 THEN PRINT
‘ERROR IN DATA!!!!’:END

6 PRINT “SAVETHE LISTING
FOR FUTURE USE
OK???!!!”

7 PRINT:PRINT “TYPE SYS
304TOSTARTTHEGAME”

10 DATA
20,56,F5,A9,40,8D,29,04,A9
,01

11 DATA
8D,2A,04,4C,40,03,A9,AD,8
D,75

the energy field around it switched
off (remember?). Now go L,D,D
and keep heading R while dodging
the rocket engines, ghost and red
lizards. Kill the mega red rhino with
the power punch and go to the
well. Use the key and go up and
back into the fresh air - Phew!
50% completed!!!!

Now keep going R and kick the
pillars along the way for much
needed lives. Do running jumps
over the fish tails (best keep going
through the barrage of balls - you
lose a life but quickly get it back at
the next pillars). After another set
of pillars watch out for the bomb-
dropping dragons above and the
creatures attacking from behind.
When you get to the castle collect
the torch beyond the door and go
inside.

Once inside go L,U,R and watch
out for spaceships flying overhead
dropping mines (best stay back
until the mines have fired and run
like the clappers IMMEDIATELY
afterwards). Watch out for the
leaper and barrels and Collect the
extra lives. Go D,R,U as faras pos-
sible (climb the ladder quickly to
avoid the blob). Go L,D,L and col-
lect the strength but watch out for
the guys coming out of trap doors
in the floor.

Now go U,R to collect all the
extra strength (killing the leaper
and blaster alien). Go to the far R
to get the spanner and now go as
far L as possible then D,R,D,R and
fail D. Go L and cross the bridge, D
and R follows next (punch those
monkeys!). D,L and keep going till

you find a chest. Hit it and collect
the gun.

12 DATA
08,A9,A0,8D,77,08,A9,1 C,8
D,78

13 DATA
08,4C,0D,08,00,00,00,00,(X)
,00

For those of you with a reset
switch, Woody has struck again
with a reset poke to bring forth
and multiply infinite ninjas.
Load up Shinobi

, reset the
machine in the usual way (with a
reset switch and NOT a chain-
saw), enter POKE 15367,173,
and swiftly follow this up with a
SYS 7296 to get things going.

SPORE

Try to get into a position where you
are covered on two or three sides
before taking on the spores (posi-
tioning in a wall recess is ge •

a good tactic).

At the crossroads (the end of level)
move up the screen as far as you
can to avoid a lot of hassle before
the big gang show up.

•-
- A <

%
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1 Now go as far R as possible to
the forcefield. Use the spanner to
go switch it off and go through. Go
U,L,D,L,U,R,D,Las far as possible,
then D,R and kill the three headed
dragon (easy enough!).
To go through the door you

MUST have a key and you will now
have the mask on. The game turns
into a shoot-’em-up for this sec-
tion so keep going R and hit the
pillars on the ground for much
needed extra lives. Keep going till

you arrive at the giant monster. Hit
the pincers above and below the
tongue until it blows up.

If you have the 2nd key go
through the door to leave the cas-
tle. You will now be outside again.
Keep going R hitting the pillars for
those lives. Finally, kill the dragon
at the end!!! Simple!?!?! (Some-
how I doubt that Wull! - Rob H).

The game finishes with what
is described by Wull as a pathe-
tic ending with no groovy tune
and no extra load for anything
more than a ‘Congratulations,
you have freed yourselffrom the
hadow of the beast’ message, i

II that effort for that!!!! Gosh! 1

A small cheat for Beast was
sent in by R Farrington of Wirral.
Although we couldn’t get this

self? Load Disk One and when
the title screen with the Beast
appears hold down the joystick
fire button AND the left mouse
button. Keep holding this down
while the music plays until the
prompt to Insert Disk Two
appears. Whack in the second
disk and load the game to
receive infinite lives.
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THE DEF GUIDE TO
NEW ZEALAND STORY

Who can fail to have played Ocean’s infuriatingly playable

TheNewZealandStory? Veryfew istheanswer but ifyou’re

feelingdown here’s the guideto winning through and saving

the bacon of many a kiwi. Aren’t we thoughtful?!

Cheats

The Amiga version’s cheat mode is not very subtle to say the least. On

the title page when the game has loaded up type in MOTHERF KEN-

KIWIB*ST*RD (without stars or spaces) and you hear a little tune play.

Now you’ve got infinite lives and an advance screen facility (activated by

pressing HELP). PressingM on the title screen brings forth a lazersound

but serves no other purpose. (Look, that cheat is nothing to do with me.

I’m just doingmyjob bytyping it in - all you angry mothers blame Choice

Software for this one!) „ .. . .

Two types of cheat for the 64 version help immensely, the first is a cheat

common to many an Ocean cassette-based game. Play normally right

up to round 1 -4 and get killed by the whale. The onscreen prompt will tell

you to reload Side 2. DON’T! Just keep the C2N on PLAY and you’ll soon

see round 5. . . ,

On the 64 version the cheat mode is a little imprecise to get into oper-

ation but it works well enough so who’s complaining? Any road up, when

the game is loaded up and the pleasant music plays pleasantly away just

put the SHIFT LOCK on and hold down the keys R, T, Y, G, H, V, B, and

N. If it doesn’t work first time, try holding an M or a C along with all the

rest. It DOES work eventually.

Once the cheat is activated the border will go grey and you can start

thegame safe in the knowledge that you have infinite kiwi s. Not only

but you can also jump to the next screen at any time by holding down

and the (right) SHIFT button and SPACE. Either this or holding down

CRTL and will do the trick. You don’t get to miss the end-world nasties

either (whether that’s a good thing or not I don’t know). Unfortunately

you’ve got to kill them to progress but this shouldn’t be too much of a

problem if you use the following tips.

End-of-level Nasties

Round 1 -4 - The Whale

Stay back and keepjumping and firing (aim towardsthe lower half of the

whale). Watch for any snow flakes that fly out at a high angle from old

Whale face and dodge them. Eventually you’ll get him and it s off to World

2 . On the Amiga just survivethe hail of flakes until he swallows you (watch

out for any last second snow flakes). Once inside he just pump the fire

button like mad and watch the three drips and hide uoder the one that

isn’t about to drip.

Round 2-4 - The Octopus

The Octopus isn’t too difficult ifyou stay backand use the steps to leap

out of the way of the bats. Just aim for the small nozzle in its front and

keep firing. You can line up the nozzle from one of the higher steps if

you’re lucky butthe Octopus doesn’t stay still forvery long . On theAmiga

version you can avoid the Octopus altogetherbyNOT rescuing the kiwi

.

Instead stand on thetop ofthe steps before you rescuethe kiwi and shoot

towardsthe right wall .Awarp hole appears and ifyou hop in ityou move

onto the next world. Convenient.

Round 3-4-The Stone Doll Statue (Well, that’s what

I think it is) .

Forthis weird Boss just stayon the bottom andjump up between salvos

of rockets. Don’t leap too high as the collision detection is ajust ashade

in favour ofthe baddie but keep firing at its middle and you should soon

be victorious. .... .

On the Amiga version a similar tactic can be applied to that used to

defeat the Octopus. Just line its centre up using the steps and wait for

6 2

the hatch in the statue to open and the rockets to come out. While the

hatch is open blast away and then dodge the rockets. Simple-ish really.

Round 4-4 — The Pirate Ship

World 4-4 has no one Guardian to speak of but is a stage in itself with a

Pirate Ship to be found at the bottom with the kiwi deep within. The stage

before it ends at a wall. Just walk up to it and you’re faced with one hell

of a tough level. If you’re using the cheat mode just keep losing lives and

using the temporary invulnerability to gain precious yards nearer theihos-

taqe kiwi. Not a very helpful hint but it does work eventually. Those of you

not wanting to cheat with infinite lives had best try their own tactic and

keep on the minute brown platforms. Sorry, but this level is a toughie.

Round 5-4 - Wally Walrus

Hanmer Springs in the chilly Mt. Cook is the final setting forthe game and

all other levels before it are nothing compared with this one (although the

maze of 5-2 and the spikes by the hundreds in round 5-3 are incredibly

touqh). DON’T attempt to get through this level as you’re taken back to

the start of it EVERY time you die. Only masochists dare persevere with

th

Todefeat old Wally try to keep about an inch away from Wally and lined

up with the bottom edge of the balloon (where it connects with Wally s

head). You’ll know where to stay by watching the loop of the ba s he fires.

To kill Wally keep firing at the balloon. Watch out though, Wally often

moves forward so be prepared to move back QUICKLY .
(Wally is in fact

a Leopard Seal according to the end-screen AND the coin-op).

Finish the game and a page of text follows for your reward - and most

sickening it is too. Find out for yourself.

On the last level be very careful and dart behind Wally Walrus and you re

now in a near invulnerable position. From here you can shoot the balloon

and finish the game.

Robert Chan of Liverpool has come up with the relevant tape num-

bers for using the tape cheat. Progress to level 2, get killed and fast

forward the tape to access the other levels.

Level 2 - Just continue tape

Level 3 - Tape counter number 1 23

Level 4 - Tape counter number 1 39

Level 5 - Tape counter number 1 57

Level 6 - Tape counter number 1 73

Tips

The 64 game is lacking the Warp Holes of the coin-op but on the Amiga

you can jump short distances using them. There’s one to be found on

round 1 -2 right at the start. Jump up two of the steps and face left, fire

like mad at the edge of the screen and the Warp appears. Fall down to

the floor and jump up and into the warp. Run to the left and then jump up

to pick up the EXTEND letters and then rescue the kiwi. Easy. There are

afew otherWarp Holes scattered around but we’ll leavethem foryou to

find.

Don’t forget thatyou can rackupsome prettygood bonuses by waiting

around the enemies’ portals. The fire sprites and star sprites are excellent

for providing bonuses. Just wait and they start to fill up the screen with

plenty of targets. Just make sure you have sufficient timeto get to the kiwi

at the end of the level.

For this guide thanks must go to Shmezz ’n’ Theo (Amiga), James

Stevenson (Amiga), Robert Chan (64), Juergen May (64), David Shaw

(64),Brian (Doc) Docherty (64), David Tome (64), and John Cottom (64).

Well done one and all!
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THE SOUND OF MUSIC -THE REMAKE
MAD (alias Michael Arrowsmith)
sends in this hack for System 3’s
Dominator. Whether it’s the
loading tune or the end of level

tune. Just reset the machine
when your favourite piece starts

and type out the listing.

.

4A QAI/C C/IOAfi 4CiO POKE 54296,15
20 SYS 49154
30 FOR A=0 TO B:NEXT
40 GOTO 20

Change B in line 30 to
-*—

.. . -T
or slow the mui

i

a?

tions from the May issue to hear
those samples.

screen)

‘Go for it’

‘Groovy’

‘Oh, Er!’

‘Oh, Ye!’

'Get Ready’

‘O.K.’

‘Brill’

MICRORHYTHM

192

200

224

229

236

242

248

H

200

208

229

236

242

248

252

SAMPLE
-

L H

SOUND

t

056 059
SOUND 2 059 1064
SOUND 3 ; 064 072
CAlltin 4SOUND 4

•’

....

ATq 077Uf O U/

1

SOUND 5 n77 naoU#/ Uo2
Miiun c

082 088
SOUND 7

SCHJFID B

.

.
. .

.
.

:

y.

088

094

109

094

109

124

f;“^»"
DZ{ResetonthetWe

r © )

. 159 163

163 166

166 169

ROCKET RANGER (Reset when
Jane and Prof, appear in Zep-
pelin)

SPEECH

‘You’re a real gentleman’ 158
‘Where did you come from?’ 040
‘We don’t have to trust anyone’ 057
‘Try me’ (!!!) 084
‘Great!’ 092
‘You’ll never know’ 099
'We don’t need you’ 1 1

2

‘It’s about time you got here’ 129

H

183

057

084

092

099

112

129

158

Thanks a bunch for those great
data codes, Roderick. Anyone
else outthere willing to do some
code exploration for samples in

other games?

ToshioSpoorofPapendrechtls

KingsoftheBeach(why haven’t
we seen that one yet?) and
Danger Freak.

IS • I ’§im ,

m mtm m.m — - _ . . —

KINGr
When you hear the Jamaica
music, reset the game and call

up the music with SYS 7365.

CARTRIDGE CORNER
Arabian Nights

2631.173

2632,141

2633,169

2634,89
Blagger

3574.44

53264,126

3560.9

Bomb Jack -51 12,0

Bruce Lee

5688.128

5672.128

Buck Rogers

8825,36

2490.9

Burning Rubber

18432.173

17288,165

Camel’s Revenge - 3551 8,250

Captain America - 1 1262,73 (Unlimited Zor-

reks)

Cavelon - 23789,255

Centipede -33564,1 81

China Miner

34623.44

34623.234

34624.234

34625.234

Choplifler- 801 1,173

Combat School

236,224 (To halt the timer)

236.128 (To start the tinier)

Congo Bongo

3655.5

39132,49

Defender

3005.5

3560.9

Fort Apocalypse

36339.153

36334.153

36364.234

Falcon - 6399,8

Flak -4799,36

Frantic Freddie

31887,255

34535,24

Galaga

17389.173

17788.165

Galaxians

7065,230

17288.165

Game Over

15566.165 (Infinite Lives)

571 3.1 65 (Infinite Ammunition)

Gateway to Asphai - 2264,99

H.E.R.O.- 14652,25

Hunchback

9251.234

9522.234

7870,60

Jumpman Junior

9450,44

9450.173

Jungle Hunt

2242.234

2243.234

Jet Set Willy- 11345,33

LaserStrike- 16475,173

Lode Runner -7892,255

Mad Mix -3462,1 73

Menace

49200.165 (Infinite Cannon)

49208.165 (Infinite Laser)

Microcosm

15473.181 (InMeUves)

18291.181 (Infinite Time)

Miner 2049’er

9450.173

2652,165

Moon Buggy

24151.173

30624.173

Pitfall -5393,255

Punchy -15459,50

Q-Bert- 4446, 173

Quest For Tires

7341,99

14864,0

Savage

27814.173

28097.173

29094.173

Shamus- 23558,1 69

DANGER FREAK

Load the introduction and reset
the machine. Poke 49167,1 and
enteran SYS 49 1 52 to get things
rocking.

RUN THE GAUNTLET
A little tip from Scott Pike of
Australia for those of you bored
with the title tune in this Ocean
game of the ace TV show.
-By pressing RUN/STOP and
RESTORE simultaneously the
drum beats and the guitar
sounds are eliminated. If this
fails then try it out on the event
info screen. Okey Dokey!!

GREAT GIANA SISTERS

Neil Hunt of Dartford hasfound a
quickie music hack for this

classic Super Mario Bros, rip-

off.

Load the game, reset it andr
type SYS 3096. The screen
shouldnow startto flash and the
high score table music should
start to play.

While we’re on the subject, any
chance ofsome music hacks for
Batman: The Movie- 1 really like

that title tune!

Silkworm -32203,173 or 44344,189

Slayer-6924,189

Son of Blagger -6626,232

Spelunker- 10407,44

Video Meanies- 22772,173

T»»e VHdngs - 32327,1 73

Wariock’s Quest

47731 .173 (Unlimited Time)

47674.173 (Unlimited Power

1

27427.173

27916.173

Zolyx- 5474,165

Thanks to Andrew Roberts and
an anonymous German person
for those Pokes.

Well, that’s about all you’re going to get this

month. Retrograde is loaded up on our 64
and I can’t resist the temptation to have a go.
Talking of Retrograde, I’ll be taking you
through the game step by step over the next
few issues, starting with maps of Levels 1

and 2 next month along with tips by the prog
rammers, Transmission Software them-
selves!

There’s a clever cheat mode for Retrog-
rade but you’ll have to wait a few issues for it,

sorry but that’s the way the cookie crumbles!
In the meantime I’d like tips for Stunt Car,

North and South, Turbo Out Run, and any
other games you can get your hands on (In

terphase tips would go down a treat with our
Ed so make his day and send any in!). Must go
now, Retrograde awaits!

L
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disk

IOR Firebird £ 7.99/10.44

AMIGA
DRAGON SPIRIT Tengen £15.99

Tengen £ 7.99/10.44 EYE OF HORUS Logotron £19.99

Logotron £ 7.99/11.99 FIGHTING SOCCER Activision £19.99

Activision £ 7.99/11.99 ONSLAUGHT Hewson £19.99

Domark £ 11.99 PICTIONARY Domark £15.99

Thalamus £ 7.99/10.44 QUARTZ Firebird £19.99

Thalamus £ 7.99/10.44 RAINBOW WARRIOR Micro Style £19.99

US Gold £ 7.99/11.99 SIM CITY Infogrames £23.99

Activision £ 7.99/10.44 STORMLORD Hewson £15.99

ISSUES

Grab a slice of the action by choosing one of these
topnotch adrenalin-pumping supergames!

C 64 cassette/dlsk

DRAGON SPIRIT

EYE OF HORUS
FIGHTING SOCCER
PICTIONARY
RETROGRADE
SNARE
TURBO OUT RUN
WICKED

B AC
No 51 Jul 1989
Massive 5-page Strategy Special! Phobia.

Project Flrestart. Test Drive II,

Archipelagos, Blood Money, Millenium

2.2. Wicked. FOFT1 Powerdrome poster!

No 52 Aug 1989
Batmanlat Free Bat poster! Psygnosls

Special! Reviewed: Citadel. Rick

Dangerous, 3D Pool, American Club

Sports. Navy Moves. Baal. Deja Vu II,

Journey, Zork Zero. Waterloo, Tank
Attack. Astaroth. Vindicators, Time
Scanner. The Newrealand Story, Wayne
Gretzky's Hockey. Microprose Soccer.

Gunship. Hawkeye. Xybots

No 53 Sep 1989
Fresh from the Ocean - Ocean in high

gear for Xmas release period! Reviewed:

The New Zealand Story. Rainbow Islands.

Gemini Wings. Inner Space. Hostages.

#11

Grand Prix Circuit The Champ. Personal

Nightmare. Demon’s Winter. Curse of the

Azure Bonds, Breach. Fire Brigade, Laser

Squad, Indiana Jones, licence to Kill. The

Running Man. Red Heat, Kult. Tom fit

Jerry, A Garfield Winter’s Tail. Fiendish

Freddy’s Big Top of Fun. Savage, Phobia,

Dominator
No 54 Oct 1989
Interview with Power Drift programmer

Chris Butler! Randy’s Tips Extravaganza!

Test Flight - Falcon vs F-16 Combat Pilot!

Reviewed: First Strike. Thunderbirds.

Tusker. Skate Ball. Team Sports, Shinobi.

APB. Xybots. Aaargh!. Paperboy. Jack The

Nipper. Ghosts *n’ Goblins. Masters of the

Universe. Rescue on Fractalus. Mr. Hell.

Xenon 2. Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Rodeo

Show, Omni-Play Basketball, Strider,

Sleeping Gods Lie

No 55 Nov 1989
Give it some stick - Phil King gets to grip

with the latest sticks! Free Tusker poster!

Preview of US Gold’s Turbo Out Run!

Reviewed: Batman The Movie. Indy The
Action Game. Continental Circus,

vigilante. Firepower. Powerdrift, RVF
Honda. 3D Pool. Pro Tennis Tour. Beach

Volley, The Untouchables

No 56 Dec 1989
Interview with Brian Fargo. President of

RPG specialists! Robin Hogg spends his

life savings testing the latest coin-ops!

Comparison: KCS Power cartridge versus

Datel’s Action Replay! Reviewed: Turbo

Outrun. Altered Beast. Myth. Xenophobe.

Battle Chess. Terry’s Big Adventure.

Fighter Action. North and South. Cabal.

Stunt Car Racer. Shadow of the Beast

Stormlord. Dogs of War. Interphase

.;.v.v.
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KONIX MEGABLASTER
Precision moulded control knob with

steel shaft for complete reliability. Dual

fire buttons for left and right hand use.

Heavy duty leaf switches and rubber
suction cups.
OFFER £6.99

EUROMAX COBRA
Brand new design with 8

mlcroswltches. 3 Autoflre buttons and
single normal fire button provide
trigger readiness.
OFFER £11.95

EUROMAX ELITE STANDARD
Short travel mlcroswltch action In

ergonomic and highly durable design.

OFFER £9.95

EUROMAX ELITE GRIP
Same as Elite Standard , but with new
ergonomic grip.

OFFER £10.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL STANDARD
High durability, rapid response and
ultra sensitive movement.
OFFER £15.95

ZZAP! T-SHIRT
The favourite T-Shirt In Medium and XX
Large sizes. 50% cotton and 50%
polyester.
XX LARGE AND MEDIUM OFFER £4.95

ZZAP! BINDER
Have a binding relationship with your

favourite computing magi Maroon
with Gold logos.

OFFER £4.50

ZZAP! KEYBOARD COVER
Protect your old faithful from dust,

coffee and the universe with these

sOper quality grey covers complete
with ZZAPI logo made to suit your

keyboard

CBM64 FIT OFFER £5.00
CBM64C FIT OFFER £5.50
CBM 128 FIT OFFER £5.50

KONIX NAVIGATOR
Brand new ergonomically designed
handheld Joystick with Fire Button
positioned directly beneath the trigger

finger.
OFFER £14.99

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL GRIP
Same as Professional Standard, but
with ergonomic grip.

OFFER £13.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL AUTOFIRE
Same as Professional Standard, but
with Autoflre.

OFFER £18.95

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000
(CLEAR)
Same as PRO 5000 NORMAL, but with

see-thru body.
OFFER £14.00

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO EXTRA
Features Rapid Fire, unique slow
motion and see-thru body.
OFFER £15.00

POWERPLAY CRUISER STREAMLINE ALL

BLACK
With dual lead for Spectrum
4 8K/ 128K/Plus/Plus2/Plus3.

OFFER 12.99

POWERPLAY CRUISER CLEAR AUTOFIRE
Simply by holding down either of the

fire buttons engages Autoflre.

OFFER £12.99

m

How to order
Apart from our highly recommended
games 1st, you can order any game
released by the major software hous-

es to date on cassette, disk or car-

tridge.

The offer prices on our games list In-

clude a generous cBscount and are

elusive of First Class postage.
If you wish to order a game not In-

cluded In the list, please use the fol-

lowing Special Offer discount table t

calculate your Offer price from the

recommended retaS price quoted on
the software houses adverts.

SPECIAL OFFER DISCOUNT TABLE

EUROMAX MICROHANDLER
An array of features: extra-sensitive

mlcroswltch action, two Integrated
paddles, variable Autoflre, extra large

fire buttons and solid metal casing
with rubber suction cups.
OFFER £19.95

DYNAMICS COMPETITION PRO 5000
(NORMAL)
Features arcade quality

mlcroswltches. dual fire buttons, robust

steel shaft and rubber return for

smooth control.

OFFER £13.

RRP OFFER SAVE I

4,9V 3.99 1.00

5.95 4.74 1.20 1

7,95 6.40 1.55 1

7.99 6.44 1.55

8.95 7.20 1.75

8.99 7.24 1.75

9.95 7.95 2.00

9.99 7.99 2.00

11.99 9.99 ZOO
12.95 10.40 Z55
12.99 10.44 Z55
14.95 11.95 3.00

14.99 11.99 3.00

19.95 15.95 4.00

19.99 15.99 4,00

23.00 18.40 4.60

24,95 19.95 5.00 ill!
28.95 23.15 5.80

29.95 23.95 6.00

*4£5 27.95 7.00

ii

Remember, apply the discounts to

RRP prices only, not to our discounted

Offer prices quoted on this page!
Don't forget to Indicate which com-
puter you own and whether you re-

quire the software In cassette, disk or

cartridge form.

Similarity, don't forget to Indicate gar-

ment size for T-shirts.

Prices valid for UK/Eire/Europe only.

For Overseas orders please add £2.00

per item for Air Mail delivery.

Not all listed or advertised products

will have been released at press time.

Goods will be despatched as soon as

possible. Customers will be informed

of any long delays.

Please ring (0564) 5620 for release

dates!

BUDGET SPECIALO
Order four games In the £1 .99 range

and pay for three (£5.97 payment to-

tal - a saving of £1 .99!

Oder four games In the £2.99 r<

and pay for three (£8.97 payme» »« «
v-

tal) - a saving of £2.99!

POWERPLAY CRYSTAL STANDARD
Clear Joystick with red fire buttons and
pistol grip handle.
OFFER £14.99

POWERPLAY CRYSTAL TURBO
Same as CRYSTAL STANDARD, but
Includes fast Autoflre action.
OFFER £16.99

AMIGA A501 512K RAM EXPANSION
UPGRADE + CLOCK CARD
Internal Ram upgrade to 1024K RAM.
OFFER £129.99

AMIGA A520 MODULATOR
Use your Amiga with a domestic TV set

or composite video monitor.
OFFER £24.99



subs deal!
....

—

Subscribe to ZZAP! and you get a FREE crack-
er of a gift with your subscription!

SNARE cass

WICKED cass
BUSHIDO: THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR cass

Take your pick from any of these fab games -

it's yours free when you subscribe to ZZAPI
And remember: You'll get

+12 brilliant issues of ZZAPI delivered straight

to your doorlll

+FREE one of three games cassettes offered! I

+the chance to participate In future special
subscription offerslll

Send in your coupon today!!!

If you're already a subscriber and don't
want to resubscribe yet, you can participate
in this amazing offer by sending in a paltry
£6.95 for either one of the three gamesl

Th* software discount table
may only be applied to
recommended retail prices
as seen In the ads of this

magazine, noton OFFER prk
No other discounts may be applied.

ZZAPI BACK NUMBERS
Normal back Issues £1 .45 (Inclusive P&P)
Xmas Issues £2. 15 (Inclusive P&P)
OVERSEAS please add £0.80 to above p
SPECIAL QUANTITY DISCOUNT:
Order 4 Issues and pay for 3
lease supply the following BACK NUMBEF
qulred Items)

SUBTOTAL

my subscription gift.

If I’ve already got a ZZAPI subscription, and It is run-
ning out soon, I extend It for a further twelve Issues
and still get my subscription gift.

If I am a current subscriber, but do not wish to ex-
tend my subscription, I can still get one of the three
subscription offers at a ridiculous £6.951

Please tick the appropriate box:

BACK NUMBER ORDER TOTAL £
;X >;

ORDER TOTAL £
i

Name

mainland UK
I enclose £25.00 for a new ZZAPI subscription out
side mainland UK - surface mall
I enclose £38.00 for a new ZZAPI subscription out
side Europe - Air mail
I enclose £6.95 for the special subscription offer
of my choice

I am a new subscriber
lam an existing subscriber. My subscription num
D0i IS

(Delete as appropriate)
M

.

;

I

11

SNARE cass

WICKED cass

BUSHIDO: THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR cass

(Please tick required Item)

MyccaxnrtNo.fc

Please allow 28 for your free gift

mini.,,.... I

1

Address

r——

—

Posfcod©

—

:
—

1—” — —

_

—

TTTin~TT I,

—

ExpiryDate Stpratae

.
.

.
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If you pirate software you are

a thief. Thieves will

be prosecuted
THIS CAMPAIGN IS ORGANISED BY

EUROPEAN LEISURE SOFTWARE

PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Any information on piracy

should be passed to

The Federation Against Software Theft.

Telephone 01-240 6756

PIRACY
ISTHEFT



Sales Curve/Virgin, C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk; Amiga £19.99

I

n 1993 evil rules the day. The
tyrant Bangler has taken
power with the police, milit-

ary, and criminal elements all

under his presidential thumb. A
pretty neat trick, and Bangler
intends to stay in power longer
than Mrs T.

While political rivals are
intimidated, or caught by the
media in the company of models
younger than their daughters,
then Bangler seems set to

achieve his awful ambitions. But
there is a solution, one from the
RoboCop school of political

subtlety - assassinate the
crook!
While the normal procedure is

for some unknown geek to kill a
president, times have moved on
and a more sophisticated
approach is called for. Enter the
Ninja Warriors, androids with
metal instead of skin, circuits

instead of veins. They’re mean

PAUSED
SCORE:

PRESS P TO CONTINUE6100 SCORE:

,

* **** v

i X M
»1 A

wrm
..

*

27 1UP 355 2UP

Coming under military attack our two ninja-robots prepare to
defend themselves. (Amiga)

Unlike Robin I haven’t played the arcade game, and was
disappointed by the lack of innovation - why does every
beat-’em-up game have to start in a city inhabitated
only by crazed ninjas? Having said that it’s certainly very
playable, and the robotic touch works well on theAmiga.

In short, fans of both the arcade and beat-’em-ups are generally well

served but there’s little for anyone else to get excited about.

mothers specially created Dy
the revolutionaries to assassi-
nate Bangler. So begins the
slaughter
The Warriors kick things off in

the slums ofthe capital city with
30 shurikens to throw and two
razor sharp knives to slice and
dice. Bangler isn’t one to make
life easy and the army is sent in

to put paid to the intruders. A
well placed knife or shuriken
normally deals with these, but
watch out fordogs, riflemen and
grenade launcher-equipped
infantry. Android energy is

swiftly drained by hits, and on
theAmiga bits of clothing fall off

to reveal the metal beneath.
Taking on the military is easy

enough but they’re only the start

of things. Bangler has his

bizarre combatants to call up,
including the hunchbacked
Ground Spider (aim for that
hump!), a Ninja lady with deadly
swordplay, Iron Arm the ball

swinger, Shape Shifting Ninjas
with breath problems, not-so-
friendly robots with a nasty line

in laser fire, and a massive tank
which blasts shells at the Ninja
Warriors before coming on to
greet them with a hail of
machine gun fire.

Making it through the
onslaught sees a big scrap with
one of Bangler’s Orient cronies
at level’s end. And the scenery
for the carnage includes a well
defended military base, a stor-

age depot, night-time city

streets, murky sewers, and
finally the plush mansion where
Bangler finally cowers in fear.

TeST

I really enjoyed
playing the Taito

arcade original

when it came out in

early ’88, three-
monitors joined together, and
robotic Ninjas livening up the
gameplay. The home computer
versions have replicated the
three screens by employing a
narrow screen approach which
hasn’t affected gameplay. The
64 Ninja sprite is nicely shaded
with some well detailed enemies
to hack, but it’s a shame the
backdrops weren’t a little more
varied, and there’s no two player
mode. The Amiga game retains

near all of the arcade game’s
graphics and the soundtrack is

lifted straight from the coin-op
with no changes. A very close
conversion indeed with a great
ending.

PRESENTATION 60%
Pretty basic attract mode with a one

player option only.

GRAPHICS 80%
Very nicely constructed sprites

throughout.

SOUND 79%
Good lengthy renditions of the coin-

op tunes.

HOOKABILITY 82%
Instantly and easily playable in the

best of Ninja game traditions.

LASTABILITY 73%
Not too difficult to get quite far but the

action doesn’t slow down at all.

OVERALL
79%

One of the better Ninja games
around although not overly origi-

naj.

PRESENTATION 80%
Adequate attract mode accompanied

by lengthy arcade-perfect intro

music.

GRAPHICS 86%
Direct from the coin-op with great

backdrops to fight across.

SOUND 86%
No in-game tunes but clear effects

with some great speech.

HOOKABILITY 85%
As instantly hookable as any Ninja
game with the action starting off thick

and fast.

LASTABILITY 80%
Four continue-plays don’t make it

any easier, especially with six long
levels to hack through.

A top notch conversion of a some-
what unoriginal coin-op.

6 ~7ZZAP! JANUARY 1990
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While I, like Robin, am a great fan of military aircraft, until now I’d

never been hooked on a sim. F-16 Combat Pilot had the depth, but

its realistic toughness could be irritating while Falcon still lacks any

real depth of scenario even with the Mission Disk. First impressions

of F-29 are set by a great rock track and some utterly mouth-watering

graphics. To plane buffs like me the futuristic aircraft are exciting,

while to others the hi-tech displays and superlative performance are

a great jump over the ancient F-1 6.

For the first few hours you just whiz around admiring the graphics

at ‘idiot’ level: the massive aircraft, the amazing battlefields with

battalions of tanks skirmishing, and the superbly contoured islands.

Ocean have provided the easy accessibility of Interceptor with state-

of-the-art graphics and an amazing depth of play. It’s going to be a

lot of late nights with this one, I’m afraid!

Ocean, Amiga £24.99

•Flying high with Ocean’s debut flight simulation

O cean’s first flight sim is

certainly ambitious,

simulating not only the

next generation of fighters, but

also the jets to replace them.

Retaliator begins with the

pilot enrolling in the Air Force at

any of five ranks (1 st Lieutenant

up to Colonel). Once cleared for

pilot status by a retina-scan sec-

urity routineyour militarycareer

can begin. You can either go
direct into war with the arcade-

style Zulu Alert, starting in mid-

air with unlimited weapons, or

pick a scenario. Serious pilots

will start at the Arizona Test

Range, but there’s also three

warzones to visit. You can
choose either an F-29 oran F-22,

and must stick to itthrough your

saved career.

The Test Range is your best

bet if you want to get the feel of

your new aerial ‘office’. Various

remotely-controlled targets and
drones are scattered through-

out the 1000-odd miles making
up the Range. Tanks, trucks,

bridges, industrial plants, com-
mand centres, airbases, SAM
sites and more provide target

fodder for ground attacks while

drone MiG-29 Fulcrums prac-

|

tice patrols around the Range
skies, eager for an air-to-air to

take themj>ut. Get the plane up
into the wild blue yonder and
you’ll immediately notice the

smooth control and incredible

agility of the aircraft.

But thankfully you don’t need
to be a genius to fly the planes.

Three console monitors provide
all the data you need to perform
your mission, selecting through
the displays brings up an amaz-
ing array of radars, indicators

and moving maps. External

views are also available for you
to admire yourself from, as is a

view from a satellite. Autopilot

is provided, with electronic

countermeasures (ECM, which
jams radar), plus chaff and
flares (to distract enemy mis-

siles).

While you’re in the States it’s

a good idea to put the aircraft’s

weapons to the test, there’s five

types of air-to-air missile to

choose from, and four types of

air-to-surface missile, all highly

advanced and ‘smart’ with it.

Load up with whatever weapon
you want and usethem to the full

on the test range. In the war-
zones you may well experience
weapon shortages, so this may
be the best chance you get to

play around with AGM-10H
Cruise Missiles, Back-Winders,
Conventional Stand Off

Weapons and the rest.

In the 21st Century the future

of air power will be a mixture of

superlative fighter agility and
stealth taptics which is where

68 ZZAP! JANUARY 1990

A close-up view of the F-29’s unique", forward-swept wings as the

jet zooms towards the Solomos Islands.

the Pacific Solomos Islands (a

USA colony rich in ojl deposits

but under threat from enemy
naval attack and invasion), and
the Big One - conventional war
in Central Europe.

Once a warzone is selected

you find yourself in Mission Con*

trol. From here you can select

Right, enough of this intro-

ductory talk. It’s time to get into

combat. Through the main
option screen you can select the

theatre of conflict. The three

warzones are all hot spots for

the US in the next 20 years and
you’re in the thick of it. Choose
from the Middle East

,

the ATF fits right in. Shut down
all the radars and the aircraft

enters Stealth mode, vital for

passing through defence zones
crammed full of surface-to-air

missiles (SAMs)and heavy radar

coverage. For high speed, high

level flights kick in the Super-

cruise to thrust up to 100%.

m



A Swooping low over your airfield with the radar showing two
bogeys coming in from the east.
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In the good few years that I’ve been into flight simulations I’ve seen
quite a bit of bad but more often than not quite a bit of good. Intercep-

toron the Amiga was good and so too was the classic Project Stealth

Fighter on the 64. Up until today the latter title was my all time favour-

ite; now F-29 Retaliatory the way forward. When you take the super-

lative flight handling and realism of Falcon and couple it with the

outstanding mission depth of F-16 Combat Pilot you suddenly find

yourself with what I must regard as the best flight simulation I have
ever seen (and there’s nothing on the visible horizon that looks set to

come close).

The realism of flight is extremely fluent and convincing (made all the

more exciting considering the current lack of ATFs to compare it

with). Then there’s the graphic quality which inches the whole flight

simulation field ever nearer to those multi-million pound Rediffusion

full-blown flight sims. Throw in infinite depth, with a mind-blowing
number of missions, four totally different warzones, masses of

enemies to fight, and first class presentation at every point in the

game and you have a program that is everything I could possibly have
hoped for in a flight simulation. It’s not a simulation, it’s an experience

/

the base you want to start the

tour ofdutyfrom
,
the armament

and finally the mission to under-
take. The ten Arizona Test Mis-
sions were merely the beginning
because now you’ve go^ ar\

enemy going all out to conquer,
\and ready to fjire back at you

,

With extreme prejudice!

\ Like real life you can’t tackle a
mission that theoretically

occured towards the end of the
war, after all you’ve only just

started! Only by completing mis-

sions and surviving the air war
do more missions come to light

instance, in the Pacific waTzone
the ffrst few missions aren’t t^o
demanding at all (down a few \

MiGs, hit a small enemy oil.
L
J

depot, and so on) butwith time
the warlsituafion changes,.new
War Updates appear, and eyer
harder different miissiqns crop
up (ranging from crtippling a \
Super Tanker to defending the '

New Jersey from all out attack,

or even taking on an Aircraft

Carrier!).

Ocean have always been known
for their fun, arcade-style games
and apart from Top Gun haven’t

come within F-29 range of a flight

sim. Since I’m normally bored
stiff by flight sims that hasn’t

bothered me, but now they have
and . . . it’s great. Like Intercep-

tor a few years back, F-29’s got

the incredible graphics, presen-
tation, and ‘idiot/arcade’ skill

levels to get absolute beginners

involved. The 3-D effect is

extremely attractive and unbe-
lievably fast (embarrassingly so
when it comes to flying the

plane). The plane alone boasts a
very large number of polygons,

plus highly convincing shading
as well.

Fly around the warzones on a
sight-seeing trip and you may
well spot tanks engaged in fierce

combat, SAM sites moments
before they fire at you (gulp!), and
cooling towers with nuclear

reactors nearby to bomb (double

gulp!). The islands in the Pacific

scenario are wonderful to see,

with sandy beaches and shal-

lows all around - 1 haven’t played
many flight sims in my time but

this is undoubtedly the best

looking one I’ve seen.

In fact, I’ve had such great fun

in the arcade option, where I

don’t have to bother with the

engines, landing, radars etc, that

I may well start on the serious

stuff. Biggies Hogg, here I come!

There are no plans for a C64 version.

Making a low-level pass over a US Navy flotilla in the Pacific.

PRESENTATION 92%
While the manual isn’t anything like

MicroProse ‘Warand Peace’ efforts it

is still very informative and matched
by the a wealth of options and

peripheral screens.

GRAPHICS 96%
Beautifully detailed, fast moving poly-

gon graphics together with
immensely varied ground detail.

SOUND 94%
Great rock track, plus amazing sound
FX from gunshots to the groan of the

pilot during high-G turns!

HOOKABILITY 94%
Flight sim enthusiasts will go for it

instantly, while novices will be temp-
ted by the oustanding graphics.

LASTABILITY 98%
Complete a scenario on the lowest of
skill levels and you’ve still got a long
‘way to go before tiring of this beauty.

OVERALL
97%

Ocean’s first flight sim is the best
out, and an incredibly fun game!

JANUARY 1990 6 9



Amiga £19.99.

he Princess Alicia has
been kidnapped by the evil

serpent demon Zawell
(Extremely Original Plots Inc). In

a massive coincidence, you just

happen to be transformed into a
fire-breathing dragon so you

can rescue her!

Spewing fireballs from your
three heads, you fly through
eight vertically scrolling levels.

As you fire you simultaneously
drop bombs, killing enemies on
the ground and breaking open

magic eggs which hatch bonus
firepower icons (including extra

head, shields, and longer range
fireballs and bombs). This all

seems easy enough but collid-

ing with airborne enemies or

bullets soon causes you to lose

your head, or at least one of

them! Two hits and you’ll be
quickly falling to earth - you’ll

also lose all extra weapons and
heads.
Each of the multiloaded eight

levels is infested with many hos-
tile creatures, some airborne
(mainly formation-flying birds)

and some on the ground which
can’t be hit but fire loads of bul-

lets. There are also wombat
squirrel thingies with beaks
which start off on the ground,
then launch themselves into the

air. Plus, of course, the inevita-

ble huge end-of-level nasties

which include an even bigger
fire-breathing dragon, giant

spider, and huge, carnivorous
pot plant - obviously a remnant
from Day Of The Triffids!

O' . -S .Mj The basic idea of a

r, fire-breathing dra-JhH gon as a shoot-

’em-up hero seems
novel enough, but

on level one at least any other

imaginative touches are sadly

absent. Levels two and three are

more interesting graphically, but

playability is still rather repetit-

ive. Yet while fans of the coin-op

should be happy with the Amiga
game, it’s hard to imagine any-

one who’ll enjoy splashing out a

tenner on the C64 game. Not
only is this version lousy to look

at, but it’s awful to play. The dra-

gon takes up half of the screen,

vertically, while the enemies are

numerous and spit out lots of

hard-to-see bullets.

A Three heads are definitely better than one in Amiga Dragon Spiritl

A Some of the more visible bullets in the C64 game

SCORE
O103HO

000001 SHOTS
AREA 1

Oh no, it’s yet

another vertically

scrolling shoot-

’em-up. Okay, so
instead of a

spaceship, you control a dragon,

but essentially the gameplay’s
much like dozens of other games
with very little originality. Worse
still, the C64 graphics are some
of the tackiest I’ve ever seen;

mostly monochromatic, badly

defined, with almost invisible

enemy bullets to try and avoid.

You can be flying along thinking

you’re getting somewhere at last

when suddenly the picture

freezes - this symbolises your

death by an invisible bullet, the

dragon isn’t even shown dying!

Although this problem is rectified

on the Amiga, the large end-of-

level creatures die in a similar

way - no satisfying explosions

whatsoever. Still, despite being

a bit slow, at least the Amiga
game is fairly playable and a

decent conversion of the

mediocre coin-op.

PRESENTATION 30%
Multiload levels on side B easy to use,

but dying five seconds into a new
level is still very irritating.

GRAPHICS 26%
The bullets are hard to see, back-

grounds are poor and the end-of-level

monsters are bad (level 2’s sees the
return of UDGs).

SOUND 30%
Poor intro tune and very basic FX.

HOOKABILITY 26%
Being massacred by lots of semi-vis-

ible bullets is very discouraging.

LASTABILITY 22%
Very high - for masochists who have
an aversion to any variety in their pain.

OVERALL
24%
Oh dear!

amiga
PRESENTATION 52%

Standard Tengen packaging, banal

loading screen and intro tune.

GRAPHICS 72%
Very close to the arcade original with

some good end-of-level monsters.

SOUND 63%
Some nice spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 65%
Very tough and rather sluggish, but

still quite playable.

LASTABILITY 72%
Eight levels of improving graphic app-
eal provide a good long term chal-

lenge.

OVERALL
70%

A good conversion of an uninspir
ing coin-op.

ZZAP! JANUARY 1 990



mates try to identify within a
time limit. Get it right and you
advance around the board;
finish first to win.

The in-built art utility allows
lines, curves, circles etc to be
drawn quickly. Alternatively, the
computer can do all the drawing
with individual competitors
guessing the words.

A Ehhh? ... a tough clue on C64 Pictionary.

Domark, C64 £14.99 cassette, £19.99 disk;

Amiga £24.99

ictionary is a sort of

charades using drawings
instead of mimes. Two to

four teams can compete, each
member drawing a picture of a
given word which his team-

This is more fun

with teams - the

computer draw-
ings are usually far

too easy to guess.

Using the in-built drawing utility

is fun, especially when you’ve
only a minute to draw something
obscure like ‘sheepskin rug’!

And although computer Pictio-

nary hasn’t really improved on
the board game, it’s still a good
laugh.

This is one of those
tiny minority of

board games that

actually benefits

from being on a
computer. The draw functions

add an element to the game pen
and paper obviously can’t rival.

Nevertheless to get the most
enjoyment you’ll need other

people to play with.

PRESENTATION 66%
Same as the Amiga apart from tape

multiload.

GRAPHICS 62%
Some of the drawing functions are

slow.

SOUND 8%
Banal intro tune and FX.

HOOKABILITY 70%
Very enjoyable.

LASTABILITY 62%
Slow draw mode requires patience.

OVERALL
68%
Good family fun.

amiga
PRESENTATION 68%
Glossy wordlist cards but poor

instructions.

GRAPHICS 74%
Good drawing utility.

SOUND 12%
Pathetic intro tune and FX.

HOOKABILITY 80%
Fun to start with.

LASTABILITY 68%
Computer drawings soon start

repeating.

OVERALL
75%

Lots of fun with friends.

powemrift
Activision, Amiga £24.99

T!
I
he 64 version rough-rode
its way onto the cover of
Issue 55 and zoomed

away with a Sizzler for its

While Power Drift is

technically very

impressive with its

extremely fast

layered graphic

effect, sometimes it’s just too
ambitious. Masses of (admit-

tedly excellent) graphics are

flung left or right at a consider-

able rate and occasionally you’re

left trying to follow a road that’s

disappeared in the collage of

graphics hurtling toward you.

This doesn’t happen all the time,

but when it does it’s extremely
disorientating.

troubles. Following up the rear
we have the Miggy Drift written
by Super Hang On programmer
ZZKJ.

It plays much the same as the
64 version with a off-road buggy
to drive, one of 12 rough-neck
characters to choose from to
drive it, and five courses to race
around (each containing 5 cir-

cuits). In each race, you must
finish in the top three to proceed

With its neat presentation Power Drift appears to be a
good conversion. But as you get to harder, more graphi-
cally complex levels the graphics and gameplay start to
get messy and confusing, spoiling the playability some-
what. Fans of the coin-op might appreciate the prog-

rammer’s bravery, but others will wonder why he didn’t keep it as
graphically simple as the C64 game.

to the next circuit.

Other than graphic and sonic
differences Amiga Power Drift

does boast some extras. The
track you’re about to race on
spins into view, there’s some
speech here and there and,
most useful of all, you get four
continue-plays.

Technically impressive graphics, but the C64 version had better
playability.

PRESENTATION 81%
Neat intro sequences, five continue-

plays, plenty of options.

GRAPHICS 75%
Good roadside graphics and layered

effect but too often it becomes
messy.

SOUND 70%
A number of above average pacy
tunes and some clear speech.

HOOKABILITY 68%
The first few levels are playable

enough . . .

LASTABILITY 62%
. . . But later levels are made even
harder by confusing graphics.

OVERALL
Nowhere near as playable as the

C64 version.
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YOU CAN LOAD COMPUTER GAMES

CodeMasters have developed their new CD Games Pack
utilizing the latest CD technology to give you 30 top award
winning games on one compact disc. Digitally recorded to
make load errors a thing of the past, even with the games

loading in as little as 20 seconds. All you need is a

Spectrum, Commodore 64 or Amstrad CPC and a normal
music Compact Disc Player.

ADVANTAGES OF COMPACT DISC
.

.
• GAMES
Instant Track/Game selection Mega fast loading - as

little as 20 seconds Maximum reliability, virtually no load
errors - Digitally Mastered, Digitally Mixed, Digitally

Recorded— DDD Massive storage capacity allows for
s

|t— many^rpe^on one compact disc Easy to us#:

NoeSkr r

INCLUDES:
CD cable - to connect your CD player to your computer
software - to allow ultra high speed loading

Compact Disc - containing 30 excellent games.
Full instructions - how to load and play the games.

•
•••

£19-95
•

SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64
AMSTRAD CPC

-
•

CodeMasters, PO Box 6, Southam, Warwickshire CV33 OSH



^ Mm A novel and extremely playable Amiga shoot-’em-up

has lost little of its appeal on the C64. The challenge of

battling off the evil guardian, looking out for good and

y " bad power-ups, while simultaneously conducting a

mini-strategy game against the evil growth is superb. At

less than half the price of the original it deserves serious consider-
fltirvn

sunburst etc) and avoid the bad
(increased evil growth, reduced
time limit etc).

good portals. To make this more
difficult an evil guardian roams
around the screen, reducing

your energy on contact. In the

middle of the screen is the sun
or moon (good spores are only

created during daytime) which
opens to reveal a tarot card -

collect the good ones (multiples,

Electric Dreams, C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk

battles).

To win a battle you must help

the orange good ‘growth* to sur-

round and kill enemy portals.

This is achieved by shooting evil

growth and by strategically

planting spores which turn into

As in the Amiga version

(Issue 51, 92%) the plot is

a surreal one. You’ve
been turned into a flaming star

by the Lord of Light and must
conquer the twelve astrological

signs (each containing three

The graphics in 64
IpBfH Wicked are a good

representation of

the original Amiga
game’s, the only

error being the inconspicuous
portals and spores; just small

smashing squares which are

very difficult to spot, especially

in a moment of panic! However,
the gameplay is everything it was
on the Amiga: a highly addictive

mixture of arcade action and
strategy

A One of the villains that hasn’t been lost in the conversion

mated guns, troops and laser

rooms to beat. Later levels

including the icy wastelands of

Siberia with robot gorillas,

southern lowlands patrolled by
Amazon women and lots more.
Your only weapons are a flash-

ing titanium sword and, when
you pick it up, an orbiting droid

Your mission, Hiryu Strider,

is to infiltrate the Russian
Red Army and learn as

much as you can. Needless to

say you’re soon in conflict will

the Soviets. Level one takes
place in Moscow with auto-

MiljaJ
, C64 Strider lacks

|V|V many of the Amiga
game’s villains. The

I Wf V spectacular con-
*

—

1441—3 frontation at the

end of level one is completely

missing, while robot guns must
now be dodged (rather than

shot), your droid no longer fires

bullets, and the time limits are

frustratingly stricter. It’s not even

a case of ‘it couldn’t be done on
the 64’- this is simply a mish-

mash of bits and pieces ported

across from the 16-bit versions

with no effort to make them into

a playable game.

Splashing awards for the Amiga game over the C64
t UwJ packaging is, to say the least, misleading. Many com-
f flH panies do it, but with Amiga Sfr/c/erwinning so many this

is a particularly bad example. The C64 game isn’t awful,

but it certainly isn’t a Gold Medal winner either.

Graphics are quite attractive, while the great music has been faith-

fully recreated, but playability is poor. Despite twice as many lives,

and half as many villains, the game is much tougher. The toughest

baddie is undoubtedly the time limit, which is frustratingly tight. Avid

arcade fans might find it barely acceptable, others probably won’t.

ZZAP! JANUARY 1 990

PRESENTATION 86%
Atmospheric intro sequence, spooky

astrological map and lots more
besides.

GRAPHICS 82%
Initially confusing, but there’s some
very good detail there if you get time

to notice it.

SOUND 85%
Lots of excellent tunelets to signify

various stages of the game, good
spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 81%
Takes a while to get into, but soon

becomes highly addictive.

LASTABILITY 80%
12, levels of increasing toughness.

An original, and extremely playable
arcade game.

TIHESH9H-03
SCORES 003100

PRESENTATION 50%
Misleading packaging, awful cover

art, and no inter-level scenario

screens.

GRAPHICS 56%
Detailed but blandly coloured sprites,

mediocre backgrounds.

SOUND 63%
A rousing theme but poor FX.

HOOKABILITY 51%
High difficulty level does not make a

good impression . . .

LASTABILITY 38%
. . . persistence gets you further, but

it’s not all that enjoyable.

A pallid shadow of the real thing

U' rxji

m V

L.



A well presented adventure/shoot-
’em-up hybrid.

PRESENTATION 71%
Free poster, interesting but confusing

scenario.

GRAPHICS 80%
Technically mediocre, but the atmos-

phere is great and the 50 attack
waves are superbly detailed.

SOUND 70%
Inoffensive Egyptian tune with aver-

age FX.

HOOKABILITY 72%
Very confusing to start with, but

clever game design keeps you play-
ing.

LASTABILITY 82%
Exploring the large pyramid is a big

challenge.

OVERALL
80%

An intriguing arcade-adventure.

PRESENTATION 74%
No multiload!

GRAPHICS 83%
Attractive backdrops and attack

waves.

SOUND 67%
Informative spot FX and short death

tune.

HOOKABILITY 69%
Very tough to begin with.

LASTABILITY 77%
It’s a big challenge, but difficulty

might discourage some.

JANUARY 1990

Logotron, C64 £9.99 cassette, £14.99 disk: Amiaa £24 99 A Just one life left, but plenty of* energy and the Collar of God
gives invulnerability if

n times long past there was a
paradise on Earth, a utopia
populated by the gods and

ruled over by >siris. But not
everyone was happy, indeed
Osiris’s brother, Set, was con-
sumed with jealousy. One dark
day Set persuaded Osiris to lie

in a chest, then nailed it shut
before throwing it into the river
Nile.

Eventually the chest was dis-
covered by Isis, Osiris’s wife,
who in comforting her dying
husband became pregnant!
While Osiris ascended to
heaven, Isis gave birth to Horus,
a hawk-headed god who can
transform into a hawk for battle.
Horus’s latest adventure

takes place in pyramid. Set has
torn the body of the Unknown
King entombed there into seven
pieces. Horus must find the
pieces and take them to their
proper resting place - this will

give him the power to take on
Set.

To do his fighting for him Set

Horus assumes hawk-form for some heavy shoot-’em-up action. (C64)

has brought to life many of the
hieroglyphics in the pyramid to
attack Horus if he gets too near
them. Horus can walk about in

human form, and can only use
the lifts this way, but for battle
the hawk form is best.
Some of the lifts are locked,

requiring one of eight different
coloured keys to open them.
There are also nineteen amulets
to find. These range from the
Amulet of the Soul (a hawk
which follows Horus, spitting
bullets), to theAmulet ofthe Col-

collected.

lar of God which temporarily
frees a man’s soul from his body
(invincibility in normal shoot-
’em-up terms!), and even an
auto-map. Some of the amulets
must be used at the right place
and time to complete the game
successfully.

While exploring the pyramid
Horus must be careful not to
bump Into Set. The evil god can
take the form of a deadly dra-
gon, and the whole screen
shakes when Horus gets near
him.

There’s very much an Entombed flavour about this
Egyptian arcade adventure romp, although I personally
enjoyed the Ultimate game a lot more. For the most part
it s fairly standard gameplay spiced up with some extra
weapons and features. But it doesn’t look all that original- something that prevented me from getting into the game as much

as otu. Nevertheless both versions look very good indeed with back-

i°Pf A

0f 3 very E9yPtian sty»e, plus some nice tunes here and there.
The 64 game mirrors its 16-bit counterpart extremely well, so it’s a
pity its difficulty level is so hard.

innovative

reverted to

Denton Designs
are among the
most imaginative
programming
teams, but after the
Eco they have
the sort of arcade

adventure popular years ago.
Initially Horus seems way too
hard and, because you keep
dying, repetitive. But once you
take the time to work out the
attack waves, controls, and
amulets it gets easier. The game
structure is very clever - the
toads which restore energy and
lives mean that after you’ve just
got as far as you think possible,
you can explore a whole new
area. Graphics are top-notch for
both machines. The C64 game is

especially impressive as there’s
no multiload, but it’s also harder,
making it less playable than the
Amiga version.



In two-player mode the second
player takes over the under-

ground exploration.

A C64 version is expected early in

1990.

A Be careful to get all three dragon heads or they could come back

to haunt you.

demons to slaughter them all!

Except, that is, for the Ulopa

who can now defeat the Maldur

by finding the 23 pieces of a

shattered magic amulet.

Each ofthe 23 levels is divided

into two parts: above and below

ground. Ulopa jumps around

platforms, searching for the

amulet fragment and then

escaping within a time limit.

Useful items to collect include

jumping springs, parachutes,

and magic stars to throw at

enemies. Doors connect thetwo
parts of each world, some
requiring keys to unlock them.

Ubi Soft, Amiga £24.99

nee upon a time lived a

peaceful and prosperous
people. And they all lived

happily ever after ... or they

would have done if a nasty magi-

cian, the Maldur, hadn’t invaded

their country with hordes of A It’s a pity the main

sprite is so

W uncharismaticW because otherwise

r iiiw I this is a very fine

game. The need to plan your way
around the levels adds that vital

bit of tactical thinking. Working

out how to complete the first four

levels was really enjoyable, and

23 levels provide good variety.

There’s not much originality

here, but lots of puzzling levels-

albeit overpriced.

The separate above/below ground sections and twin

player option give this platform arcade adventure a

spark of originality. The graphics are of the cute variety

and some of the levels are very weird (especially the

underwater ones with clams and sharks). With plenty of

neat graphical touches and simple gameplay, programmers Blue

Byte have made Twinworld a lot of fun.

Although sound is okay with two sampled tunes and a

nice rendition of Auld Lang Syne, the graphics are

mostly only adequate. Each of the sections is playable

enough in a simple way, but even with the inter-level

sequences they don’t really gel into one good game.

Perhaps a couple more sections would have made a difference, butActivision, Amiga £24.99
as it is this is poor value for money

left/right you must guide Ray
down to the bottom, collecting

weapons and parts of the slime

scoop on the way. Ghosts attack

Ray reducing his courage and

ghoulish hands scratch at the

cable, weakening and eventu-

ally snapping it.

In the second scene, the

Statue of Liberty has been
bought to life. As it walks down
Broadway, you must protect it

from ghosts by controlling a

shooting fireball. Getting hit by

ghosts reduces the Statue’s

slime - replenished by sending

JL fter saving NewYorkfrom
being grabbed by the

^^ghoulies the Ghostbus-

ters were sued for making a

hoax! Five years on, the

Ghostbusters earn a living

appearing on seedy TV shows.

Dana Barrett now has a baby

son Oscar, who is nearly killed

by mysterious forces . . . The

game comprises three key

scenesfrom the film. In the first,

Ray Stantz is lowered down a

sewer air-shaft. At the bottom

there’s some slime of which he

needs a sample. By swinging

Ghostbusters 2 1

isn’t great, but level

W one is an attractive,

W jjfW if easy introduction
* “ to the game. Level

two is an unusual and tough

shoot-’em-up which is good fun

- especially with someone to

control the vital, energy-gather-

ing men. It’s a pity level three is

disappointing, but nevertheless

there’s an oddball feel to all the

graphics which match the film

well. Sonics are also good, and

overall this deserves consider-

ation by fans.

people out to collect the blobs

of slime dropped when ghosts

die (?!).

The third and final section

takes place in the isometric 3-D

Museum of Art where, after

abseiling in from the roof, you

must rescue Oscar and destroy

Vigo the Carpathian (the bad-

die).

PRESENTATION 70%
Neat two-player option and atmos-

pheric intro music.

GRAPHICS 74%
Good variety of baddies and back-

grounds

SOUND 82%
Some lovely, restrained in-game

tunes.

HOOKABILITY 80%
Very playable, especially with two

players.

LASTABILITY 84%
23 levels, bonus levels, and six differ

ent landscape-types.

Initially primitive looking but sur

prisingly playable.

PRESENTATION 73%
Inter-level digitised pictures.

GRAPHICS 75%
Atmospheric although lacking detail

in places.

SOUND 80%
Good sampled tunes and nice FX.

HOOKABILITY 66%
Fairly easy opening level, but disk

access can be irritating.

LASTABILITY 55%
Disappointing level three is scant

reward for fighting through tough

level two.

DEPTH

tirnn
zM < *

16-bit presentation for a very 8-bit

game.COBLE

COUEHGE



US Gold, Amiga £19.99

L
ast month the Commo-
dore 64 saw a Ferrari F-40
burn its way across the

States to reach the Gold Medal
finishing post. Now, with a roar,
the F-40 burns out ofthe garage
with a 16-bit engine under the
bonnet. Destination: the open
road!

It’s the Cannonball Run revi-
sited as Turbo OutRun seesyou
participate in one loooonnnng
race across the Statesfrom New
York to Los Angeles. You’re in
your flashy open top F-40 with a
beautiful blonde for company
when some upstart dude in a
pathetic Porsche 959 (spit!)

challenges you to a race just for
the hell of it. It’s time to show
these inferior car owners what
real horsepower is - after all
that’s what the F-40 is here for
isn’t it?

Turbo comprises 16 stages,
taking you and your lady
through nearly everytype of ter-
rain you could imagine: snowy
roads, sand blasted tracks, car

congested city freeways - in
fact anything which is officially
classed as tarmac!
There are barrels in the road,

barricades to break through,
sandstorms, snowstorms, Sun-
day drivers to burn up, and cops
to outrun with the Turbo tem-
porarily accelerating you to roc-
ket speeds.
Every fourth stage you get to

|WEr* £&Rfln
* «* *JL.

ROfeiN

200 / so
: r :

A
toNewYork

^ 9 'r,friends na99in9» ourhe™ decides to go back

_ ^ as icisi as anyone could
want, with some excellent and highly atmospheric
graphics throughout. Cars mill around and bump you
with a bit more leniency than the C64 game, but the
police cars are much tougher, really ganging up on you.

his, combined with stricter time limits makes for a much toughergame than the 8-bit version. To compensate there’s some lovelysound FX, such as the wail of police sirens and the Porsche beepinq
its horn as it overtakes. While Amiga Out Run lacks the awesome ‘mvcomputer can’t do that’ technical achievement of the C64 one, ifs
stil a top-notch conversion and very close to the coin-op. Great tolook at and play, Amiga Turbo is a first class racer.

Burning out your engine in night-time Chicago!

This is nowhere
near as technically
impressive as the
64 version. The
graphics aren’t as

appealing and the 3-D scrolling
a bit jerky. Sound is good, with a
nice tune and some nice effects,
though not really amazing for the
Amiga . Still, it’s playability that

'

counts, and this is where Turbo
scores highest. The game is a lot
tougher than on the 64, some-
times frustratingly so, but all the
compulsive racing action from
the coin-op is well implemented
and certainly fast enough. In
short, Turbo is a neat conver-
sion, but not quite a brilliant one.

PRESENTATION 81%
Attractive and humorous inter-level
screens where you customise you

car.

GRAPHICS 85%
A very close conversion of the arcade.

SOUND 73%
Some great FX, but the main tune is a

bit muffled.

HOOKABILITY 80%
immediately, and compulsively play-

able.

LASTABILITY 78%
Atough game, which will take time to

master.

Another extremely playable US
Gold coin-op conversion.

improve the car’s internals with
a better engine, up-rated Turbo,
or hi-grip tyres (‘tires* for this
game). Beat the timer for each
stage and you may well win the
day, but more importantly beat
that poncy Porsche and you may
get to keep your fickle girlfriend
(until Richard Noble roars past
in Thrust II!).
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Infogrames, Amiga £29.99

planning

fun!

. mm
TWTl

syourtown as dull and boring

as Ludlow? Or is it as polluted

and overcrowded as Lon-

don? What idiot plans these

nightmares?
If you think you can do better,

SimCity offers the opportunity

of being Mayor. Starting off on
easy level you’ve got $10,000 to

set up yourtown. Your overhead
view of a section of a 1 00 square

miles landscape can be scrolled

about by mouse. Once you’ve

chosen where to site your city

you can click on icons on the

right to build and zone.

Zoning is one of the most
important planning devices. It

basically means cities are split

into residential, commercial and
industrial zones. This prevents

houses being built on the same
sites as factories. In the game
you can’t actually build homes,
factories or shops, just estab-

lish the zones where other

people can build them, if they

want. To encourage people to

do this you must provide power
by building a power station,

either coal - which pollutes - or

nuclear - more powerful and
cleaner, but has a slight risk of

nuclear meltdown!
To link zones to the station

you have to build powerlines.

Use the mouse to place sections

individually, or hold down the

left button to draw your connec-
tions with them. You must also

build a transport network with

roads (cheap to build and main-

tain) and rail (no traffic jams, but

expensive). As your city

expands crime will increase, as

will the risk of fires, requiring

police and fire stations. Ifyou’re

near water you might want to

build a seaport to increase

industrial growth, or you could

even cough up for an airport to

improve commercial growth.

Both building and zoning cost
money which must be raised by

taxes once your initial money
runs out. Tax rates from 0% to

7% encourage people to move
into your city, but don’t raise that

much money. Tax rates above

9% encourage people to leave

the city. Besides funding new
activities, you must also fund

fire and police stations ($1 00 per

station per year) and roads ($1

per section of road per year).

You don’t have to give these ser-

vices what they ask for, but if

you don’t services deteriorate.

High tax rates aren’t the only

things to cause residents to

leave however: high crime rates,

pollution (caused by too much
industry packed together),

traffic jams and so on, are bad
for city growth. Thankfully maps

I never thought I’d ever design

my own cities, though seeing

how disastrous some of them

turned out in SimCity, it’s just as

well I’m not a real-life town plan-

ner! And although managing the

enormous scenario cities is fun,

the game really comes into its

own when you build up your own
town from nothing. The simple

idea of placing the various units

gives birth to all sorts of com-
plex, very real problems as your

town evolves. The perfect city

seems like an impossible dream

as you inevitably make com-
promises between various fac-

tors, including your budget, to

please the public. Hours, days,

weeks, months, years. ... of

fun can be had experimenting

with different town layouts - and

just when you think you’ve got it

right a major earthquake

reduces your ideal town to rub-

ble!

SimCity is fascinating, educa-

tional, and totally compulsive - if

Ed hadn’t locked away the disk,

this issue of ZZAP! would never

have been finished!

and charts can be called up to

show all these factors with

invaluable detail and clarity.

There are 21 types of com-
mercial areas, 20 residential,

and 9 industrial, ranging from

slums to top class, fast growing

areas. If you manage to keep

your city growing despite pollu-

tion and so on, you might still be

defeated by such disasters as

earthquakes, fires, flooding,

plane crashes, tornados and

even rampaging monsters!

These occur at random, coming
more frequently on higher skill

levels. Sadists can choose to

inflictthem on their cities ifthey

want.
There are also eight scenarios

which can be loaded from disk.

These range from Dullsville

(transform a boring town into a

megalopolis) to Rio De Janeiro

(rebuild a massive city recover-

ing from a flood). Scenarios

have tight time limits to add to

the excitement.



This must be one of the most
beguiling games ever written. A
subject more boring than urban
planning is hard to imagine, but
is here turned into something
utterly compelling. Seeing the
green residential squares fill up
[with tiny little houses, and the
first cars trundling along the
roads . . . words cannot
describe the feeling of satisfac-
tion as your city grows ever

|
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A An airliner takes off to head south-east towards a power station

The C64 version (unsurprisingly disk
only) should be out in December,
priced £19.99.

PRESENTATION 96%
Excellent save/load facilities, infor-

mative instruction manual, lots of
options, plus a print city option and

three speed settings.

GRAPHICS 85%
All the objects are fairly simple on

their own, but combined the effect is

very impressive indeed.

SOUND 57%
Adequate spot FX liven things up

nicely.

HOOKABILITY 97%
Started playing 3pm, finished 1 1pm,
read the instructions the next day -

incredibly addictive!

INSTABILITY 96%
Eight scenarios, three skill levels plus
an infinite variety of landscapes.

After the earthquakes - fire and Godzilla! The scaly monster
comes ashore to wreck the docks and yellow-edged industrial
zones.

An utterly compelling game no
Amiga owner should miss!
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'he mega-game that never was, EA's space-venturing RPG

KXEs; lEpfiSttl?

hallenqe FOFT and Elite for the top space exploration

jame award. Select 6 crew members from 5 alien races to

:ontrol your ship and then take off for the stars. Ther

170 star systems and 800 orbiting planets (with differi g

atmospheric conditions) all just begging to be explored, at

the party's own risk of course!

A ship*wouldn't be a ship without some weaponry and

there's more than enough missiles, lasers etc on board

vour ship (and the others!). Best have a word with an alien

race before blasting if you want to get anywhere in

Starflight. it makes all the differencel Look out for this

space spectacular any day now, priced £14.99 C64 (disk

only), £24.99 Amiga.

jFthere mill
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BE MORE
SURPRISES

BEFORE I HEET
DOOM* j

DHTE:E3 .iS-QM-HBS
i DAMAGE : 0/

CARGO B4/
1 ENERGY -341.

SHIELOSjUP
A HEHP : RRMED

DUE5TX0H
POSTURE

^<5 COMMUNICATIONS
Jj> H HTHAN BRAZIL
HELLO. WE COME IN PE
PLANET RRTH.
RECEIUIHG: ^
VOU HAUE BEEN DELRYEO

A Engaging in polite conversation with a robot, in EA’s Starflight (Amiga)

There’s life, Jim, but not as we know it! (C64
)

DATE: 63.03-01-4620

as.
IS i :

8
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SCIENCE OFFICER

EhIsIhEER,

Eoctor
OFFICER

OBJECT : PLAHET OF 61
GRAVITY: il . 80
PREOOMIKAHT SURFACE
ATMOSPHERIC
TENPERftTURE; ARCTIC
GLOBAL AEft.TH.ERi. HOH

HICK
TROPICAL

successful Gallic boardgame, Infogrames’ Full
Based on a very

Metal Planete. (Amiga)
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Hewson s tower-toppling Gold Medal returns! German
Infernal Byte Systems are hard at work on the sequel to
the cult upward spiralling platform leap-about, planned
for a May release on the Amiga first and a conversion to
the 64 at a later date.
John Phillips, the author of the original Nebulus, has

been working with Infernal on the game and it promises
16 more brain bending towers of Nor for Poqo to

A Pogo returns to the land of Nor
Nebulus 2. (Amiga)

in Hewson’s eagerly awaited

ntM3ooetio!

A Being preyed upon by a giant Mantis in Tusker. (Amiga) A Amiga Untouchables, being slaughtered in the alley shoot-out

A A break away from the Ultima
Legend. (C64)

series from Origin - Knights Of A One of those chests it might have been best not to open. Bushido (C64)



BLOCKBUSTER

NOW '•

FITH T
TWICE THE FUN, TWICE THE CHALLEN||

lOYf* "MSr BACK!

USETHE LASER SIGHT.
or the bulletproof vest, but watch out for

Operation Thunderbolt the incredible

Taito coin-op conversion brought

NOW to your home computer.
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